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MOTHERJONES

Letters
IRUIDOSO WRITES]

Dear Mother:

Just finished reading the
article on Wampler ("The

Do
of

.

s uIe sense
erjoyir
yniracUlOLkS

-i-he

Captain ofNitwit Ridge,the
Underground Orchard and
the Mortician'sHouse,"MJ

Sept./Oct. '76), which I

greatly enjoyedbecause it is
an aspect ofthecabins in this
mountain communitythat is

inescapable. People just

I

[CRUEL RIDICULE]

7'

Dear Mother:
thought Alan Cober's
ridicule of fat people (in
"WhatAmericaNeeds toDo
Next," MJ Sept./Oct. '76)
was cruel and inhumane,
considering the often difficult position offat people in
our society.
Up until very recently I
was fat. The volume of ridicule, much of it verbal arid
public, whichI hadto endure
might makeyou squirm. The
assumption of our society
seems to be that fat people
- -- deservethis. Apparently,Mr.
Cober shares this assumption. Why?
fat
Many people are addictedto food
in the sense that food can be used as a
drug—as a temporary refuge from a
painful reality, an anaesthetic to calm
thenerves. Compulsiveeating, like alcoholism and drugaddiction, is very likely
a disease and ought to be treated as
such, not with ridicule and mockerylike
Mr. Cober's.
I would like to suggest that your
magazine, which, I understand, is interested in the betterment of social conditions, take a look at the condition of
fat people,who could possiblybe defined
as a persecuted minority unfit for the
sexual marketplace.
KarenIris Bogen

I

came up here and made do
with what was available. Like
Victorian mansions in Old
West mining towns, these
cabins will often have wood-—
workandmasonrythatmake
youstep backandsay, "Wait
aminute; thatwas done with
affectionand the artist/craftsman would fuss. No muss. No bother. Harding
must be turning in his grave.
dig its being appreciated."
Laverne Rison
Could yod please correct the spelling
of our town? People have a tendency to
Basin, WY
it
but
that
ain't
pronounce "Ruidosa,"
the way she's wrote. Ruidoso—gotit?
[BIG DEAL)
W. C."Buck"Meyer
Dear
Mother:
Ruidoso,NM
Parker's piece on the People's Bicen[BOYS ON THE BUS)
tennial Commission "paper chase" exDear Mother:
posé was great ("Let's Make a Deal,"
Congratulationsto Paul Hanson for a MJ Sept./Oct. '76).
fine article onKenKesey ("Kesey AgonHopewecanexpectmore ofthat kind
istes: Did Hollywood Cuckoo Ken?" ofreporting in the future. Really, it was
MJ Sept./Oct. '76). Congratulations to great. I only wish it had gone further.
Ken Kesey for a fine book. Fuck Saul
Although I have mixed feelingsabout
Zaentz and Michael Douglas for being PBC, I am truly sympathetic to what a
so ungrateful. So they spent four years "movement group" has to go through
Berkeley,CA
making the movie; where would they to getmainstreammedia coverage.
Jeff Stein
have beenifit wasn't forKesey'sbookin
[JIVE ON JAGGER]
Washington, DC
the first place?
Dear Mother:
Keepdrivin' thatbus, Ken.You've got
I am offended by inaccurate journala lot more passengers thanyou think.
[SHE'S SORRY]
ism!!!
PerryGauntt Dear Mother:
in referenceto the blurb on the new
LittleRock, AR
"A Magazinefor theRest of Us," you Rolling Stones album, Black and Blue
say. . . but haveyou definedthat audi- ("Mick Jagger Is Looking Black and
[OILY MESS]
ence yet? I think not. So far it's been Blue," MJ
Sept./Oct. '76), paragraph
Dear Mother:
nothing more than stale commentaries two is entirely in error! !
R. P.'s Frontlines article: "And the and regurgitatedrhetoric.
It states: "Outrage has been a conOil Goes Round" (MJSept./Oct. '76) is
I believe in new publications. I like stant
fenuinist reaction to
and the
provocative,and I hope my ideas don't to support them. Contrary to what some Stones since the hit Jagger
song
'Midnight
buried
under
an
avalanche
of
Rube
get
friends and relatives felt about not bewhich glorifies the Boston
Goldberg inventions; but let me add a coming a charter subscriber, I sent in Rambler,'and recreates
the rape/murder
Strangler
note.
my $8 and hoped to get my money's of Beverly Samans. 'Oh God,
hit her
Seems R. P. failedto mention that the worth. It's been a bit dull, a trifle
oilmen finally got their sticky fingers on preachy and, with the exception of one head. . . rapeher. . . hang her....'"
LIES!!!
old Teapot Dome itself. Seems they ortwoarticles, oflimited interest.
were ringing the place with their pumps
I'm sorry for therest of us.
a) "Midnight Rambler" was never
and Uncle Sam decided they might as
Joan Levine releasedas a single; b) it reminds/warns
well leaseit to them fair and square. No
San Diego,CA of the Boston Strangler; c) it does not

-
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An Honest

Subscviption

It's unfortunate. A good magazine is such a viable and

unique product—a regular distillation of exceptional writing, talent and art. It's unfortunate that readers often feel
tricked into subscribing by clever gimmicks and sales
techniques.

We're MOTHER JONES. An honest magazine. The result
of honest efforts of writers, photographers, artists and
dedicated business folks. We're a non-profit publication
that offers serious insights into today's most poignant
dramas in politics, education and myriad sociological
situationsaroundthe world.
MOTHER JONESis about politics, literature, psychology,
art, music (from the blues to Beethoven), joy, homecooking, gardening, a fair amount of anger, and a good
deal of dedication to making sure the 70's don't turn into
the50's—despitethe dedicated efforts of some to do so.
MOTHER JONES is a bit of the Whole Earth Catalog, but
notquite;abit oftheold Ramparts, but notquite that either;
in fact, it's a blend of a whole fistful of magazines,
newspapers, journals, catalogs, booksthat we've grown to
admire over the years, but that taken alone, never quite
reflected the complexity, the richness or the range of our
lives.

All these faces appeared in MOTHER JONES. Honest!

We're also a lot of fun. Each issue features a bit of trivia,
somecerebrallaughs, the etchingsof Charles Bragg and
the wit and wisdom of perceptive young sageswho prove,
if nothing else, that the pen is more entertaining than the

An Honest

sword.

I

II

Okay, I'll give MOTHER JONES a try. As a Charter
Subscriber I'll send you $8—$4.00 off the regular price.
And in return you'll always give me the lowest available
rates on renewals, gift subscriptions, etc.
If I don't like themagazine, tough. I won't renew. If I do like
it, you'll have a happy and satisfied reader.

All in all, it's a fine journey through the world of the 70's.
And totake the trip, you'vegotto paythefare.We have no
tricks and we're not going to appeal to your greed and
avarice—just you intellect and sense of humor. So here's
thebestwe canoffer...

ONE YEAR OF MOTHER JONES AT THE
CHARTER RATE OF $8 (A SAVINGSOF $4.00
OFFTHE MAIL-DELIVERED PRICE)

____

Name

_________ ____

Street

City,State, Zip
Bill me

It's a substantialsavings and an offer we can only extend
for a limited (seriously) time. Charter subscribers will
always get the lowest rates available on renewals, gift
subscriptions, etc. Non-Charter (soon) subscribers willpay
more. Give us a try. We think you'll enjoy MOTHER
JONES.Honestly.

c'J

Mypaymentis enclosed

MOTHER JONES 1255 Portland Place
Boulder, Colorado 80302
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Mother Jones (1830-1930)
From the time she heard Lincoln
speak against slavery until she raged
against the Sacco-Vanzetti trial, labor
organizer Mary Harris "Mother"
Jones led the fight in every movement
for social change in her time.
Editorialboard:

AdamHochschild. Jeffrey Klein
Richard Parker
Editorialstaff:
Elaine Herscher, Joan Medlin, Lyle York
Contributing editors:

PaulSolman, AmandaSpake
KarenStabiner
Poetryeditor:
Denise Levertov

Art:
Louise Kollenbaum (Director)
MarthaGeering, Dian AzizaOoka
Foundationfor National Progress
Directors:
RichardParker(President)
TonyGillies (Vice-President)
AdamHochschild, Louise Kollenbaum
Fellows:

NickDeMartino,Mark Dowie, Todd Gitlin
DavidOlsen, Richard Parker
GarethPorter,Nina Serrano
DerekShearer, AnnTompkins
Staff:
William Dodd (Membership Director)
Debby Begel,Mark Dowie, AnitraBaizer
Tony Gillies, Ruth Henrich, JudithOhlen
GeorgeStephen Parker,MarietteWickes
Consultants:

John Klingel, HollyReppert

recreate the rape/murder of Beverly
Samans; and d) the correct lyrics are,
". . . I'm called the hit'n' run raper, in
anger1

I was very insulted by the outrageous
errors in that brief blurb. How can our
own Mother, dedicated to defendingthe
wronged, spread such unforgivably
faulty information?! I agree that the
ad was sexist and unjust. but you say
yourselves that Jaggerwas not responsible for it. Don't sling slanderousmud at
your allies, stand beside them! The
Rolling Stones are on our side, don't
shoot your comrades—we need all the
help we can get! Why must Jagger always be the one to suffer the blows?
Mick Jagger's sociallyaware lyrics carry
a powerful influence on our youth (and
have since the early '60s).
Jagger is not a male chauvinist pig!
Songs like "Under My Thumb" and
"Stupid Girl" were written about specific individualsand are not directed at
thegeneralpublic.
How can you call yourselves "A
Magazine for the Rest of Us" when
you are so inconsiderate of your supporters?
(Ms.) PatJ. Bushorig
Lewisron,NY

[MEDITATE WITH MOM]

Dear Mother:
Just a note to tdll you people that

writers, but fewer readers, know, the
last editor makes the final changes in
style—and politics.
In my article, "Pa Bell's Plan for Us
All," a sentencewas changedthat meant
a gooddealto me. Answeringwhy consumer and phone worker control of
AT&T is currently an "American Impossibility," the printed version reads:
"Why an impossibility? Well, it isn't
really, but worker-consumercontrol of
American Telephone & Telegraph runs
into the biggest damn wall of fear, misunderstanding and propaganda you
could imagine."
But my original goes: "Why an impossibility? Well, it isn't really, but
worker-consumer control of American
Telephone& Telegraph runs smack into
the brick wallwhichcrumbled on Chile's
SalvadorAllende.You don'tturn over to
public ownership the biggest corporation in the world, or the world's largest
copper and nitrate deposits, without a
fight."
Small changes? Perhaps. But if Chile
proved anything, it proved that the
transition to socialismcannot be peaceful. I hardly see any reason for thatto be
differentin the United States, the home
ofAnaconda andAT&T.
SteveChapple

SanFrancisco, CA

[OUR MOUTH'S OPEN]
Dear Mother:
Congratulations on the birth of a fine
magazinethat gets right intothe scheme
of things with both eyes and ears wide
open. (Not to mention mouth.)
You are more than a "ten-minute
glance through,"like a few magazinesI
shine.
could name. You have successfully comLee Levin bined current events, rip-offs, humor
Eureka, CA and fine poetry, and come up with a
casserole fit for even the most discrimi[NUMBER, PLEASEI
nating gourmet.
Dear Mother:
"For theFriend Who HasEverything"
As a C&P Telephone Co. of Virginia (MJ May '76) was priceless.
Mother,
employee, I want to thank you for the don't let anyone put you down. You're
article about "Pa Bell" ("Pa Bell's Plan great.
for Us All," MJ August '76).
JoanMaupin
After hearing all the propaganda from
Manchester, WA
management, it is refreshing to hear the
other side. It is very hard to disbelieve
[FROM MOTHER TO DAD]
everything told to us when that is all Dear Mother:
we hear.
Thank you for the magazine.
Pamela B. Ross
We appreciate yourthinking of us at
Spotsylvania,VA this time
and welcome yoursupport.
Dear Mother:
I will pass it along to Dad.
Magazine writing is a collaboration
JeffCarter
between author and editor. As most
Jimmy CarterPresidential Campaign
every month when my MJ appears 1
experience somethingclose to Nirvana.
1 was turned on to you bya friend who is
a teacher, and since then I have tried to
getall thepeople I know interested.
Here in the fog capital of the U.S.,.
your magazine is a burst of cosmicsun-
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Frontlines
Hijackings have been taking

on a different look these days:
the hijacker is starting to lose.
But one manwho gambled and
won (maybe)has beenthefocal
point of a lot of FBI attention

this fall.
He's D. B. Cooper, the man
whojumped outofajetin 1971
withaparachute strapped tohis
backand $200,000in his hands.
Even though Cooper hasn't
been seen since the day of the
hijacking and an extensive
search of the mountains of
Washington, Oregon and Nevadahasturnedup nothing,the
FBI won'tlet up its search.
It mayhaveto soon, though,
becausethis month, onNovember24,thestatute oflimitations
runsout on D. B. Cooper: he
will officially beafreeman. And
ifhe turns up alive and well, it
will be with a storythat should
shame Clifford Irving.
Cooper—if that's his real
name—paid cash for a Northwest Airlines flight from Portland to Seattle five years ago
this month. After takeoff, he
handed a note to a stewardess
that read"I havea bomb inmy
briefcase."
The stewardess relayed the
messageto the pilot, the plane
landed, the passengersandtwo
flight attendants exited and
$200,000 was brought onboard.
Then the plane took off, with
Cooper, the $200,000 and the
rest ofthecrew as hostages,and
headed straight for a thunderstorm. SomewherebetweenSeattleandReno,Cooperjumped,
cashinhand,walkingdown the
stairsoftheplane's tailexit out
into the night.
The act galvanized officialdom, mortified the FBI—and
fascinated the public. Itwas at
the height of the hijacking
craze, and the FBI opened an
intensive search—one that, to
date, has included tracking
down more than 825 separate
leads, butturnedup no clues.
In 1973Karl Fleming,editor
of a short-lived weekly newspaper and former Newsweek
bureau chief in Los Angeles,
thought hehadfound amethod
offlushingCooper out. Placing
classified ads in newspapers
throughout the Northwest, of-

THE ONE WHO
GOT AWAY

fled that

it hadn't turned up

thereal D. B. Cooper, theFBI

kept on looking. This summer
it came upwithalast-ditch idea
for enlisting public support in
the search. The Bureau proposed circulating a list of the
serial numbers of the bills
Cooperhad escaped with—the
firstperson toturnin one of the
billswould receivea $5,000 reward.
Someone, however, pointed
Out totheFBI that sinceCooper
had escaped withall the money
in $20 bills, anybody's poring
over a list of 10,000 ten-digit
numbers was a teensy bit unlikely.
And so, unless the unlikely
happens, on the 24th of November, a tall, swarthy man in
his mid-40s somewhere in the
United States will pour himself
a drinkand sit back, bemused,
a free man.
There'sahitch,though:D. B.
Coopermayhaveescaped criminal prosecution and the clutches of the FBI—but he hasn't
escaped the IRS. Since the day

he jumped out of that 727,
D. B. Cooper's ill-gotten gains
have steadily gained a heavy
weight of back taxes, interest

penalties and fines. Indeed, on
November 24, D. B. Cooper,
hijacking's apparentanswer to
Houdini, will owe the government $218,000 in taxes—or
$18,000 more than he escaped

fering to tell Cooper's story in "five percent ofme"stillthinks
exchange for both cash and that the"phony" D. B. Cooper
confidentiality, Fleming was is the real D. B. Cooper—and
contacted by a man who that thehoax wasn't ahoax,but
claimed he was Cooper. Flem- a final laugh on Cooper's part. with.
ing believed the story, perMeanwhile,apparently satissuaded his principal backer,
Los Angeles millionaire Max
Palevsky, to put up $30,000
cash as payment, then proceededtodiscoveritwasahoax.
Melvin Pierson used to bea parkscommissionerforthe city
"Cooper" and his accomof Los Angeles. He alsoused to be highly successfulbagman
plice turnedout to be a pair of
in theadministration ofMayorSam Yorty,regularly collecting
questionable real estate specuhefty chunks of cash from those who would win city conlators from Bremerton, Wash- tracts. On one occasion, an architect paid $22,850 through
ington. They were convictedof
Pierson to get a job. Another $15,000 job cost the same
fraud but escaped lengthy jail
architect an additional $1,500. Zoning plums went for $3,000
terms by returning most ofthe
to $4,000an acre.
money. Fleming, a bold jourHardly sizable potatoes in the larger scheme of things—but
nalistifevertherewas one,went
a case that hasset a tantalizing precedent. Pierson was eventuahead to publish his tale of
ally caught, convicted of bribery and ordered by the IRS to
D. B. Cooper in highly publi- ponyup backtaxes on $75,000in bribery income for 1964-65.
cized, highlycharged seriesthat
Recently, the Tax Court ruled Mr. Pierson not guilty, so
didn't bother to mention any
moved was it by Mr. Pierson's claim that he was "a mere
hoax untilthefinal installment.
conduit" and never personally benefitedfrom the funds,since
His paper folded shortly therehe always passed themup the ladder.
after.
We're moved too.
Ironically, Fleming says that

The Nice Guys At IRS
a

a
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Frontlines

In Network, a soon-to-be-released film, Kathy Cronkite,
daughter of Walter, plays a Patty Hearst-style revolutionary.
In the film a newsman gains instant fame by threatening
suicide on camera, then is assassinated by the "Ecumenical

was to go ahead anyway,in the
hopes that newer equipment
and methods might provehelpful in early detection.
Themammogramsdidinfact
locate early cancers—but only
marginally. Among a total of
more than 270,000 women
tested, researchers concluded
that only about 100 instances
of cancer were discovered by
mammography.
Toweigh against this was the
danger ofhigh radiation doses
from the x-ray equipment itself: even low, "acceptable"
doses of radiation were concluded to increase a woman's
chance of breastcancer by one
per cent. When the number of
likelyoverdoseswas accounted
for, the percentage rose even
higher. And since at the 27
centers run jointly by the National Cancer Institute and the
American Cancer Society, it
was recognized that radiation
exposure was as high as 6.5
times "acceptable" levels, there

seemed little doubt that radiologistsinprivatepractice often
used evenhigher dosages.
Now thereare two questions
to befaced:whether tosuspend
routine mammography of all
women under 50 immediately,
or wait for further test results.
The second, with more discomforting implicationsfor the

medical establishment, is
whether or not womencan now
sue for gross malpractice if
they were part of the NCI's
screeningprogram.
Dr. Irwin Bross, who is dii'ector of biostatistics at the
estigious Roswell Park Merrorial Institute of Cancer Resarch in Buffalo and who has
followed the debate surrosnd-

ing4he program, says the

"mindless" way inwhich mammography has been used may
produce "one of the worst
iatrogenic disasters in medical

history." latrogenic means
doctor-caused.

Liberation Army." Kathy's father allegedly turneddown the
newsman's role.

Breast Cancer: Looking For
A Cure Becomes A Cause
constitutes a clear and present
danger to an enormous sector
ofthe population.
Yet apparently, backin 1972,
in the halcyondays when mammography seemed a promising
detection device, a substantial
number of doctors and cancer
researchers opposed it, but for
a surprisingreason. WhenCongress insisted on funding preventive screening, it was, according to Science magazine,
"much to the distress of many
members of the NationalCancer Advisory Board, whohated
tosee money they wanted spent
on basic science 'diverted' to
whatintheiropinion amounted
tional Cancer Institute has to patient care."
called unequivocally for "imMoreover, itnow seems that
mediate cessation of routine there was evidence even then
mammography" for women that mammography might not
under50.
be that valuable. A NewYork
Breast cancer is diagnosed study suggested that no posievery year in about 90,000 tive information was produced
women, and every year about by the process among women
33,000 women die of the dis- under 50; but the decision of
ease. Obviously the disease the National Cancer Institute

Betty Ford, after her radical
mastectomy, advocated mammography ; sodidHappyRockefeller. Timeand Newsweek, as
well as the networks and major
dailies around the country devoted much attention to it.And
over the past four years, more
than a quarter million women,
some influenced by the publicity,someacting ontheadvice
of their doctors, have undergone "routine"breastx-rays.
Now apparently thereis evidence that the exams may be
more dangerousthanthe breast
cancer they are designed to
reveal. In fact, an advisory
panel to the government's Na-

What This Country Needs

If you want to tellyour co-workersoff, but haven'tgot the
nerve,you might consider giving themsomelip service.
For$5, Lipservice—aSan Francisco-basedcompany started
by Philip Abrams—willcall up the object ofyour loveor hate
and give him or her a message.
Abrams sayshe startedthe servicefor people who, through
fear or shyness, can't pick up the phone themselves and say
howtheyfeel.

Abrams charges $5for asinglemessage,butfor $7.50 he will
ask the other party for a reply and call you back.
Abrams says he delivers the messagewith appropriate emotions, including anger or sympathy, and that his Lipservice
caneven be dished outin Russian, Chinese,Spanish and ahost
ofother tongues.
Note: Lipservicecan be reached at (415) 282-3050.
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Frontlines
Galley Calls

For Amnesty

Former Army Lt. William
Calley, whoserved three years
in prison for the murder of 22
civiliansat My Lai in 1968, has
called for amnesty for all draft
evaders.

How To Lose
$150 Billion

Last year, if unemployment
had been only five per cent,in-

by the Brookings Institutionin
Washington,that was the additional outlay for programs like
food stamps, unemployment
insurance, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and Medicaid caused by just a two per
cent shift in unemployment.
Moreover, the Gross NationalProduct would havebeen
$150 billion higher had unemployment been at five per cent.
Memorize those numbers.
Repeatthemintheshower. Tell
your friends.

FromPublicist,a newpublic
stead of running over seven relations trade journal: "First
per cent, the federal govern- Women's Bank—A PR Man's
ment would have saved $20 Dream Campaign."
billion. According to a study

Mitch Miller Beats Beatles
Okay, quick, what is the
most popular record album of
thelast 20 years?
Sgt. Pepper? Blonde on
Blonde? Something by Elvis,
the Stones, the Monkees,
Grand Funk,Led Zeppelin,the
Airplane, the Dead?
Not according to Billboard,

10. The King

track

and I, sound-

IfMitchMiller and two versions

of The Sound of Music

aren't enough, consider that
the 11th spot is occupied by
John Denver's Greatest Hits.
Finallyatnumber 12,we hit the
first real rock record, and it is
not evenby a goodrock group:

the music-industry magazine.
Infact,thereisnotarockalbum Led Zeppelin. Next comes
in the Top Ten for the years Carole King's Tapestry album,
1956 through 1975, a period which is okay I guess if you
that goes back almost to the like your black singers to be
beginning of the rock era as white. And after that it is
well as nearly to the beginning mostly musicals—with Peter,
of the era of the 12-inch LP. Paul andMaryan exceptionat
Frank Sinatra? Bing Crosby?
JudyGarland?
Sorry. Here is Billboard's 20yearTopTen:
1. My Fair Lady, original

number 15—until number 26:
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band. Above it is a Herb
Alpert recordandjust below it
is Inside Shelley Berman.
We first encounter the Roll(Broadway)cast
ing Stones at number 144 with
2. SouthPacific,moviesound- HotRocks1964-1971, agreatest
track
hits album, just one notch be3. TheSoundofMusic,sound- low VanillaFudge.
track
VanillaFudge?
4. The Sound ofMusic, origiNumber 200 is Three Dog
nal cast
Night. No Dylan, no Airplane,
5. West Side Story, sound- no Dead, no Ailman Brothers.
track
Elvis first weighsin at number
6. Oklahoma,soundtrack
64; Sinatra'sfirst is number 88:
7. Johnny's Greatest Hits, Songs for Swinging Lovers. It
almost makes you wonder if
Johnny Mathis
8. Sing Along with Mitch, Rolling Thunder Revue was
Mitch Miller
worth the comeback.
9. Camelot,original cast
—HarperBarnes

No Comment: Cause & Effect
The following is reprinted in its entirety from The New

York Times:

MANILA, July 26 (UPI)—TheUnited StatesNavyhas agreed

tocompensatetherelatK'esoffour Filipino fishermenwhowere

killed during United States bombingexercises last month, a
Navy spokesman said today. They had retrieved an unexploded bomb.
The spokesman said the settlement, the amount of which
was not disclosed, was made even though investigation ofthe
incident was still under way. He said the Foreign Claims Act
allows officialsto setile meritorious claims immediately.
"In this particular claim, it was obvious they were killed
by United States Ordnance," he said. "Ifwe had not dropped
the bomb theywould not have been killed."
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Frontlines
rig itself(the firstoffive to be
placed in the Channel) is so
largethat when the first ha/fof
it was completed and towed
southward from its San Francisco Bay construction site to
Santa Barbara, the rig cleared
theGolden Gate Bridge by less
than 50 feet.
That rigis inthevanguard of
a whole new technology being
developed by the oil industry.
The "Super-Rigs" are roughly
equivalent to the "Supertankers"like theTorrey Canyon in
the '60s. The rigs are being
placed well over three miles
offshore in a deep channel; the
first rig, for example, will be
sunk at a depth of 850 feet,
twice the present maximum
depth of oil rigs in areas like
the Gulf Coast. The rigs to
follow will be set in even
deeper waters.
Each rig in turn will be used
to drillmultiple wells(28 in the
case of the first rig). They will
be connected to storage facilities and separator tanks that
will feed to a central offshore
pumping station, wheretankers
can call without ever approaching the shore. Anchored to a
massive buoy, the tankers will
take on oil from what Exxon
calls its "marine loading terminal" at a rate of 180 shiploads
per year.
The idea that tankers will be
calling offshore at the rate of
one every other day has raised

But Does He Have Papers?

An Australian manwho was unable to findwork is offering
himselfas a household pet.
Forty-six-year-oldJosef Holman, in a televisedinterviewin
Sydney,told nationwide audiencesthat he was offeringhimself
as a house pet because he thinks animals are treated better
thanhumans.
Says Holman, "I'm alsowilling to perform tricks like a pet
for my master and mistress," like rolling over and fetchingthe
family newspaper.
Holman says he had applied for about 2,000jobs over the
past two years, but was always turned down.

Santa Barbara—From Oil
Slick To Tanker Superport

Santa Barbara, California, in thepressure ofmajor oil corpotheannals ofthe environmental rations, it even appeared that
struggle,isa townalone. When, Santa Barbara could block the
in 1969, Union Oil's Platform development oftherich oil deA brokeopen and spilled thou- posits that lie buried off its
sands of barrels of crude oil,
fouling beaches, slaughtering
birdsand marinelife, thetown
gained aninstantnational identification.
Walter Hickel (remember
WalleyHickel ?),PresidentNixon's Secretary of the Interior,
came, saw and condemnedwhat
he had seen; national television converted the sight of
deadbirdscaked with crude oil
into a nationwide environmentalistsymbol;foratime, despite

shores.
Nomore.
In the wake of the oil embargo, and the call ofPresident
Ford for American energy independence, Santa Barbara is
facing a decidedly uncomfortable future.
Now, nearlyeightyears later,
Exxon, America's largest corporation, is in the process of
assemblinghistory's biggestoffshoreoil rigin the middleofthe
Santa Barbara Channel. The

ofa "Super-Rig."

One haIf
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hackles in the Santa Barbara
community—ashas the sudden
realization of how massive is
theoil fieldthat lies beneath the
Channel. According to Department of Interior studies,
the area contains between 730
million and 1.1 billion barrels
ofoil,as wellas 370-550 billion
cubic feet ofnaturalgas—making it the largest single field in
the U.S. outside Alaska. What
galls the Santa Barbarans is
that they have literally no say
whatsoeverabout whatwill become ofthis huge resource.
Right nowafinal caseismaking its way slowly throughthe
courts. In it, a local group
called GOO (for Get Oil Out)
is asking for a ruling that the
Exxon "marine loading terminal" falls within the jurisdiction of the 1974 Deep Water
Port Act, which would allow

California's Governor Jerry
Brown to veto the presence of

the offshore terminal. Exxon,
not surprisingly, is fighting a
complex counteroffensive, to

date successfully.
The new oil fieldisscheduled
to start producing at a time
when it may not be needed at
all. Next year, the Alaska pipelinewill becompleted,and ifall
goes according to original
schedules, Alaskan oil will begin flowing southward to the
American West Coast—to a
marketalready glutted with oil,
so deeply glutted in fact that

MOTHERJONES

Frontlines
producers arepredicting an unsalable surplus of between
400,000 and 600,000 barrels per
day. Meanwhile, the federal
governmentis putting into production its own fields in California, with the consequent
likelihood offurther flooding a
flooded market.
So who will get the Santa
Barbara oil? At this point no
one really seems to know.
Rumors are flying that the

Japanese may become its ultimate recipients, but that's if
Alaskanoil doesn't reach Japan
first.
Meanwhilethesecondhalfof
the world's biggest oil rig is
nearing completion, and Santa
Barbara is girding itself for
tankercalls 180times a year.
It has not been an inspiring
past few years in the townthat
once thought it could stop
bigoil.

Update: Mobil
In Rhodesia

parent corporation access to
crucial documents. "It is clear
that the Official SecretsAct has
worked to prevent us from get-

Mobil Oil is a bit upsetthese ting the information we wantdays about charges that it has ed," a Mobil spokesman says.
singlehandedlykeptthe whites- He declined to say whether
only Rhodesian government Mobil had contacted the South
alive for the past ten years. At African government in an atfirst denying the charges that tempt to get the facts; but the
appeared in last month'scover company did express hope that
storyin Mother Jones, Mobil "a way can befoundto develop
reverseditselfand launched an the information necessary to
internal investigation, sending complete our investigations."
a special corporate team to
South Africa.
But the team has now re- With thanks W Harper Barnes,
turned empty-handed. Claim- Sam Van Zandt, Zodiac News
JohnSink andBoston's
ing immunity underSouth Af- Service,
The
Real
Paper.
rica'sOfficial SecretsAct, Mobil'sownsubsidiaryrefused the

Marshall McLuhan:
Another Guru Gone Goofy?

Nobody can say it's quite
gone unnoticed,theflight ofthe
Great Minds of the '60s—
Charles Reich, Erich Segal, et
al.Butnow apparentlythedean
of deans, Marshall McLuhan,
has joined the hegirafrom the
planet. The master of "hot"
and"cool"communicationand
prophet of the TV-Electronic
Age nowdescribes the affluent
young who embraced him as
"a generation that crawledout
ofthe woodwork.
"Theyafford little possibility
of communication," he says.

"They are a group of semiilliterates in our Jules Verne
period of outdatedscience fiction." In one generation the
washed-out Dagwoods and
and Mechanical Brides of the
'SOs have given birth to TV
cripples and "mini-skirted

jujubes."
McLuhan is still continuing
his study of technology at the

University of Toronto, every
Monday eveningholding apublic meeting for anyone who
wants to wander in. Recently,
heopened one sessiontoaroom
packed with friends, students
and disciples by comparing
meat-packing plants and Hitler's death camps to the "abor-

tion mills of present-day
Toronto."
He still holdsout faith in the

Electronic Age and claims that
to survive we must speed up
reforms. Buthe's gloomy about
the prospects: "North America
looks, as usual, grim."
The advocate of inter-disciplinary, multimedia education
admits he nowsupports a close
friend's decision to send his
children off to traditionalprivate European schools, where
the kids sweat it out on the
classics,

Sculpture by uraIg Southard

Carver
George
Washington
Two Southern California researchers
there is a distinct
say

generation gap, at least when it comes to what makes people
laugh.
Mental health specialists Nick Andonov and Nikolai
Khokhlov havefound that parents usually burstout laughing
at political and nonsensejokes.
Their kids,on the other hand, seem to prefer sickjokes and
sexual and racial humor.

no TV and only six

hours a week each Sunday for
time off.
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[ADVERTISEMENT]

Has National Politics left you
in the corridor of lost causes?

This year Presidentialcandidatesdon't
want to "rock the boat," so your needs
will probably be ignored. BUT there is
still something you can do! Join

ALL TOGETHER, working to serve the
needs of OTHER AMERICA, the America
that is daily ignored, discriminated
against, alienated, and kicked around.

ci

If you are a woman, single parent, gay, divorced,widowed, never married,
lesbian, bisexual, swinger, cohabitator, member of a corporate family,
or JUST PLAIN TIRED OF AN UNRESPONSIVE SYSTEM...

you need

__
OLL1GE11 CR

Herearethe benefits of joining...

Here isall you have to do to join:
1. Completethe coupon below
2. Enclosea check (or moneyorder) for the amount
3. Mail to ALL TOGETHER, Suite 1416, 205 West
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606
Annual Membership:$10.00for one person,$5.00 for each

• The
•
•

•
•
•

All Together Journal, including articles of
interestto all members, advice and help column,
problem exchange, law and LifeStyles Directory
A Legal Assistance Program serving members
who suffer economicloss becauseoftheir lifestyle
Eligibility for special, non-discriminatoryinsurance plans
Discounts for books of special interest to members, along with informative book reviews
An opportunity to be heard througha membership
questionnaire reflecting the needs, desires and
suggestions of members
A Directory of organizationsand businesses that
cater to people in alternate lifestyles. . . each
displayingthe ALL TOGETHER decal, color coded

additional person living with you (in the same household).
Totalenclosed with this application$ ______ . Please
make checks payable to All Together, and mail to
Suite 1416, 205 W. Wacker Drive, ChicagoIL 60606.
Name

-j

JOIN TODAY

__________________________________

Aaoress
State

City
Phone
Female

by lifestyle
• ALLTOGETHER has applied for a Federal Credit
Union Charter

000

E Male

Zip -________

Birthdate

Your Lifestyle (Only if you want to identify it):

\
/

V

If this application is for more than one,

I
I
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please list

membership information on an attached paper.
Pleaseallow three weeks for processing.
Pleasesend me
applications for my friends
who did not see this ad.

1

I
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Communities
isn't especially worried. The latest
plan to develop the south
tip of Miami Beachinto something "not unlike Venice"
shows a canal where her apartmentshouldbe. But Shapiro—
whoseredhair isnowgraying—
has seen plans before. During
the quarter-century she has
lived in Goodman Terrace, an
apartment building in Miami
Beach's oldest public housing
project, half a dozen development schemes have come and
gone. Thistime might bedifferent, Shapiro realizes, so she
never misses an open meeting
orapublic hearingonthe latest
threat: the South Beach Re-

S

YLVIA SHAPIRO

MIAMI BEACH
TRIES TO BE
VENICE
by Ann Banks

in the park that have always
been free in the past? Do the
traffic lights stay red long

enough to allow someone with
an arthritic gait to cross in
safety?
Forthe majority of the elderly in South Beach,redevelopment is not yet a hot issue. It's
too far in the future. Park
bench conversationsare more
apt to center on whether or
not to pay an eight per cent
across-the-board rent increase
voted bytherentcontrol board.

thecanals. Venicewould blush.

Although the Redevelopment
Agency has made pious noises
about "helping all those who
now live in the area to remain
if they choose," one looks at
thedrawingsin vainfor an old
person among the chic couples
strolling across the plazas and
leaning against the tastefully
designed trash containers.
The plan has all the earmarksofwhat The New Yorker's Calvin Trillin calls a Grand
Urban Scheme. The main characteristic of a Grand Urban

Scheme—as distinct from

development Agency has
$373,000 to drawup plansthat

would transform the area into
a network ofluxury hotels and
condominiums, all connected
byanintricatesystemofcanals.
South Beach is a 230-acre
enclave at the lower end of the
island of Miami Beach It is
home to more than 5,000 old
people, many ofwhom live on
SocialSecurity.They retired to
Miami Beach from northern
cities, bringing with themtheir
urban habits of strolling, of
schmoozingwith neighbors on
thefront porch, oftalkingpolitics on street corners. In contrast to most of Miami Beach,
where residentsseldomventure
beyond the cool confines of
central air conditioning, South
Beachhas a thriving streetlife.
The list ofrecent local issues
reminds one of what life is like
when there is no money to
cushion the shocks of aging:
can opticians advertise competitive prices for eyeglasses?
Willthecity begintocharge 250
admissionforthe public dances

posh shops and elegant power
boats moored at the sides of

VflOtO Dy I

luxury hotels(one witha "boat-

Meanwhile the South Beach
Redevelopment Agency keeps
on planning. The latestscheme
calls for levelingevery building
in South Beach, save for a few
recently constructedhigh-rises.
Although a Miami Herald puff
piece on the redevelopment
plan describes South Beach as
a "blighted landscape,"in fact,
it has a unique architectural
character. Thethree- and fourstory white hotels with contrasting trim that most of the
old people call home form the
densest concentration of Art
Deco buildings in the country.
In their place, the RedevelopmentAgency proposes to con-

in" lobby), a sports complex,a
450-boat marina and a fleetof

water taxis, the planfeatures a
"fishermen's wharf area" of
restaurants, shops and openair cafes. If that sounds like
Fishermen's Wharf in San
Francisco, it's not surprising.
The firm hired to work these
wonders was San Francisco's
Wurster, Bernardi and Emmons. The plannersjet in from
the Coast every other month
(on alternate months the South
Beach redevelopment brass fly
there),which helpsexplain how
the plan alone is costing so
much.
The architects' drawings are
classics of the genre, replete
withpotted palms, rustic wooden signs hanging in front of

struct an "archipelago" of
seven islands connected by a
pedestrian walkway and 20
acres

of canals. Along with
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grubby piecemeal enterprise—
is a central concept that is so
bold and dramatic that its
proponents can present themselves as visionaries, as people
who dared to dream. For an
idea oftrulybreathtaking foolishness, scissoringa hurricaneproneisland with canals makes
about as much sense as spanfling downtown St. Louis-with
a uselessGateway Arch.
Another distinguishing feature of Grand UrbanSchemes,
at least as theyare practiced in
1976, is that the bulldozers are
preceded by something going
by the name of "community
input." You want a Citizens'
Advisory Board? You'll get a
Citizens' Advisory Board. You
want an Old Person on the AdvisoryBoard? You'llget an Old
Person.

.

S

•

But for all the good it does,
we might as well be backin the
days of John D. Rockefeller
rearranging the landscape of
the town of Pocantico. In
South Beach the numbers tell
the story better than all the
enlightened cant about community participation in the relocation policy making.
The plan calls for a total of
7,300 luxury hotel rooms and
upper- and middle-incomeresidences. A planned low-income
housing area (to be located in
the least desirable section near
the parking garage) will contain all of 750 apartments—
only a fewmoreunits than have
been allotted to boats in the
marina.
For developers and the city

MOTHERJONES
fathers, the relative poverty of
South Beach offers a welcome
second chance to exploit the
area. The northern end of
Miami Beach, oncethe ruby in
the navel of Florida's Gold
Coast, has lost its glitter. The
famous hotels are now faded
and scruffy; cut-rate camera
stores have begun to dominate
the commercial strip. For an
area that has prided itself on
being Big Time, that is indeed

restoration is about to begin.
But that iswhyitisespecially
ironic to hearwhat Redevelopment Agency Director Steve
Siskind has to say about the
plan. Hetoldthe Miami Herald
that "Miami Beach has not
actually taken advantage until

have fought with environmentalists (in Miami anyone who
stays outside longer than it
takes to walkto the carqualifies
as an environmentalist) over
whether Miami Beach should
sign up for federal aid to prevent beach erosion. Since the
aid was contingent uponallowing limited public access to the
reclaimed beaches, the hotel
owners were mostly opposed.
Better no beach than a beach
full of non-paying riffraff. A
belated compromise has been
reached, and a $47 million

nowofthemainelementshere.
The sun, the water, the air—
these are the things we would
utilize." The reason for the

bad news.
As for the natural environment, there is hardly enough of
a beach left to turna cartwheel
on. For years, the hotelowners

"Surrounded by sand and water,
it is too tempting a morsel for
the second generation of
Florida developers:'

canals is to "developthe island
image of Miami Beach." Now
that thecityfathers have finally
discovered the natural elements, they hope that by enhancing themtheycan "stimulate private capital to invest
and upgrade their facilities
furthernorth"onMiami Beach.
And all for a mere halfbillion, about three-fourths of
which will come from private

IN/IEAIN%\TIFIIL

O N FLO RI
OFHEIR. CoAST.
The people who live in
Bone Valley, Florida, near
Tampa, have long been worned aboiLt phosphate plants
"blowing their stacks," sending enough fluoride, sulphur
and other chemicalsinto the
air to kill whole clusters of
pines. The health department
in Polk county has placed
radiation monitors in about
750 homes this year to determine the hazard caused by
radon222,ashort-livedradioactive gas produced by the
decay of the radium usLlally
found in phosphate deposits.
Continuous exposwe to radon and its associated partides doubles the likelihood of

developers. The Agency plans
to raise the rest through tax
increment financing, a funding
method that Steve Siskindcalls
"a revolutionary way of creating money." Under this plan,
the tax revenues from the new
hotels, etc., will go directly to

pay for new development until
the entire project is completed.
What this means, in effect, is
that the public subsidizes the
developers by providing expanded city services at no cost.
A state constitutional amendmentthat would mandate this
Ponzi schemeis on the November election ballot. If the referendum should be defeated, alternate financingproposals are
under consideration.
Meanwhile, the Redevelopment Authority wants to let Ann Banks is workingon abook
Sylvia Shapiro's apartment about military families.
sued Lindsay and his paper
for Sli million for libel.
The Phosphate companies
say the world critically needs
new fertilizer supplies right
now and that Bone Valley,

,

lung cancer. Local residents
alsohave other worriesabout
industrial expansion: water
pollution and the destruction
of land.
One of the most vocal opponents of the phosphate industry's proposed expansion
to a four-countyareahasbeen
the publisher of the Sarasota
Herald-Tribune,David Lind
say. Jr. Largely through his
efforts, the three strip mining
companieswho've applied for
permission to expand have
been stopped temporarily by
a recent Presidentialorderfor

house deteriorate. Redevelopment officials have asked the
MiamiBeachHousing Authority, which operates Goodman
Terrace, to withdraw requests
to the Department ofHousing
and Urban Development for
money to modernizethepublic
housing units. The Redevelopment Authority wants to acquire the Goodman Terrace
property inexchangefor "some
other tract" it will offer for a
new housing project. Sylvia
Shapiro can'tbelieve that HUD
will let the developers get
their hands on the property.
"They've tried before," she
says.
But in the long run GoodmanTerrace doesn't havemuch
of a chance. Surrounded on
three sides by sand and water,
it is too tempting a morsel for
thesecond generation of Florida developers, the ones who
are coming to realize that with
the properMachiavellianplanmng perhaps itis not necessary
to destroy thebeachesin order
to "save"them.

tiful sources of phosphate,
must be further exploited.
Mining operations in Polk
County alone supply 80 per
cent of the phosphate mined
in the United States, and a
third of the world market.
Pleading the case for more
fertilizer, the manager of one
chemicalcompany insists that
"basically what we're doingis
feeding people. So who is
going to playGod?"

Abby Leach, mayor of

Braclenton, a town south of
Tampa, thinks differently.
"I'm not for having any

heavy, polluting industry

down here. Why, even now,
when the windis from Tampa
an environmental impact 1 can't see the [Manatee]
study. En return, one of the river's other shore." Of Polk
phosphate companies has County, he says, "You've

seen the wasteland they've
turned that into. They don't
even think about it anymore.
It's an established evil, like
sinand death."

.

S
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Mother Jonesreaderswho
are concerned about phosphate mining in central Florida should write to Jack
Ravan, RegionalAdministrator of Region 4. Environmental Protection Agency,
343 Courtland Street, Atlanta,Georgia 30308.
Elsewhere in the country,

phosphate companies are

seeking permits from the Dcpartnlentof Interior to open
minesin national forests: Los
Padres, California, Osceola,
Florida;and Caribou, Idaho.
If you're concerned about
phosphate mines on public
lands, pleasewrite to Thomas
Kleppe, SecretaryofInterior,
C Street between 18th and
19th Streets, NW, Washing-

ton, D.C.20240.

—Joan Medlin

Photo by Mildred Clouse
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Miscellany
woISSUES AGO, Mother

Jones asked readers to
send in selectionsfrom
their favorite book indexes.
We've culled the best from the
enormous responsewereceived
—including one index whose
discoverer, a poet, termed "a
found poem."Youshould have
no troublefinding it here.
Adultery ofwifethoughtto
spoil the luckofabsent
husband, 23, 24
Bag, souls ofpersons deposited
in a, 186, 275, 679
Brandy, North American
Indiantheoryof, 496
Burglars,charms employed
by, 30
Earthworms eatenby dancing
girl, 497
Ladder, for the use ofa treespirit, 116; to facilitatethe
descent ofthe sun, 136
Ostrich, ghost of, deceived,526
Pollution and holiness not
differentiatedbysavages,223
Rupture, curefor, 682
Smokingas a means of
inducinga state ofecstasy,
484; in honour ofslain
bears, 522
—Tue Golden Bough, by Sir
James Frazer
(Chris Redmond;
Kitchener, Ontario)
Buttons, whyeveningcoat has
two on back, 87
Dimples, cause of, 25
Dreams, 16-7;cause of, 17;
why absurd, 88
Flames, gas, 44; why theygo

up, 56

Fly, howit walks on ceiling,
30; eye of, 94, 97; harmfulness of, 98
Kettle, whyit sings, 41
Moon, 67, 354; do people live
on, 61; eclipse of sun, 64
Names, why we have, 86
Night, 68;whyit is dark, 40
Soap, why it takes out dirt, 173
—The Human Interest Library,
Volume I, The Wonder World

OF DIMPLES,
DREAMS AND
FLAMES
Talking along in this not quiteprose way
Tamed by Miltown, we lie on Mother's bed
That mare stoodin the field
The Church is a business, and the rich
The dove returns;it found no resting place
The eyelidsglowing,somechill morning
The eyelidsmeet. He'llcatcha little nap
rhe fishmarketclosed, the fishes gone into flesh
The gold-colouredskin ofmy Lebanesefriends
The goodgrey guardians ofart
The grass cutsour feet as we wend our way
The last time I saw DonaldArmstrong
The left side ofher world is gone
The lig/ztfoot hears you and the brightnessbegins
The nurse carried him up the stair
The police are dragging for the bodies
The quieter the people are
The red eyes ofrabbits
The tall camels ofthe spirit
The vaseis white and would he a cylinder
The weather ofthis winter night,my mistress
The windthrough the box-eldertrees
Then the long sunlight lying on the sea
These are amazing; each
These sevenhouses have learned to face one another
They served tea in the sandpile,together with
Thinkback now to that cleft
This broken city, heaving a white breath
This is the black sea-brute bulling through wave-wrack
This one was put in ajacket
Toe UOfl toe, a snowingflesh
Tonight a blackout. Twenty years ago
Travelling through the dark I found a deer
—Index of first lines, ContemporaryAmerican Poetry,
edited by Don Hall
(David Ray; Kansas city, Missouri)
Drugs, 149
Earthquake, 67
Sexuality,69, 79, 80, 81, 82,
87, 88, 89, 91, 92, 94, 137

Acting, 160
Backpacking,142
Cars, 65
Consciousness,84, 149
Divorce, 80, 82, 83, 87, 91

1096

Heat, incompatible with

excitement,87
Volley Ball, 143
—U.C.L.A. Extension
Bulletin, Inter-marriages,improper, 64
Sickroom,choice of, 920;
Vol. IX, No. 32, 8/11/76

darkening of, 925; no cooking in, 922; prejudicesand
antipathies in, 934; sofa or
recliningchairin, 921;
unhired attendants in, 933
Unicorn root, 1053;false, 1015
—The HouseholdPhysician:
A 20th Century Medica (1926),
by HerbertE. Buffum, M.D.,
Ira Warren, A.M., M.D.,

(Peggy Grady;

Los Angeles,California)

(1914).

(Sue Newman;
Guymon, Oklahoma)

asleep, 105
Freckles, 175, 182; lemons for,

Bark, whento gather, 982
Blood, buffy coat of, 577; need
goodsupply of, 64, 66
Calendar for married ladies,
480

Eating, rapid, 69
Face, do not cover while
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WilliamThorndike, M.D.,
A.T. Lovering, M.D., A.E.
Small, A.M.,M.D.,J. Herber
Smith, M.D.,Charles P.
Lyman, F.R.C.V.S.
(LindaClipper;
Williamsport, Pennsylvania)
Atlas, Charles, 103
Gossip must be avoided, 7
Greek e's, meaning of, 137
Life changed by handwriting
change, 13
Loops, what theyreveal, 64
Moss, Staff Sergeant, 104
Mr. America, 113
Muddy handwriting, 156
Murder, could have been
averted, 102
Non-thinker, howto identify,
55

R's with flattops, 129

Rape ofchurch member, 5
Strongmen, professional, 105
Tarzan, 195
Teeth, holding pen between,
162

Toes, holding pen between,162
— Handwriting Analysis.• The

ScienceofDeterminingPersonality by Graphoanalysis,
by M. N. Bunker
(Wayne N. Boe;
Pocatello, Idaho)

Adultery;see also Infidelity;
Act ofGod, 154; automobile accident, 154;heart
attack in motel, 153; not
necessarilymisbehavior, 52;
revealed bycrime, 194;
revealed by diaphragm, 154
Divorce; casting asunder,
128-161;Mexican, 40; new
woman, effectof, 109;
planning the, 109-126;when
husbandwishesit, 120-125;
when wife wishesit, 117120; woman alwayswins,
244-249

Fault; in selection of husband,
121-122

Infidelity; see alsoAdultery;
desire to disclose,24, 25,
155; final straw, 25-32;
heterosexual affairs,23-24;
homosexual affairs,24;
incites spouse to raid, 155
Phony checks,attitudeof
D.A. toward, 229
Pianolessons, 191-192
— CompatibleDivorce, by
RobertVeit Sherwin,LL.B.
(Clifford Lewis;
HarphamSprings, Wyoming)
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MINE THE MOON,
SEED THE STARS
Hello up there, Timothy Leary. What's this new plan
of yours for putting us all in space colonies?
By Don Goldsmith
RAINY Saturday in August,
in an old brown-shingledhouse
insouthBerkeley, atanned, handsome man in his 50s is talking intently
to severaldozenlisteners.Theman leans
forward from time to time as he reaches
a particularlydeep thought, as if to inspect his canvas shoes or to approach
the half-dozen niicrophonesthat feed a
battery of tape recorders. The knob of
the man's chin juts forward from the
restofhisface,whichlights upin alovely
grin whenhis story reaches a moment of

NA

O

create the organization and the starship
that will carry humanity onward to its
next evolutionary stage. The meeting is
The Network's Starseed Seminar #1:
S.M.I.2L.E. (S.M.I.2L.E.= Space Migration+IntelligenceIncrease+Life Extension.)

The DNA molecules that fix how all
organismswill grow,Leary smoothlyexplains, are themselves cosmictemplates.
Our intergalactically programmed destiny must lead us off the Earth and out
into space; thus shall we continue our
high irony.
evolutionaryrole by seedingthe cosmos
The man's name is Timothy Leary. with our biomes.
Yet even Mother Nature sometimes
Berkeley made him a Ph.D., Harvard a
professor, LSD an ex-professor, the needs a swift kick—so here in Berkeley
media a devil,the governmenta convict, we are being asked to lend our energies
prison a space-orientedphilosopher.He to get this project off the ground. The
is, perhaps, sane. But what is this elixir trouble is that to build a spaceship in
he is pushing?Space travelto otherstar which thousands ofpeople cantravel to
systems? The aging processslowed by a other star systemswill take a few decfactor often, haltedentirelybeforelong? ades. What we need is something that
Can you get behind it?
people can get behind now. And that
If you can, you are ready to join The is.
Network (né Starseed), ready to help
Yes! Space colonization right here at
NOVEMBER 1976
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home. Starting today, Leary tells us, we
could construct vast habitats to orbit
theEarth,eachsupportingthousands of
people in great comfort and style. Eventually we could even move most of our
population into space—leaving the
Earthas our cradle offondmemory.
The Network's Starseed Seminar follows Leary's inspirational talk with a
nuts-and-bolts, graphs-and-all, youwant-figures-we-got-figures presentation
of space habitation by Dr. Peter Vajk,
formerly employedat the LawrenceRadiation Laboratory. Vajk too has a
gleamin his eyes, the visionofhumanity
beating the zero-sum game (what you
have, I don't) of life on Earth. Freed
from the heavy pull of Earth's gravity,
we can mine the moon, Vajk says, to
make the first few thousand hab.itats.
Later we shall move on to the asteroid
belt to build millionsmore, thus allowing humanity to gather all of the sun's
energyoutput, instead ofthe meager one
part in a billion that reaches the Earth.
Vajk's message, delivered with the
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fervor of Grenville Dodge opening the
West, is a simple one: Seriously, folks,
we can do it ifwe want to. Space colonization has, in fact, begun to be taken
seriously. Right now the concept stands
poised at the juncture between a farfetched notion and a technologicalimperative. And it's not simplyPeter Vajk
who likesthe idea; biggerfish are in the
pan. There are professors too.
Whole Earth Catalog creator Stewart
Brand, for example, who considers
O'Neill's idea to be asmomentous asthe
atom bomb, asked various heavy thinkers to state their positionspro and con
(CoEvolution Quarterly, Spring 1976),
and the responses came in character.
Astronaut Russell Schweickart:"Gerry
O'Neill is my hero."Carl Sagan: "Space
cities provide a kind of Anierica in the
skies." BuckrninsterFuller: "It has been
logical for humans to employ their
minds' progressive discoveries of the
cosmic principles governingall physical
interattractions, interactions, reactions
and intertransforrnings,and to usethose

THE FOUR GREATEST SPACE COLONIES OF ALL.
THREE ARE SCIENCE FICTION.

principles in progressively organizing,
to humanity's increasingadvantage, the

complexof cosmicprinciples interacting
locally to produce their initial environment, etc., etc., etc." Heavy indeed.

. . .

As spacecolonizationhasits prophet
in Timothy Leary, so does it have its
priest in Gerard O'Neill, professor of
physics at Princeton,as conservativeand
as well-connected as Leary was 15 years
ago. And we may note in passing that if

relativity was a Jewish idea, space habitation seemsto be an Irishone. O'Neill,
a trim, dapper manapproaching 50, has
an effective briefingstyleand acharming
willingness to meet objections without
getting riled. And his calm visionof the
future is marvelousindeed:
Beginning with his firstrough, and extremelytentative,calculationsin 1969, he
has passed through two summer study
programs at NASA's prestigious Ames
Research Center and has begun to collect both persuasivefigures and powerful allies. O'Neill estimatesthatwith our
present technological capacities, and a
few billions, we could start today to
build the first space habitats, mini-versions only a mile long and a few hundred yards in diameter. By some time
in the 1990s, at a cost of $100 billion to
$200 billion, we could have 20 solar
power stations in orbit, beaming down
enough power (transmitted through
microwaves) to supply all our projected
energy needs, and easily expandable to

Ilustrations byJeffreySeaver

RINGWORLD, by Larry Niven
"Thering wasmorethan90millionmilesinradius,about600millionmileslong.
but less than a millionmiles across,edgeto edge." On it were lakes, farms,even
massive cities and industrial centers, three million Earth worlds all joined in a
circularband, withineasy reachby airship.But who,theastronautswondered, in
this distantG-2galaxyhad builtsuchathing.. . and would theywelcomeus ornot?
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produce power unlimited by our current standards. And afterthat, even the
sky would no longer be the limit. With
the appropriate breakthroughs, even

TAU ZERO,by Pout Anderson
The Christine Lenore wasminusculeby Ringworldstandards,butmanwasnot far
ahead of the 20th century, and it wasampleby worldly standardsfor the mission
at hand. Its 50inhabitants were headedfar away,and theship hadbeen equipped
with a gymnasium,hobby shops,a swimmingpool, even tinygardens and bowers.
On thewalls ofthemassive craftwere murals offorests andsunlit lakesto remind
the voyagersofwhere theyhadcomefrom and where theywere headed.
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Leary's notions might becomeplausible.
In the year 2000, the energycrisis will
have been resolved by solar power. Not
thesunlight that reachestheEarth'ssurface, weakenedby atmosphericabsorption, often obliterated by cloud cover,
and entirely absent for halfofeachday,
but ratherthe solar energy that fills the
space around the Earth, ever-present,
unchanging, ready to be beamed to
Earth from solar-power stations in geosynchronous orbits around the planet.
These orbiting power stations will be
built not on Earth but in space, if we
follow the Princeton professor's plan,
from material that has been mined on
the moon. This lunar ore will be flung
from the moonbya"magneticlevitation
accelerator" that rides electromagnetic
waves the way a surfer rides water
waves. Bucket after bucket, filled with
lunar soil, will acceleratedown the magnetic speedway to fling its load into an
outward-bound trajectory, then return
for re-use at the mining site. Giant collectors will catch the outfiung soil, bag
it and move the materialto space manufacturing facilities.
In short order (about 20 years) we
should have both solar-power stations
and the habitats in which the space
workers can live for years on end. These
space habitats, giant cylinders a mile
across and five to 20 miles long, will rotatetomimic theeffectsofEarthly gravity through centrifugal force.
Bound only by the limits of human
imagination, the habitats can provide
various climates, terrains and social systems to suit the tastes ofthe space colonizers. As presentlyconceived, each could
contain anywhere from 10,000 to 20
million inhabitants. Within the initial
cylinders, strips of land ("valleys")
would alternate with strips of transparent panels ("solars"). Natural sunlight
would be regulated by mirrors outside
the cylinders to create an artificial daynight cycle. The first colony might possibly have a climate similar to that of
Hawaii, but larger colonies could have
the climate of the inhabitants' choice,
ranging from Vermontto the Caribbean.
The landscape would include hills,
valleys, streams and lakes. Agriculture
and heavy industry would be carried on
separately from living areas, and life
would be so near American-normalthat
O'Neill has even discussedthe possibil-
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ity of transporting and then breeding
cattle, in order to ensurea steady supply
ofhamburger.
If we choose to leave the moon alone
after a while (there is conservation in
space, too), the asteroids between Mars
and Jupiter (who needs them?) can furnish the material for millions of space
habitats, each of them poweredby sunlight, growing sustenancefor thousands
of inhabitants and providing one more
cell for the development of humanity.
The construction ofspace habitats, carried through 30 doublingsover the next
few decades or centuries, could in this
way let the bulk of humanity live in
space, trillions of people enjoying an
existence thatliesbeyond the boundaries
of our present consciousness.
S

S

•

O'Neill's ideashavebeenpercolating
throughthe scientific community since
1974, when his first article appeared in
Physics Today (though not without
someopposition evenbeforepublication
from editors who considered his concepts totally off the wall.) During the
past year, these ideas have begun to see
the light, however, in the periodicals
important people read: The National
Geographic, TheNew York Times Magazine, Aerospace, and CoEvolution Quarterly. Most people who encounter
O'Neill's suggestions haveeitherastrong
positive or negative reaction. The concept bores almost nobody; nor would
anyone characterize it as "value-free
science." A few questions, however,
struggle immediately to the mind's surface. First, how can it make sense economically to mine the moon, build
power stations in space and then move
the stations into orbit around the
Earth? Second, how can anyone reasonably suggest that most of humanity
could or should live in space? Third,
who benefits if this grand conception
starts down the road to eventual reality?

. I I

The key to the economic benefits of
manufacture in space is gravity. Our
solar system consists of one huge sun,
nine much smaller planets, 32 still
smallersatellitesand a host ofasteroids,
cometsand meteors, all orbiting the sun
under the influence of its gravitational
pull. As Isaac Newton so accuratelyput
it, any two objects attract one another
by gravitation, and the strength of this
attractive force variesas the massof one
object times the mass of the other, divided by the square of the distance between their centers.

EXPLORING NEW ETHICS FOR SURVIVAL,by Garrett Hardin
Then therewasthe Spaceship Beagle, Hardin's fable forthenew ethic ofsurvival
here on Earth. As it roamed space searching for escape from the population and
ecological disasters thathadengulfed the Earth, the Argotes,those whohadbeen
selected for immortality, watched through their glass shields as the Quotions, the
merely mortal, made their way through a Daliesque landscape of abandoned
factories and dead trees, surviving and reproducing on the other side of the
huge ship.
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On the Earth's surface, 4,000 miles
from its center, we all feel the gravitational pull from the Earth. But if we
could rise 4,000 milesabove the surface,
we would feel only one-quarter asmuch
gravitational pull; at a height of 8,000
miles, the force ofgravity would be only
one-ninth its strength at the Earth'ssurface. Beyond that, once you get away
from Earth, sailing through space requires relatively little energy. (The two
Vikingsjourneyed to Mars, each covering 200millionmiles, but more than half
the energy went into raising the craft a
few thousand miles above the Earth's

tricity. Such elements exist today, but
they are expensive. Make them by the
millions,andthey mightbe cheaper.The
good part about space is that the continuous sunshine and the absence of
atmosphericabsorption mean that each
elementreceives five to 20times asmuch
sunlight per day as it would on Earth.
To convert the solar-generatedelectricity into microwaves would be a simple
matter,and to beam the microwavesto
Earth-based antennas would be simpler
still. Transmission losses would be far
less than those in conventional power
lines, where half of the electrical power
generated(far from cities, for health reasurface.)
Now consider: five per cent as much sons) turns into heat during the transenergy is required to escape from the mission process.
moon as from the Earth. Which means,
Of course, we might have a problem

"As Columbus carried the Bible, they will
bring the thoughts of TimothyLeary."
simply put, that it makes good sense to
use lunar soil, rather than Earth's own
resources,in constructingspace stations.
This is O'Neill's geniusstroke: he painstakingly documented his contention
that most of the cost of space manufacturing resides in transporting essential
items from the Earth (for example, a
nuclear-power station for the initial

with the microwave transmission, because we would be beaming a great
amount ofenergy into a small area. We
would have to trust our fail-safe devices
to turn off the beam if it accidentally
wandered away from the antenna targets. Furthermore, we would want to
make sure that no one wandered into
the target area unintentionally. As for
lunar colony), rather than in processing the birds, perhaps we could invent a
the material mined from the moon— or devicethat would warn them not to fly
even in flinging itoff the moon's surface. through the beam, certainly an avian
The lunar soil, rich in those elements nightmare.
. . .
most familiar to us on Earth, can be
sifted
and
refined
to
Because
no
one would call these probrefracted,
heated,
release its constituents: oxygen to lems insuperable, orbiting solar-power
breathe, metals for construction, silicon stations might be of critical importance
to make the solar-powerdiodes and slag for our energy needs on Earth. But alto provide shielding against otherwise most no one on the O'Neill team wants
lethal ultravioletradiation from the sun. to stop with a few thousand workers
(Building large structures under the making a few dozen power stations:
zero-gravity conditions of space might those who are gripped by O'Neill's
also prove to be easier than the same vision are taken hard. It is the thought
construction on Earth. Here we must of getting off the Earth—not the workdevote great attention to making sure ers, but us—that can act like a wave of
that the factory doesn't collapse under power on the willingmind.
its own weight; in space, it has no
But it is not only the Learys and
weight. Here we need giant cranes to Fullers whom O'Neill's scheme has athoist structural members; in space, a tracted. Indeed, a veritable hodgepodge
modest shove will suffice.)
of supportersis rallying around it at the
If O'Neill's cost estimates prove even moment, all of whose motivations are
roughly correct (somethingfar from cer- worth more than a moment's glance,
tain), it may well be that the best way to since they range from the venal to the
provide electrical power to the Earth sublime. Consider just this range of
should be orbiting solar-power stations. intentions:
Eachsuch stationwould contain millions
(1)Tostayemployed. NASA isindanof elementsthat turn sunlight into dee- ger ofhavingnothingto doin the 1980s.
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With billions spent on developing the
Space Shuttle (just a few more years until it's ready), and Viking's future complete, there is a need to find something
for NASA to do. When O'Neill made a
12-point series of recommendationsto
the Senate Subcommittee on Aerospace
TechnologyandNational Needs,recommendation number one was "the vigorous continuation and successful operation of the space shuttle." O'Neill has
said that he doesn't believe that we
should spend billions in space unless
there's a proven benefit to humanity,
but as far as NASA goes, he's mister
there-when-you-need-him:A bold new
idea that embodies the thrust of good
old technology.
(2) Becausewecan do it. To those who
see the advance of ever-more-grandiose
engineering as inevitable, living and
working in space are the logical next
step to temporary space flight. The logical end point (for the time being) will
occur when humanity envelops the sun
with a shell ofspace communities.Later
we shall attack the Milky Way galaxy
with the same thoroughness.
(3) Because we must do it. If our genetic structure does in fact represent a
message from intergalactic space, as
Leary has proclaimed, then surely its
function is to reduplicate the biosphere
in deep space. There is little counterargument to this approach. If we must,
we must.
(4) Because the nation that controls
space controls the Earth. To those who
seek useful points for surveillance and
control (read the Pentagon), space habitats provide a good place to get organized. it is easy to see that if an orbiting
solar-power station can collect enough
energy to furnish a fair share of the
Earth'sneeds, then it would be a simple
matter to focus the energyand burn the
bejesus out of any designatedarea.Thus
would Archimedes' ship-burning glass
become a global weapon. Furthermore,
we could use the space stations to monitor Earthbound events. Witha relatively
modest expenditure, every package,
automobile, animal or citizen could be
tagged and surveyedso that none could
getlost. This possibility,unfortunately,
doesnotrequire anythingascomplicated
asa spacehabitat for itsimplementation.
(5) Because we can tap the resources
of thesolar system. There arethose who
fondly imagine that the best way to
evade the message of growing populationand dwindlingresources is to move
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toryas a record of human fuckups, the resent greater and greater feats of engi- places to live. Of course, if you don't
chance to start over and to do things neering that could be beyond our abili- like them, you don't have to go. If you
right this time has immenseappeal. We ties, atleast interms ofhavingtheproject follow O'Neill's vision to the point
can build space habitats without harmful bacteria! And without pollution!
And without antisocial elements!
S
S
•
Each ofthese powerfulargumentshas
its audience, and it must be admitted
that any plan with the support of Timothy Leary and large sectors of the Defense Department has a widespread
appeal. For a last grabber we can always
recall that maximizingpossibilities often
seemstobe thehuman goodon whichwe
can all agree(thusSagan's "America in
the skies"). Still, there are plenty of
folks who feel that O'Neill's plan has
more faults than California (never mind
Leary). As CoEoiution Quarterlyfound
out, some greatminds fairly retchwhen
they think about it. Lewis Mumford:
"Such proposals are only technological
disguises forinfantile fantasies."George
Wald: "The very ideaof Space Colonies

pay off. Moreover, the economics of
spacehabitats starts with the assumption
that the materials come free except for
thecostofminingthemandmovingthem
into space. On Earth we have managed
to see that this approach has a touching
short-sightednessto it, as we count the
cost of strip mining, for example, at
something more than the mining effort
itself. It may well be that in space, too,
there is no free lunch.
(2) Even if space habitats are feasible,
they may not be worthwhile. Humanity
has just so much collective energy to
devote to its needs and its troubles. If
you regard space habitats as pie in the
skyfor most of us,you maythink that a
program to mine the moonand to build
cylinders in space makes a good shuck
to keep our minds off our real difficulties. Furthermore, whether the habitats
prove to be cheap ($100 billion for the
carries to a logical—and horrifying— first few dozen) or expensive(more), it
conclusionprocessesofdehumanization is easy to suspect that not everyone who
and depersonalizationthat have already wants to will getto live in one. Meaning
gone much too far on Earth." If we at- we will have spent something like $100
tempt to divide objections to O'Neill's millionper person togivea selectfew an
plans into convenient categories, we interesting ride. Of course, we did this
arrive at this list:
with the astronauts, too, so allthismeans
habitats
to
be
isthatmorepeople cangeton themerrymay
(1) Space
prove
technologically unfeasible. No onedoubts go-round. Most of us will have to stay
that we can make a small version of a down. And if we must, why should we
cylindricalhabitat, somethinglike a few pay through the nostrils to let a few indozen Skylabs hooked together. How- spired spacenutshave their way?
ever, progressively larger cylinders rep-

wherethousands of space habitats have
been created, you would seem to be a
poor stick indeed if none of them suits
your fancy. But maybe Earth is best
after all.
Thelistofobjectionsto O'Neill's projections comes out shorter than the list
for it, but that can hardly be definitive.
Conservatism is always a bore, and the
conclusionthat we can't leave our problenis behind by leaving the Earth is the
absolute pits. Can you seriouslyoppose
spending a mere million dollars per
year, asNASA nowproposes,to investigate the stunning suggestions that
O'Neill has made? There will be time
enough to object when this figure starts
to multiplytenthousand fold, asO'Neill
would like. Then we shall have a drain
on societythat we can ill afford. On the
other hand, ifyou thinkoftheentrenched
staying power of well-fundedboondogglessuch as the C5A, the B1, andthe war
in Vietnam,you maydecidethat now is
the time to stop O'Neill before we find
ourselvesladenwith a $100billion program ofspace manufacturing.
Of course, O'Neill would counterattack (as he has) by saying that we can
ill affordnot to spendthese few hundred
billiondollars,andthatsuchEarthbound
hesitations may yet sink us all: "People
were saying 'You mustn't think about
anything in the third dimension, be(3) Space habitats sound like awful cause we must solve our problemsin the
two dimensionsthat we already have.'
Now although one can easily picture
a mindlike JerryBrown's, say, wrapping
its Zen consciousness around that
thought like an anaconda, on closer
examinationthere'snot muchto it. What
two-dimensionalproblems do we have
that a third dimensionwill remove?The
fact is thatNASAmay solveitsproblems
in space, Timothy Leary may too, and
thelovers oftechnologymay havea field
day out there, but you and I are likelyto
be still waiting for the elevator. So why
don't you just move to the back of the
line there and I'll hunch forward a bit
Room! Goddammit! A little room
down here!
Don Goldsmith holds a doctorate in astronomyfroin the University ofGalifornia
at Berkeley, has taught at the State Uiiiversity of New York at Stony Brook and
is the author oftwo textbookson astronamy. He is presently working on a book
on the searchfor extraterrestrial life.
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THE NEXT
SIX VIETNAMS
Learn this list of places: the U.S. will be at war in
several of them in the next ten years.
By Roger Rapoport
they land at
KualaLumpur the 6,000 Marines
know exactlywhat they are doing.
Their computerized invasion plan was

F

ROM THE MOMENT

beingprepared while their huge,bulbous
C-5A Galaxies were airlifting them
acrossthe Pacificfrom Camp Pendleton.
As they troop out of the silvery planes,
the sky overhead is already crisscrossed
by the contrails ofAir Force B-i bombers that havebegun attacking enemypositions. Three days ago these guerrillas
had started shelling American supertankers passing through the Strait of
Malacca, the crucial shipping channel
betweenMalaysia and Indonesia.
The soldiers lining the runway look
familiarin their green fatiguesand black
combat boots, and the noncoms barking orders sound no differentfrom their
predecessors in World War II or Vietnam. But this time, many things are different.There areno drafteesamongthese
20- and 21-year-olds who are seeing
Malaysia for the first time, and a fairly
high proportion ofblacks: this is an allvolunteer military force. Its members
have fought the same kind of war already in stateside maneuvers, pursuing
"enemy" forces through North Carolina
swamps and the Southern California
desert. Backing them up is no World
War TI-style Red Ball Express supply

line: everything from beer to machinegun bullets comes in by air. On flights
back home, the big transport planes
carry out the wounded, eliminating
MASH-type hospitals. And thanks to
direct microwave channels back to
Washington,all important decisionsare
made instantaneously at the Pentagon.
Working with the Marines are Malaysianand Indonesiantroops. They use
the same weapons we have; their officerswentto U.S. Army training schools;
coordination is smooth. Infrared detectorsandlaser scannersrender the guerrillas' hiding places useless. The B-i's are
dropping "smart bombs" guided by
laser beams or TV cameras.In 72 hours
the guerrillasare crushed, and the long,
low silhouettes of oil tankers are again
gliding through the Strait. By the time
Time does its cover story ("Malaysia—
Another Vietnam?"), the remnants of
the guerrillas have fled back into the
jungle and the Marines are back at
Camp Pendletoncashing in their combat
bonuses.

.

S

S

One thing about America's next war
is certain: itwillnotbe another Vietnam.

It cost the U.S. military a dozen years
and nearly 60,000 lives to learn one important tactical lesson: don't get involved in along, protracted ground war.
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The United States still has its worldwide economic empire, and it will fight
todefend it. But the shape of these wars
will be profoundly differentfrom that of
the oneswe have known.
For one thing, America's economic
position has changed: fortress America
no longer; we are increasingly dependent on internationally traded commodities. Protecting the channels and
shippinglanes through whichthese commodities—such as oil, for instance—
reach us hasbecomea topmilitary priority.And, ironically(for we still have billions ofdollars' worth ofweaponsaimed
against it), we seem increasingly less
likely to go to war with the Soviet
Union. Instead, Pentagon planners have
their eyes on various parts of the Third
World that are strategicallyor economically important, and have devised a
variety of strategies to keep these areas
in friendly hands.
Today the kind of wars the United
States is likelyto be involved in over the
nextdecade are lightningstrikeslike the
scenario above, economic/politicalwars
of "destabilization" of unfriendly regimes (as we did in Allende's Chile),
preparing other people to fight our wars
for us (two countries being given major
buildups as regional policemen: Iran
and Brazil) and, of course, counterin-
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surgencyat every turn—at least where
we can avoid letting it tie down a large
army of draftees.What all this means is
that thePentagon and the State Department can plan their future wars without
having to worry so much about public
opinion.
And preparing for war they are. Beyond any doubtwe will be at war somewhere several times in the next decade:
since Pearl Harbor we've been in three
full-scale wars and were involved, directly or indirectly, in 14 other military
interventions. And today our corporations, our armed forcesand our political
alliances span a far greater portion of
the globe than they did 35 years ago.
TodaytheU.S. spendsS1.2 billionweekly
to support Americantroops abroad and
to maintain 92 military allies. (We account for a huge proportion of international arms sales.) Our 686,000military
and military-related personnel abroad
occupy more than 2,000 bases. Nearly
halfof all U.S. tactical nuclear weapons
—nearly 11,000—are parked in foreign
bases.

Where are all these men and weapons
to be used? Scholars on the Left
who keep tabs on what the American
militaryis up to have a rough consensus
on what countries theU.S. may be fightingin next.Thelocationsofsomeofthese
conflicts, as we shall see, are a bit surprising. Butthen, rememberthatin 1961,
we all thought the next war would begin
likely

in Berlin.
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NUCLEAR AND
SPACE COMBAT

WAR WITHOUT ARMS:
SOUTHERN EUROPE

[TIME: ANYTIME]

[TIME: 1977-1980]

Place: Any Nation
with Nuclear Reactors

Countries:
Spain, Portugal, Italy
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THE W.
/E'RE
ALREADY IN: OMAN
[TIME: 1976]

TheOtherWar

We're in Now: Timor
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LIGHTNING WAR: THE
STRAIT OF MALACCA

THE LAST DOMINO:
THAILAND

IN THE PHILIPPINES

[TIME: THE l980s]

[TIME: 1976?]

[TIME: THE LATE 1970sj

PossibleSimilarWars:
The Strait of Hormuz,
The Panama Canal

REVOLUTION

PossibleSimilar Wars:
Iran, South Korea

Map by John WIIiams
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leadingthe ground troops are American- have bought Suharto's story that the
trained.
struggle is over, and are failing to give
TheShah's only problemin this lower continuingcoverageto theguerrillawar.
PersianGulfbattleground isthatthe war
mai end beforehis troops havea chance
tolearntheproper useincombat oftheir
billions of dollars' worth of Americanmade planes, missiles, helicopters and
destroyers. As a result, he has acceleratedtroop rotation, increasingthenumber of soldiers who get fightingexperience. By the time war in Oman ends, the
Iranian soldierswillbean effective strike
force, willing and able to takeon anyone
who threatens American interests in the
Middle East.
S

THE WAR WE'RE
ALREADY IN: OMAN

I

THE HOT sandy plains and low
rolling hills of a small Arab sultanate, America is already—indirectly—atwar. The storyofthe Oman
warreally begins across thePersian Gulf
in Iran.
There are now more than 10,000
Americans with Iran's armed forces-.—
more than we had in Vietnamat the time
JohnKennedy died. Some of the 10,000
arein uniform; some workfor theCIA;
some are civilians, Vietnam veterans
who work for the Iranian government,
training its troops.
Some ofthese 10,000 men are helping
the Shah fight a war—a small one to be
sure, butonethathasleft hundredsdead.
The U.S. has equipped Iran to be its
surrogate policemanin the Persian Gulf
area, and Iran has beenhappyto oblige:
theShahneedscombat experience for his
troopsand he wantsto increasehis own
influence in the Middle East. When
guerrillas in Oman's Dhofar province
threatened the conservative sultan, an
ally of the Shah, Iran responded by
sending in 3,000 combat troops, dispatchingdestroyersto shellthe coast and
unleashingair force pilots on bombruns.
At every step of the way, though, the
Iranians are backed up by Americans,
who doeverythingshortofactuallyloading bombs on the planes. American
mechanicsservice theIranianAir Force's
Phantoms, and run its radar, logistics
and communicationssystems. Virtually
all the pilots and most of the officers
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Don't feelbad if you aren't familiar
with our war in Oman. You may also
not know about our role in a still lessknown war, the one in Timor. After all,
it's not easy to publicize American involvement in foreign wars these days.
Consider the plight of the FRETILIN
revolutionary front currently fighting
Indonesia for control of East Timor.
Last December 7, just 12 hours after
President Ford ended a visit to Jakarta
(where Kissinger said the U.S. would
side with indonesia in not recognizing
FRET1LIN), Indonesian President Suharto's troops launched a full-scale
attacktowrestcontrol ofDiii,thecapital
city of Timor, from the revolutionaries.
Anxiousto protect our oil interests in
Indonesia, and to aid the country that is
Japan's chief supplier of raw materials,
we supplied Suharto's troops with virtually all the fighters, destroyers,tanks,
helicopters, transports and ammunition
necessary for this invasion directed by
American-trained officers. Dili was
burned out byfire from Indonesianwarships furnished by the United States.
Gunners managed to score a direct hit
on a local hospital. More than 500
women and children were murdered in
the first assault by Indonesian forces
who dragged civilians from churches
where they had been seeking sanctuary.
Despite a U.N. Security Council call
last April for Indonesia to withdraw its
forces from East Timor (the U.S. and
Japanabstained), Suharto's troops have
remainedto consolidatetheircontrol of
the country. Although Jakarta now declares this territory its 27th province,
combat has been intensifying on all
fronts. In an effort to get out the story
on this hidden war, FRETILIN has set
up an information office in New York.
Unfortunately, the U.S. mass media
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THE LAST DOMINO:
THAILAND

T

HAILAND WAS OUR

land-locked

aircraft carrier during the Vietnam War; the Pentagon is still
smarting from seeing its government
take control of our huge and expensive
air basesthere— ourlast on themainland
of Southeast Asia. Though democratically elected, the current regime is not
at all to Washington's liking.
At the moment, the major threat to
peace in Thailand is the CIA, which
uses the nation as a base for training
mercenaries to fight in Laos and Cambodia. Our intelligence operatives are
deep intoa Chilean-styledestabilization
campaign that involves financing Thailand's conservativepoliticalparties, politicians, student groups and newspapers.
They have also been caught depositing
$3 million in the nation's military bank
to pay Thai mercenariesreturning from
Laos, andforgingaletter tothecountry's
leaders in the name of a prominent
Communist official.
At the moment, General Saiyud
Kherdpol, leader of the CIA-backed
mercenary forces in Laos, is seen as a
top candidate to lead a CIA-financed
right-wing coup. "Should this happen,"
says Asian affairs expert Lennie Siegel
of the Pacific Studies Center, "I think
it would polarize the country, prompt
a lot of leftist Thais to join up with the
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fairly well-established guerrilla move- at the start ofthis article.
ment and touch off a war."
Washingtonhas itseye particularlyon
If war breaks out in Thailand, the the Strait becauseMalaysia, which borU.S. may supply the rightists with arnis ders it on the north, has been fighting
and ammunition—particularlyin some a Communistinsurgencyfor the past 20
manner that could bypass the need for years. To date, the rebels have been acCongressionalapproval—but not men. tive mostlyalong the Thai border, but in
(Watchfor rationalizationslike: "We're 1975revolutionaryactivitiesstepped up:
merely fulfilling an existingcontract to the People'sArmy for the Liberation of
supply the national police force with Malaysia attacked Kuala Lumpur's
training in law enforcement techniques paramilitary police force headquarters,
and materials.")Thespectacle ofAmeri- killingtwo constablesand wounding41.
can troops landing in Southeast Asia
The appeal to the militaryoflightning
wouldn't go over well on the evening wars to protect places like the Strait is
news.
easy to understand if you talk with
Michael Klare, author of a penetrating
Editor's note. Just as we go to press, a study of Pentagon combat plans called
bloody right-wing militarycoup is taking War Without End. Sitting in his modest
place in Thailand. One early wire service Berkeley office cluttered with charts and
report quotes an American spokesman to documents on the latest updates on
the effect that "the U.S. would work to- Americanweaponssales abroad, he says:
ward good relations with coup leaders," "Vietnam has taughtthe militaryto use
indicatin.g some of our predictions above a ledger-bookapproach to combat. You
may be right.
can't fight a war where losses exceed
gains. That means in places where you
can't use surrogates like Iran or Indonesia to fightfor you, the mostattractive
alternative is often going to be rapid
_—4iiterventions." Kiare pauses; he is a
soft-spokenman who makes his points
with a careful, methodical logic. "And
judging from reaction to the Mayaguez
incident,the public will buy it."
Another critical and narrow waterway
is theStraitof Hormuz, the narrow exit
from the Persian Gulf through which
supertankers carry the MiddleEast's oil
to therest of theworld. Roughly 90 per

cent of Japan's oil, 70 per cent of
< Europe's and 25 per cent of U.S. oil

LIGHTNING WAR:

THE STRAIT OF MALACCA

T

is a Mayaguez-type action, a one-nightstand ofmodern
warfare: if you (or yoursenator)
are away for the weekend,it will be all
over by the time you get back. A war in
the Strait of Malacca—the principal
gateway betweenthe Indian and Pacific
Oceans, and a shallow channel whose
blockagewould cause all kinds of problems for Americaand our allies, including virtuallycutting off the flow of oil to
Japan—wasthe subject of the scenario
HIS ONE

passes through the Strait of Hormuz. If
there weretrouble here, we might merely
back up the Iranian military in policing
the situation. But in the Strait of Malacca our troops would be more likely
to move in, Mayaguezstyle,with backup
providedby Indonesiaand/or Malaysia.
Another possible candidatefor such a
raid is the Panama Canal. If a radical
Panamanian government ever tried to
seize it, the U.S. would have no trouble
staging a raid to secure it, particularly
since the Canal Zone itselfis full ofU.S.
bases. Butdon't look for aten-yearVietnam-type war in the Canal Zone. The
supertankers and big aircraft carriers
can't get through; oil is running out in
Venezuela. Surprisingly, as Mike Kiare
explains, "the region really isn't that
important to us anymore."
You might thinkofIsrael as the location of a likely lightningwar with U.S.
involvement, but, surprisingly, hardly
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any of the experts Mother Jones surveyed thought this was so. In the immediate future, Israel seems ableto hold
its own in any Middle East war; U.S.
involvementnow seems likelyto be limited—as it was in the Yom Kippur War
of 1973—to an airlift of supplies.

WAR WITHOUT ARMS:

SOUTHERN EUROPE

I

F GOVERNMENTS WITH strong Communist participation come to power
in Spain, Portugal or Italy, look for
the U.S. to become involvedin another
kind of war: an economicand political
one. There will be no troops sent overseas, no weapons aid for Congress to
vote down, no carrier sailings at which
to stage demonstrations.Rather, we can
expect the U.S. to quietly mount a destabilization campaignlike the one that
brought down Salvador Allende's government in Chile three years ago.
John Marks, the former CIA officer
who co-authored The CIA and the Cult
ofIntelligence, explains: "Washingtonis
notaboutto write offSouthern Europe.
You have people like George Ball, who
may be Secretary of State, who opposed
the Vietnam war because it wasn't in
Europe. He felt we shouldn't fight land
wars on the Asian continent because it
wasn't high on our list of priorities. But
Italyis the kind of country he would be
willing to fight for. Perhaps I'm oversimplifyingabit,butallyou havetodo is
look at the CIA's record in Italy and
you'll get the picture. They've donated
millions to the campaigns of right-wing
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candidates and also given the secret police director $800,000 in an unsuccessful
effort to initiate a coup."
Justhow wouldtheU.S. go about tryingto overthrowa democraticallyelected
Communist government in Italy? The
first step would probably be tojoin with
West Germany, France and England in
cutting off the new government's loans
(before the most recent Italian election
all four countries planned to take precisely this step if the Communistswon).
Next would come stepped-up CIA infiltration oflabor unions, opposition partiesand anti-Communiststudentgroups,
aimed at paralyzing the country with
work stoppages (remember the truck
drivers' strike that crippledChile during
Allende's last months?) while simultaneouslystagingprotest demonstrationsin
major cities. CIA money given to opposition papers would help promote scandalous charges about government leaders lining their pockets with taxpayers'
money. And finally, with CIA arms and
financing, military leaders would attempt a coup.
A somewhat different strategy would
be applied in Spain should King Juan
Carlos prove unable to consolidate his
power. Here the CIA will fight for the
election of pro-Americancandidates in
an effort to save theregime bolstered by
about $245 million worth of U.S. loans
and giftseachyearin exchangeforletting
our military use four Spanish bases. (A
new treatywith this country is aimed at
promotingSpain's entry intoNATO.The
Center for Defense Information points
out this will require a major expansion
oftheSpanisharmed forces—paidforby
Americantaxpayers.) Should Juan Carlos's troops prove unable to put down
domesticinsurrection,look for the U.S.
to step into the fray under the guise of
protecting our rented bases.
InPortugal we havealready beenbusy
undermining the Left. After General
Antonio de Spinola assumed the presidency in an April 1974 Lisbon coup,
American military experts scoffed at his
egalitarian dreams. Writing in the warmonger'sbible, StrategicReview, retired
Vice Admiral Ruthven E. Libby declared: "Whether General de SpInola
was a tool—witting or otherwise—of
international Communism, or remarkably naive politically, is moot. In any
case, there was no justification for his
belief that his attempt to reintroduce
parliamentary democracy,in a country
historically unsuited to it, could succeed."

pines. Anxious not to offend its ally,
Washington dismissed President Marcos's 1973 imposition of martial law as
"internal domestic changes undertaken
by a sovereign nation" and nearly
doubled the rate ofmilitaryaid over the
past three years. To help his regimefight
backMoslem guerrillas,our country has
provided C-47 transport planes, Huey
helicopters, landing craft, weapons,
infrared detection systems and troop
training, some of it on our own bases.
Enterprising Filipino soldiers have proceeded to turn around and sell some of
the combat equipment to guerrillas.
Obviouslywe would send in troops to
defendour bases ifMarcos can't control
these rebelsshootingatus with our guns.
If this war happens, you can expect
Washington to avoid trying to tame an
entire country, and instead just defend
its bases and maybe protectivecordons
scarcely noticing.
of territory around them. We'll make
limited strikes to knock out attackers'
positions, but won't try to hold large
portions of Philippineterritory.
"The degree of our troop commitment," says Lennie Siegel of the Pacific
Studies Center, "obviously would depend on how threatened our baseswere.
The whole country is explosive because
of martial law. But the guerrilla movementhereis not as welldevelopedas it is
in Thailand."
Despite Washington's penchant for
supporting right-wingdictatorships,not
all of them can count on direct U.S.
militarysupport. There aresomeobvious
spots, for instance, where we probably
won't intervene, such as South Africa.
Courtland Cox of the Center for National SecurityStudies found in a poll he
conducted that most U.S. congressmen
opposemakinganymilitarycommitment
at all to theVorsterregime. "Morethan
likely any support we do provide will
REVOLUTION IN THE
come in the form of economic aid to
PHILIPPINES (...AND
prop up the government while it fights
MAYBE ELSEWHERE)
anexpensive war against blackNationalists." (U.S. loans helped bail out South
AKE AN UNPOPULAR, reactionary Africa oncebefore,afterthe country was
regime,add a guerrillamovement badly shaken bythe Sharpevillemassacre
that is threatening enough so the in 1961.)
But there are several other countries,
government has had to declare martial
law, add three major U.S. militarybases like the Philippines, wherethe U.S. has
in that country and you have a volatile either military bases or an important
trouble spot where America could find regional ally at stake—and would fight
itselfatwar.Suchisthe current situation to keep its friends in power. One such
in thePhilippines.
country is South Korea, where dictator
Since losing our military foothold on ParkChung Hee sends his troopsout in
the Southeast Asian mainland, the Pen- American tanks to break up all rallies
tagon has felt increasinglycovetousofits challenginghis policies (today you get a
—Continuedonpage50
huge air and naval bases in the PhilipPortugal's military-ledrevolution has
taken a recent turn to the right—and
has been rewarded by new military
equipment from Washington. That's
been the carrot; the stick—some destabilization—may come ifthe regimetries
to move left again.
Destabilization techniques are likely
to be used by theUnited States in plenty
of places otherthan Europe, too. There
is increasingevidencetheymaybeunder
way already against the left-leaninggovernment in Jamaica. Sadly, a small island or an impoverishedcountry somewhere in the Third World, like Guyana,
has little chance against a well-financed
American intelligence operation. And,
while a move againstItalywould at least
make the front pages, progressive regimes in smaller and poorer countries
will topple with the American public

T
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THE
GLASS-BOTTOMED
BOAT
The Life and Times of Falfada and Toby Flankers:
a Tale of Blood and Music.
By Paul West
WHEN Toby Flankers, out
So no one heard what Toby had done,
in the middle ofMontego Bayin his and Toby only halfremembered.He had
glass-bottomedboat with two tour- wanted to stretch his legs; that was it.
ists, all ofa suddenbegan to stamp bare- His feet had been hot, so he'd cooled
foot on one of thetwo panels. Theglass them in the thin leakage that always
cracked but did not break, and after a brimmed on the glass. Not in any sense
few secondsofstandingthere fazedbyits had he wanted to go down, feet first; he
strength, he resumed his crouch at the couldn't even swim. That night he intiller, nothing said. The tourists said vaded a contractor's yard, helped himnothing either, accustomed by now to self to glass. He walkeda mile from his
the vagaries of Jamaicans. He hadn't shackin the villagecalled Dinner Time
interferedwith their view ofthe reef. The to borrow a glasscutter and ate bananas
canopiedboat hadwallowed andtwirled, on the way back, picking them almost
but had not sprung a leak andwas, after absent-mindedly.Whenhe'd finishedthe
all, histo treatashe wanted.So theykept rubber-cement seal, he went to sleep
on peering downward, half convinced right away on the beached glass-botthat he had staged some ingenious test tomed boat,crooningan old song about
oftheglassin theinterestsofsafety. For sugar mills.
20minutesmore, until theirtime was up,
But evenifhis fellowvillagersor other
he crisscrossedthe area while they ex- boatmen or deck-chair attendants had
claimedat bluefish and brain coral. On found out, theywouldnothave beensurthe way back to the beach club's jetty, prised. Toby came from Trinidad where,
he even gave them a chorus or two of the rumor went, he had been much ar"Ain't She Sweet," providing himself rested for brawling in the days before
with rhythm from a gourd filled with steel drums, when folk made music by
seeds called a shac shac and prefacing thumping on the ground with bamboo
eachfit ofsongwith aninvitationtohim- poles a foot thick by five long, and
self: "Take it away,man," as if he were thumped one another with themas well,
a bandleader in front of a big audience. even the police. In 1937, when these
Baffled, the tourists kept their eyes on "bamboo tamboo" bands were outthe glass and ignored the song. They lawed, Toby migrated to Jamaica. A
could thinkofnothing else to do.
model of good behavior, he worked as

I

T BEGAN
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houseboy, gardener, beach attendant

andtourist guide, finally savingenough
for a down payment on an old glassbottomed boat, the first oftwo.Onlyone

thing seemed odd: he boasted, when
drunk, of weird sorties into the local
jungle, where he had been accosted by a
goat-faced woman white from the navel
down, otherwiseblack. In the steaming,
bird-loud nights, he said, she had given
him repeated experiences of what he
called the gantry-kiss, with which Falfada (as he called her) used inhuman
strength to lift himoffhis back with his
jigger in her mouth.His listeners almost
believed him when he told of mighty
elongations of the organ as she whirled
himround by his root, faster andfaster
untilhishead swamandhisjuice bursting
made the straight hookbend. Which was
when she let him drop. Some nights,
cattle egrets from upon her shoulders
flewto him asshe whirledhimround,and
sat on his belly. Othertimes they flew in
formation alongsidehim in splashy parallel, like laundry on a windy line.

.

S

S

Showus, theysaid. Takeus toFalfada.

We too want to go merry-go-round in
thedeadofnight.
First he took them, two or three, to a
place in Paradise Pen, but nothing hap-
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pened.Then, farther afield,to the Retirement River, that expedition taking an
entire night. But Falfada never showed,
even though he said he had pleadedwith
her. They paid him, and he arrived with
liquor with whichtheyswilled awaytheir
disappointment.
"Bring us Falfada," they whined, lovesick for the sorceress. "An' them cowbird."
"Nuther night, you bet," said Toby.
"She vacationin'."
One time theydumped himina spring,
and whenhe clamberedouthe toldthem
she was rightthere,inthe water, awaiting
them. In they plunged, crowing like
cocks,palmingtheirbodies as they went
under, kneelingin the four-foot depth.
But no Falfada, no gantry-kiss,no birds.
"How them bird fly in water?" It was
a natural question.
"Save me," they heard. "Water all
samelike air.Wantto,themflyin ground
'self. Fly through bluestone. Inside alligator. Round and round inside little
knuckle on your hand. No egret, them
Falfada own hands. Truth."
They thumped him hard, and for a
while it waslike the old days ofthe bamboo tamboo. He vowedto surprisethem
even more and invited themto his shack
to watch, to sample,Falfada within four
corrugated-iron walls. All they found,
though, was a dead mantaray wrapped
in banana leaveswith an oldearthenware
teapotatoptheheap on thebed. Falfada
in a new shape,he told them, and within
weeksbeganclaiminghehad enjoyedher
gantry-kissesat the end of the airport
runway ("her Sunderlan' flying boat
that time"), in the Montego Bay town
fountain right in the middle ofthe main
square, on which occasion she had been
garbed like a big policeman. And then
out on one oftheBogueIslands, where—
"Her,"they cynically interrupted, "big
fat mermaid?" Octopus, he corrected
them in a restrained voice: her belly had
been full of soup cans that clattered
while she spun him miles out over the
even water. To console them, he even
presentedthemwith Falfada teeth,feathers, a scab from hergranite knee, a pellet
ofherdroppings.Hisnarrativesbloomed.
He milked her and gave them rum
bottles of acrid-tastingfluid. When resting, he trimmed her teeth and hornswith
an old nail file, whichhe let them handle
and sniff. One day he actually brought
to acricket matchasack in whichhe had
a newborn kid wrapped round and
roundwith bicycle inner tubes like beige
intestines.Laughed away,he left the kid

behind and they kept it, at least untilthe
morning they found its throat cut. So
somebody believed him, had swallowed
his magic, and Toby turned his attention
to tourists, regaling them with tales of
Falfada but gaining only costive smiles
if they even looked up from the glass
beneath which the reef sprawled and
curled.
To blacks he said Falfada had gone to
Haiti. His nights were barren, no ordinary female having the knack of the
gantry-kiss.He no longerflew. To whites
he revealed her in colors even more
mythic than before,elaborating her into
a reefqueen in whosepores lurked baby
barracuda, in whose armpits groupers
and sharks. A deep cleft as the reef fell

"Falfada was in a new
shape, he told them,

claiming he had
enjoyed her gantrykisses at the end of
the airport runway'

away was one of her ears. Lion-tawny
sand 30 feet below, speckled with black
seaurchins,was partofher flank. "What
aboutthe mouth?" someoneasked him,
and he revealed the sea itself was that,
in which they all floated.

.

S

•

Within weekshe had become a tourist
draw.Already knownasa first-rateboatman, deft and polite, he becamea master
ofceremonies,filling his passengers'ears
with tall stories while they gaped down
over the high woodenlipsofthetwo windows in the boat's bottom. Those who
heard him out in exasperated tolerance
found themselves comingback for more,
as ifhiswords had sunk indeep and germinated. Word went around that Toby
gavedoublemoney's worth, was avisionary raconteur (though no one used that
phrase), somewhat whacky, but as a
helmsman beyond compare. His boat
neverrocked.
Soon hebought himselfanewone, had
"GlassBottom" painted onthesidesand
put therest ofhis moneyin thebank. His
lovelife improved.Hehabitually bought
rounds ofdrinks atthe Coconut Bar. For
breakfast he drank milky coffee instead
of tea and substituted eggs for melon.
Instead ofchicken-neckstew in the eveNOVEMBER 1976
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nings he had legsand breasts. Living on
in the same iron shack in Dinner Time,
he bought a radio, a big Mercator map
of the world, a pair offleece-lined slippers, a cherrywood pipe and a brandnewshacshac. Apicture ofhimappeared
in the island newspaper, captioned
"Beach Notable,"and he clipped it out
and glued it to the iron wall.
Only six weeks later he first stamped
on the glass.
And a week after that, with four passengersaboard,hediditagain, somehow
driven by being too comfortable in a
merely Jamaican world. All day he fantasized, but he wanted more. With both
legs thrust clean through the glass, he
would have gone down but for his arms
across the wooden hatch. The unattended outboard ground away while the
passengers observedToby, who mouthed
a silent lyric with his eyes aimed down.
Sea welled up. The boat began to list.
Blood flowed beneath the intact glass
panel on the other side. No one spoke
until a high-school teacher from Ohio
staggeredaft, seizedthe tillerand steered
forthe beach,200 yardsdistant.
When the badly listingboat wastowed
in by the Bermuda ketch Davy Jones,
which had interrupted its afternoon
cruise, the beach was lined with people.
A siren started up. ThepolicetookToby
to hospital on a stretcher. Others took
statements. Hauled up to a stretch of
new-dumpedshingle, the wounded boat
sat unattended. In the end, no one preferred charges against him;in fact, none
ofthepassengerscould believe he'd done
it on purpose. Toby knewbetter, though,
telling the interrogators at his bedside,
"I wantedto be down. Not over theside,
man. Through. You go over side,youno'
meet Falfada. I was obliged go through
the glass." They askedhim why, and he
launched into a long, magical ramble
about the gantry-kiss, the jungle at
night, bamboo tamboo and freshwater
springs. The reef was a palace of staghorn coral, he said. The glass-bottomed
boat was a royal coach. The shac shac
wasFalfada'svoice. Inthe end the police
cautioned him but chose to believe the
local lunatic had just been careless and
was trying to rationalize.

.

S

S

When the stitcheswere out ofhis legs,
Toby fixed up the boat, at considerable

cost, and went back to sea. But in the
first week he had only three couples by
way of passengers, and these newly arrived, unacquainted with local gossip.
The ticket sellerat the beach clubguided
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into space and to mine the moon, the
asteroids and even the giant planets.
This approach workedfor the Spaniards
in Peru, and it has its own potential for
the conquest of space. Owing to the
rules ofgravity outlined above, the crucial stepinthe exploitation ofspace con-

sists in getting a few thousand miles
away from the Earth.
(6) Because space journeysstart from
space habitats. The rules of gravity also
make it clear that a trip to Mars, for
example, would require perhaps onefifthas much energyoutputfrom a space
habitat as it would if it began on Earth.
Therefore, space voyagers should live,
work, construct spaceships and travel
in space communities.In farther-reaching fantasies,wecanimaginespacehabitats containing thousands of people
traveling to the nearer stars in a few
thousand years, maintaining a constant
population still fired with the urge to
explore,reproduce and spread the seed.
AsColumbuscarried theBible, they will
bring the thoughts of TimothyLeary.
(7) Because clean, boundless energy
comes fromspace.Ifyoubelieve O'Neill's
projections,we would be foolish to continue tryingtosolveourenergyproblems
by mining theEarth'scrust, by burning
our treasures to pollute our priceless
atmosphere or by creating lethal radioactivewastesto be hiddenfor thousands
upon thousands of years. According to
O'Neill, solar-power stations in geosynchronousorbits could providepower
at such low cost that everyone could
have some, and the have-nots of the
world might find themselves far better
off than they would if they must buy or
beg dams, reactors or solar technology
onEarth. Naturally,those whoconstruct
the orbiting power stations would have
to be big-hearted, but with energy so
cheap, why shouldn't they be?
(8) Becauseit is time to go into space
—allof us. The view thatthe bulk, ifnot
the totality, of the human population
will inhabit space someday grabs many
people right where they live. Of course
we shall inherit the solar system! Then
allofoursociology, ecology, psychology
and teleologywill change as we spin our
new habitats—and so they should. For
when has human society been static?
And why should we think that merely
coveringthe land, exhaustingthe atmosphere, the oceans,the mineral wealth of
our home planet should put a stop to
human development? Never!
(9) Because we can leave the Puerto
Ricans behind. To those who view his-

HABITATSAND SOLAR PLATFORMS
Finally, the vision of Prof. Gerard O'Neill: In, say, 20 years (O'Neill argues)
we could have giantspace habitats as well, huge cylinders a mile across andfive
to 20 miles long. Alternating strips of land ("valleys") and fransparent panels
("solars") would provide mini-worlds for millions, and each cylinder could be
designed for different kinds of worlds, with different climates, governments,
evenraces.
Right now,everyonefrom NASA toTimothy Learyloves the idea.The question
is why?
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tourists to other glass-bottomed boats.
Daylong, Toby cruised between the reef
and thewarningcable 40 yards from the
sand, chanting big-band lyrics from the
'40s and '50s, or calypsoesin which "Jamaica" rhymed with "make her," and
rattlinghis gourd as if to set the seeds
free. "Take it away, man," he told himselfrepeatedly, and took it away forthwith, mimicking the noise of trumpets
and trombones with a whistler's pout.
Alone, uneating, he ran through his entire repertoire, making up nothing new
and not even trying to remember all the
words. It was as if, he told himself, he
was exhausting this world before samplingthe next.Falfada awaitedhimwhile
he crooned himself to death. Two big
cans ofgas kept him going all day, back
and forth along his strip ofsea.
Soon he was cruising all night, with

no lamp.
All day he dozed; he almost struck a

buoy.
The police fetched him in, took him
home to Dinner Time, ordered him to
stay put. But, after a long sleep and a
hasty meal of bananas and corned beef,
outhe went again, this time goingall the
way from CornwallBeach to the Bogue
Islands and back. And he hadmore with
him: a sack of canned goods, with an
opener; a pound of tobacco; a bamboo
pole thickas his thigh and as long as his
leg; and enough gas for several days.
Out past the reef he chugged, farther
than he had ever been, with the incongruous feeling of an ice cream vendor
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who finds himself afloat on his cart. A
mile out, with only raucousjets for company as they banked before final approach, he began to thump the bamboo
ontheboat'sbottom totherhythm ofold
digging songs, of stone-passing games
played by men seated in a ring. Thumpa-thud hewent, noting hewas farther out
than the vultures flew. Only gulls and
pelicans. Down into the depths his
rhythmboomed, calling on Falfada.
"Mas Eu," he shouted low over the
sea,naming the uncle, Eustace,who had
brought himupin Trinidad. Then he cut
the engine, moved forward to mop both
glasses with rag and sponge and lit his
pipe. Peering down, he nodded as the
boat's idle motion brought coppertinted sand intoview, 50 feet below. Air
Jamaica churned overhead. The breeze
picked up. A squadron of indignantsounding gulls cut past, reflected in the
glass like knives. As a cloud went over,
he saw his ownface, toothless, walnutwithered, unshaven, and in that instant
made up his mind.
Instead of smashingboth glasses with
the bamboo tamboo, and going down
with the boat, he started up the engine,
headed for the beach, then turned back
and circledto burnup gas. He aimedfor
the beach again, cut the engine in five
feet ofwater, tied the rudder, then stove
in both panels. After starting the engine
again, he stuck his pipe in his mouth,his
shac shac and tobacco in the sack and
eased himself overboard with the bamboo pole asthe reelingboatmovedaway.

fr-

He found bottom easily, trod on a sea
urchin and wadedashore in pain, where
he at once urinated on the embedded
spine,soon had it out, by whichtime the
glass-bottomedboat's canopy was level
with the waves a quarter of a mile out.
Fined $50, he paid in cash with a
superblydeliveredsmile. Illusionshe had
drowned with theirinstrument.Or so he
said repeatedly in the little black and
yellow tent he set up on the beach club's
sand just below the restaurant patio. A
large posterat the tent-flap announced,
in untidy letters, "The Life andTimes of
Falfada and Toby Flankers in the GlassBottomedBoat. ATale ofBlood. Music.
50ç J. 75 US." At first slow, business
pickedupasToby rernilked hisfame,embellishing with spicy items filched from
JBC radio, from fillers in the daily
Gleaner, evenfrom his map ofthe world.
Likeacertain movie star, hehad triedto
drinkhimselfto death. He had witnessed
a rapefrom a prison cell. He had frozen
in Little America, sited on Antarctica's
Ross Ice Shelf; breast-stroked from
Christmas Island to Starbuck Island,
both in the Pacific; sung with a swing
band in Casablanca.He gota biggertent,
sat in it daubed with garish greasepaint
behind an ancient windshield, with shac
shac andtamboo, confident that no offended nature goddess could fell him
now. All that stuff, he told them, he'd
seen through.
Allherlies. "LikeI haunted, man. One
Jamaican feller. Dead on both feet.
Cripple-up an' not in this world." He
winced. He guffawed. He half bowed.
Even after the sun has waned and the
beach umbrellas have been collectedup
and stacked,Toby reminisces on, atleast
until six, when he leaves to perform on
thecocktailcruise oftheDavyJones. No
one who hears him believes in Falfada,
buteveryone believes in hearinghimout,
as if truth itselfno longer mattered, but
only how rich-bloodedone of its opponents can be. Understudies,to whom we
shall one day owe all the Falfadiana we
have, drink in his words. He feels he is
already living his afterlife. The lies are
biggerthan he, alivingreef oftale, available to any and every boatman until the
maraudingcrown-of-thornsstarfish pick
it clean. When a story has been swallowed, it is home and true. Fictitious
planetscan have real moons.

Paul West teaches English and writing at
Pennsylvania State University. Campus
reports are that students seek him out the
way touristsflock to TobyFlankers.
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A Radical Gift Idea
Originally, the Yuletide was a heathen celebrationofthewintersolstice. Today, whether
you're celebrating Chanukab, Christmas or
just making it through to another year,
MOTHER JONESis a great, radical gift idea
fortheholidayseason.

Mother JoneS
with your special friends and relatives. Simply jot down their names and addresseson
the encloseddiscountgift form and list any
additional gifts on a separate sheet.
We'll send you gift cards announcing your
gifts. You can add your own special message and sendthem along.
And if you like, we won't till you until next

MOTHERJONES IS FOR...
a resistant relative whose range of
information is limited to TIME . . . the friend
you love to rap with late into the night. . . the
people in your life who share your vision of
positive change, interest in music and
movies, and curiosity about alternative
lifestyles.

year.

IT'S EASYTO GIVE..
You don't haveto fight the mad department
store crowdsand holidaytrafficto share the
wit, anger and insight of MOTHER JONES

rMostFcm
Just$8 For Each Gift
Save $4.00 on each gift you give

Giftto:

.

Address

_____Enter ____ Extend my own
MOTHER JONESsubscription.

Ienclose$ ______for
Bill menextyear.

Whynot do it today? Thatwayyou canavoid
the postal insanity that descends on us
each December.And, remember, MOTHER
JONESlasts all through theyear.

City
gifts.

Send to: Holiday Gifts, MOTHER JONES,
1255 Portland Place, Boulder, CO 80302.

___________

________________
State.

Zip

From (YourName):
Address
City
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_____

____.
State

Zip

MOTHERJONES

LITHOGRAPHS

BY

ROBERT MOON

ART

Left: Alcatraz, 1972, 14" x 1 8";
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MOTHERJONES

above: Swami Vishnu#5. 1971, 1 9" x 26".

Lithographs courtesyof Will Stone.Two Kansas St., San F-rancisco, CA 94103
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Robert E. Moon is an artist

in Woodacre, California. He was born in
and teacher living

Oregon and started printmaking at
the age of13.He's hadmanyshows,
the most recent being "California
ArtonPaper(Mindscapes),"which
toured Germany and France, and
"Baja," an exhibit at the San
Francisco Museum ofArt.
As we can see from the featured etchings, Moon loves
water. Friends tell us he can sit
underwater forfiveminutes in the
lotus position. Besides etching,
Moonpaints water-color sceneson
truck doors and etches the door's
window with the driver's profile.
Moon's work has been published
in TheNew York Times, Art Week

,

and Roiling Stone.
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Top left: Swami Vishnu #3. 1970,

MOTHERJONES

bottom left: Swami Vishnu

,

I

IL.
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above: atchidananda, 1 972, 1

-
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[The Dalkon Shield was hailed as a promising new method of birth con—
[trol—

until 17 women using it died. Here for the first time is its full story.

MO! HEJ'( JOIN ua
N 1971, Dr. Hugh J. Davis, associate analysis, the Dalkon Shield is first.
The only thing the book does not say
professor of gynecology at Johns
Hopkins, decidedto write up his ex- about the Dalkon Shield—andthe full
perimentswith a new intrauterinedevice story has not been told before—isthat
hehad beenusingattheuniversity'sfam- Davis had not only tested it, he had inily planning clinic. He heads the clinic, vented it, along with his good friend
whichis part ofone ofthe country'smost Irwin Lerner, and he was makingmoney
prestigious medical schools. The clinic, on every new Shieldsold. Atthe time the
like the John Hopkins Medical School, book was published, Davis had already
is in the middle of one of the worst made $250,000 on the sale ofthe Shield
ghettos in Baltimore,and Davis spends to theA. H. Robins Company,oneofthe
a lot ofhis time prescribingpills,insert- largest pharmaceutical houses in the
ing IUDs and advising poor black and U.S. In five years' time, beforethe Shield
Latin Americanwomen how to prevent would beremoved from the market amid
unwanted children. One of the many increasing publicity about deaths and
lawyerswho do the talking for himnow injuries to women who used it, Davis
says Davis thinks of pregnancy as "a would earn well over $300,000 more in

I

social evil—contributingto poverty, un-

happinessand unrest."
Although Davis's book, a slimvolume
sprinkled with charts and graphs and
called The Intrauterine Device for Contraception, was not stackedup alongside
the cash registers of bookstores across
thecountry,manydoctors readiteagerly.
Theresults ofresearch performedunder
the auspices of Johns Hopkins could
certainly be trusted, and doctors everywhere were anxious for information
about the various plastic loops and
squiggles and paper-clip-like things they
had insertedinover threemillionwomen
in America. They still know almost
nothing about intrauterine devices, exceptthat soniehowa foreign objectin the
uterus usually prevents pregnancy.
At that time, the entire subjectofcontraception was especially controversial.
Pill men and IUD men were known to
exchange bitter comments at conventions and engage in primitiveavoidance
rituals if they discovered each other at
the same party. The Davis book, since
it came from Hopkins, was discussedby
most everyonein the field and widely reported on in women's magazines.
In his book, Davis gives evidence that
the IUD is a better birth control device
than the Pill—almost as efficient and
much safer. More important, he indicates thatacertain new IUDrecently put
on the market works better than any of
the old ones.
To be sure, Davisdoesn't directlyrecommend the Dalkon Shield over the
Lippes Loop, the Saf-T-Coil, the Copper-7 or its other competitors; such recommendationsin medicaltexts are considered highly unprofessional. The
Shield's experimentalresultsjust look a
lotbetter. Thecomparisonsappear to be
thorough, scientific and convincing. On
every graph, on every chartand in every

royalties and consultants' fees.

N

O ONE KNOWS exactlyhow many

women have been killed by the
Dalkon Shield. As of last January, 17 American women had died.There
have been a number ofdeaths since, but
the governmenttotals and releasessuch
figures only once a year. Statistics from
the dozens of othercountries where the
Shield has been in usc—mostly in the
Third World—arefragmentary or nonexistent.In otherways,too, the full story
of the device that has left untold hundreds of women sterile, and that is still
in use by more than a million women
aroundthe world, has been hard to get.
Doctorsdo noteasily revealsecrets about
each other. Also, all the principal characters in this story are under orders from
theirlawyersnottospeak,fortheDalkon
Shield has become one of the most litigated products in pharmaceutical history.
Since Davis would nottalktous, itwas
difficult to get a full picture ofthis paradoxical man, who teaches at a leading
universityand runs a clinic for the poor,
yetwhosuccumbedto the temptation of
makingbigmoney by the most unethical
means. We could assemble only a fragmentary picture of him from others' reports. Thomas Kemp, alawyerhandling
describes
many of the cases for Robins,
Davis as "tall," "neat " and a man of
"overwhelmingheart." Davis's wife says
she hopes the true story about her husband will get out, but she doesn't know
what it is. "Work is work and home is
home," she says on the phone over the
sounds of children giggling, and Davis
doesn't mixthe two. Stillanother picture
of him comes from a woman who once
worked in his clinic, who described him
as "the most efficient man I ever met."
She said he once used a vacation to have
NOVEMBER 1976
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his appendix taken out, just so that he
would lose no work time if he ever got
appendicitis.
Luckily for

our story, though, there
are sworn depositions in the Dalkon
case, and although Davis is cagey and
doesn't reveal a thing when he talks to
lawyers,Irwin Lerner is a garrulous guy
and tells the story of the Dalkon Shield

with relish.
"Win" Lerner is an inventor, really.
He started off in 1948 as an electrical
engineerin oil development.He went on
tocomputersandthentypewriters,where,
he claims, he developedthe Selectric.In
1960 he got interested in the medical
supplies field and started working for a
company making polyethylene tubing,
blood testequipment,automatic pipettes
and all sorts ofthingsaburgeoningmedical market could use. He met Hugh
Davis in 1964, while trying to push one
ofhis inventions, and thetwo men liked
each other right away. Also, they realized, according to Lerner, how they
"could use each other'sexpertise."
HE DAVIS-LERNER association
started out as business (they
worked on several products together from 1964 to 1967) but it soon
turned intofriendship. In fact, it was on
ChristmasDay, 1967, whilethe two families were opening presents and sitting
around Davis's home in Baltimore,that
the idea for inventing a new IUD came

T

to them.

Eachman claimsit wasthe otherwho
first came up with the idea, but whatever
the case,both were very excited aboutit.
The two men would call each other up at
midnightand threeo'clock in the morning to discuss the project. Davis would
tell Lerner the little that was known
about IUDs and the failures ofthe ones
already onthe market:theycaused pain,
cramps and bleeding; they didn't work;
theycame out. AndLerner would discuss
ways of solving each problem. For the
expulsion problem, they had a unique
solution: a disk-like 1UD with stubby
tentacles whose barb effect would hold
the device in the uterus. Within a few
months Lerner had hisfirst model ofthe
Dalkon Shield, and in August, Davis
took a few of them fresh from the Pee
Wee Plastic Company, where they had
been manufactured, and inserted them
into some patients at his clinic. Patients
had heard about dangers from the Pill
and were quite willingto try a different
contraceptive.Initialresultslookedgood,
and one month later Lerner applied for

Dr. Hugh Davis testifies
before the Senate subcommittee on birth control.

MOTHERJONES
now," she says today, "is that didn't
just go tomy doctorandlet him put whateverhe wantedin my body, studiedall
the statisticscarefully."She readglowing
reports ofthe Dalkon Shieldin afeminist
health book and asked her doctor ifshe
should have one. Since he too had heard
favorable reports, and since a model had
been specially designed for women who
had never had children, he inserted a
Dalkon Shield into Marys uterus. Carefully following the instructions that accompanied the product, he warned her
that she might experience some minor
discomfort and slightly heavier bleeding
with her period. The pain, however, was
immediate and acute. Mary returned to
her doctor, whotoldher it would subside.
It did,but herfirstperiodwasprofuseand
painful. Again, her doctor promisedthat
once her system grew used to the device

I

I

allwould be well.

a patent.

Instead of donating the device to a
medicalinstitution for study, Lerner and
Davis decided to market it themselves
and to get private physiciansacross the
country to test it for them. Lerner says
Davis had some money from Hopkins,
which he used to buy Dalkon Shields,
and over a one-year period, Davis inserted 640 of them into women (558
clinic patients, 82 private patients) and
carefully noted down the "results." He
wrote them up and published them in
February 1970 in the American Journal
ofObstetrics andGynecology, theleading
journal in the field. They were remarkableto saythe least, especially the pregnancy rate—the lowestamong all 1UDs
(1.1 per cent). The article concluded,
"Taken all together, the superior performance of the Shield intrauterine device makes the technique a first choice
method of contraception control."
Meanwhile, other doctors across the
nation were beginningto hear about the
device that had impressive Johns Hopkins statistics behind it, and many were
sending for it to try Out on their own
patients.
One of the people who read of Dr.
Davis's exciting discovery was Mary
Bolint.S/ic was ajunior at theUniversity
ofArizonain Tucson at the timeand was
engaged toNedRipple. Sheplannedtogo
to law school aftercollege, so shewanted
to wait to have children until after she
finishedfour more years ofschool. Contraceptionwas an importantfactor in her
life, and so she informed herself about
such things. "What makes me angriest

After afew months thepain duringher
period became tolerable. Mary and Ned
were married, and she was acceptedinto
law school during her senior year. She
continued to study hard andbecame an
avid modern dancer.
[I: DAVIS'S "SCIENTIFIC"RESEARCH]
The rise of the Dalkon Shield really
began with Davis's research at Hopkins,
andthemore closely you look back on it,
the less scientific it appears. For one
thing, the women tested didn't sign any
consent forms, so no one knows what
Davis toldthem about the fresh-off-thedrawing-board gadgets he was putting
intotheiruteri. Also, many people claim
that Davis regularly told his IUD patientsto use spermicidalfoam during the
tenth to seventeenthdays of their cycle,
whichwould leaveit unclear whether his
study reported the contraceptive effects
of the Dalkon Shield or of the foam.
Davis said the people who came to his
clinic wouldn't use foam even if they
were toldto, but that is questionable.In
anycase,Davis admits that at least some
of the 82 private patients in his study
might have taken his suggestionto use
foam, and that makes his research findings dubious. It is asif, in studyinga new
headache remedy, he had told patients
to take aspirin as well. Also, the study
sounds less impressive when you realize
therewas an averageofonly 5.5 months
testingperwoman—notmuchtime to get
a reliable pregnancyfigure.
Hindsight aside, however, after the
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
article was published, the Dalkon Shield
began to take off. Additional help had
NOVEMBER 1976
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cometo Lerner andDavis on NewYear's
Eve, 1969, in the form ofDr. ThadEarl.
He was a small-town practitioner from
Defiance, Ohio, and had inserted the
Shield intosome of his own patients and
thoughtit was a great idea. He offered
Lerner, Davis and their lawyer,Robert
Cohn, $50,000, and got a 7.5 per cent
interest in what became "The Dalkon
Corporation." (The name was probably
an amalgamofDavis,Lerner,andCohn.)
Lerner had been the inventor, Davis
the scientistwhose researchat a famous
institution had validated the invention,
Cohn the lawyerwho had put together a
corporate framework that would allow
everyone to get rich, and now, finally
The Dalkon Corporation had what it
neededto get offthe ground: Thad Earl,
the enthusiastic salesman willing to go
on the road drumming up publicity. If
you don't have a largemarketing organi-

"The pain was immediate and acute. Mary
returned to her doctor.
He promised that once

her system grew used to

the device, all would
be well'

zation or the capital to advertise, about
the only effective way to sell a newmedical product is to set up demonstration
booths at medical conventions. Earl
proved to be an energetic salesman.
IUDs were not, at thetime, classified as
drugs, so Dalkon Shields could be
hawked just like new office furniture to
doctors browsing in convention hallways. Earl passed out the Shields from
his booth and showed everyone the impressive testing results of Dr. Hugh
Davis of Johns Hopkins.
One war/n spring day toward the end
ofher senioryear in college, while Mary
Bolint was shoppingfor dinner, she began

to feel uneasy. Suddenly an enormous
wave ofnausea swept over her. She left

her groceries and walked as fast as she
could to her car, where she lay down in
the back seat. She had been dancingall
afternoon, preparingfor a summer arts

MOTHERJONES
festival, and hoped that she was simply
overtired. She remaineddizzy and confused, however,and had to ask afriend to
drive her home. Her main worry was
appendicitis. That would havespoiled her
summer of dancing and working. She
worked as a nurses' aide in the local hospital and was saving her money for law

ginning to reap enormous profits from
their own IUDs. When McClure started
chatting with Earl, he didn't wastetime.
Within a few days after their meeting,
Robins'acquisitionmanager flew to Defiance, Ohio, to watch Earl make a few
insertions of the Dalkon Shield and to
talk medicine and markets. A weeklater
school.
the company's medical director, Dr.
She made it home, cooked a small din- Fred Clark, flew to Baltimore to meet
nerandwent to bedearly— tiredandsore. Hugh Davis.
The pain grew worse through the night
Davis told him, by Clark's account,
and at six a.m. she woke her husband "thatthecompanythat takes theDalkon
Ned. She barely had enough strength left Shield must move fast and distribute
to ask him to take her to the hospital, and
he rushed her to the emergency ward,
Mary Bolint: "What makes
where her condition was quickly diagme angriest is that studied
nosed as appendicitis. When the doctors
opened her up, however, they found a
all the statistics carefiilly'
healthy appendix, but large abscesses on
her ovaries. They drained the abscesses,
took out her appendix and sewedher up.
When she awoke she told her doctor she
was using a Dalkon Shieldandasked him
ifhe thoughtit shouldbe taken out. He
saidhe didn't think it was necessary since
he had never heard ofJUDs causing infection, but that he would remove it if
she wanted. She decided to leaveit in and
was releasedfrom the hospital in a few
days.She returnedhome satisfiedthat she
hadmade the rightdecision. The infection
was gone and, even ifthe Dalkon Shield
was uncomfortable, it couldn't be as dangerous as the Pill.

I

[IL DALKON GOESNATIONAL]

It was 1970, and thescene was a med-

ical convention in Ohio. Thad Earl was
there selling Dalkon Shields and found
himselfsetup in a boothnext to one run
by John McClure, a salesman for A. H.
Robins Company. The two nien began
talking; their chit-chat quicklyturned to
business talk, and suddenlythe promoters oftheDalkon Shieldhad abigbreak
beyond their greatest dreams.
Robins is headquarteredin Richmond,
Virginia, and has assets of $186 million
and subsidiariesin more than a dozen
foreign countries. Tranquilizersand appetite suppressants are among the bestsellingproducts ofits largeline ofdrugs;
it also makes cosmetics, Robitussin
cough syrup, Chapstick and Sergeant's
FleaCollar, whichForbesbusinessmagazine accused of killing pets.
At the time ThadEarl and John McClure got to talking outside their convention booths, Robins was looking for
an entry into the growingcontraceptive
market. Its rivalsSchmidtandOrthohad
captured the Pill business and were be-

much merchandise and really make an
inroad 'in the next eight months.' "Several other peopleDavis knewwereworking on similar devices. The courtship
quicklyintensified;both sideswere eager

to consummate.

Within a few days Lerner and Cohn,
Dalkon's lawyer, flew to Richmond to
work outadeal. Afterthreedays ofnegotiating, everyone returned home richer.
Robins paid The Dalkon Corporation
$750,000 for the patent, whichwas split
among Lerner, Davis, Earl and Cohn
according to their interests in the Corporation. Also, an agreementwas made
(and this is where the big money comes
in) that the fourmen would splittenper
cent royalties on all gross sales of the
ShieldbyRobins in theU.S. and Canada.
Finally, Earlwas retained by Robins as
a $30,000-a-year consultant for three
years; Davis consulted at $20,000 a year
for five years; and Lerner consulted for
one year at $12,500 and two more at
$2,500.
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As the deal was being made, however,
somethingwas discovered that proved to
be a portentoftroubles ahead. Dr. Fred
Clark, the Robins official who had flown
up to Baltimore to meet Hugh Davis,
dictated a three-page memorandum to
the files on his return to Richmond. in
it he said that of the 832 patients Davis
had tested so far, 26 had become pregnant. This would raise the pregnancy
rate from the previously published 1.1
per cent to close to three per cent. The
dates on the Clark memo show that
Hugh Davis was aware of this new, less
impressive result back in February when
his Journal article was published.
(Robins lawyers claim that Fred
Clark's memo about a higher pregnancy
rate is merely a typo. They say Clark
never read the typed version ofthe notes
he dictatedand thathemeantto say "an
additional six" rather than "26." But
their claim sounds weak, for there is
other material in the subpoenaed files
that indicates Clark did not believe
Davis's figures were as impressive as he
had first heard.)
Although not quite the corporate
equivalentof a smoking gun, the memo
has become an important document in
the Dalkon affair. It indicates that both
Davis and Robins are guilty of promoting the Dalkon Shield with false statistics. The crucial importance ofthe pregnancy rate becomes clear when you
imagine a fetus having to share a uterus
with a smallcrab-shapedpieceofplastic.
Most of those 17 deaths were due to
blood poisoning causedby infectionand
spontaneous abortion among women
who got pregnant while wearing the
Dalkon Shield.
[111:THE "FLYING UTERUS"]

Readers of five national medicaljournals in December 1970 found themselves looking at a remarkable two-page
advertisement.It becameknown inRobins' addepartment as the"flyinguterus"
ad, and it was Robins' way of beginning
the vigorous promotion of the Dalkon
Shield it had bought only six months
earlier.The ad'sart page is a painting by
a prominent medical artist, Arthur Lidov. It shows a cross-sectioneduterus
floating through the sky towards the
reader with a Dalkon Shield nestled in
it. The Shield looks like some sort of
space bug out ofthe pages ofRay Bradbury—it's about the size of a small
fingernail, is made of white plastic and
itsmost notable feature is thelittlespines
—Continued on page46
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Truffaut calls him "the greatest filmmaker alive
today' Not one for false modesty, Werner Herzog agrees
and compares himself to Kafka and Beethoven.
A look at the man and his legend.
By Sheila Benson and Mal Karman

MUfFlER JONES

H

ETURNSOUT,not surprisingly, to
be as complex as his films—by

turns enigmatic, passionate,
blunt, patient, gentle and arrogant. He
stole a 35mm motion picture camera to
shoot his first feature film and claims,
"Truffaut and Bergman steal [ideas]
from me—even thoughtheir films came
first." Film intellectuals consider him
perhaps the most talented young director in the world today. He may be its
most unknown.
At Cannes in 1975, the virtually unknown Werner Herzog walked off with
the prestigiousJury Prize for EveryMan
for Himself and God Against All: The
Enigma ofKaspar Hauser. Francis Ford
Coppola hailed Kaspar Hauser as the
best film he'd seen in years, and guaranteed the cost of its distribution in the
United States; Francois Truffaut called
Herzog "the greatest filmmaker alive
and workingtoday."
Yet in this country Herzog hasn't
really emerged from the "film-buff
ghetto," where a mere handful, perhaps
five per cent, of film devotees recognize
his name, and perilously few of these
have seen more than one ofhis films.
Now WernerHerzog was in the U.S.,
tangible andvoluble.He'd beenbrought
to the San Francisco Bay Area for a
showing of all of his films at the Pacific
Film Archive in Berkeley, rotunda of
the recondite. Gathered underone roof
was the full display of nine years of
Herzog's life: six harsh, uncompromising, beautifulfilms (seebox)—the treacherous world as seen through Herzog's
unblinking hazel-greeneyes.
Herzog spoke to us in two settings,
once at the PacificFilm Archive, where,
with hisfullmoustache,tatteredshirtand
well-loved corduroy pants, the 33-yearold director could easily pass as a Berkeley graduate student—architectureor
perhapsarchaeology.Inthe secondbackground, a private screening room in
San Francisco, the tall, broad-shouldered Herzog looked out of place and
uncomfortable. (It was hardly surprising; only a madame like Belle Watling
could look comfortable among those
gilt mirrors, Moorish iron chairs with
fat Astro-Swivel feet and flocked red
wallpaper.) He seemed patient about
this country's slowness to recognizehim.
"Beethovenhad a real hard time during his life. Kafka had 35 readers. My
films will outliveand surviveme."
Is the world, then, not ready for the
new German cinema?
"Itisn'tthe world," Herzog saidforce-

"For Kaspar Hauser I
would just like

American audiences to
bring a little sympathy
and an open mind —
without prefabricated
ideas about Krauts:'

fully. "Aguirre has been playingin Paris

for a year and a half. Kaspar Hauser
played there for ten months. But most
ofthe U.S. is like Mongolia in terms of
culture. Go to Omaha, Nebraska, or
Stevens Point, Wisconsin, and find out
what films they're watching. Stevens
Point, Wisconsin,is a place we should
careabout.
"It's hard to find an audience anywhere who comes and looks at a film,
closely." He gestures as though bothered by gnats. "For Kaspar Hauser I
would just like American audiences to
bring a little sympathy and an open
mind—without prefabricated ideas
about Krauts—and just take a close

look at thefilm.
"Jawswasn'ta badfilm,becausewhen
I saw it, I gave it a chance. It is chic to
say it's terrible. I just went in with a
little sympathy; that way a film can develop its dimensions."
Kaspar Hauser was a film Herzog felt

he had to do. Based on atrueincident, it
concerns a man who appeared in a

Nurnberg square in 1828, standing like
a mannequin and bearing a note. He
couldn't speakor read (and could barely
stand). He had apparently been brought
up in a cave or dungeon, and was preNOVEMBER 1976
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cipitously catapulted into the world at
theage of 18. He was taken in, caredfor,
taught to speak, and—in an era fascinated by the philosophical concepts of
"the natural man"—was the subject of
endless pokings to test his "innocent"
responsesto a "civilized"world.
"It seems to methat my coming into
the world was a terrible fall," Hauser
mourned. He had a talent formusic and
beganto write his historywhensuddenly,
as abruptly as he had appeared, he was
stabbed to death.
Herzog felt thatthe Hauser story,with
its theme of "radical human dignity and
deep human suffering,"was "one of the
few" right for him. "I am always struck
by how few choicesthereare for me for
films"—and he threw himself into the
production.
For Herzog the shootingof a film demands monk-like devotion. (Earlier, in
reference to his private life, he said,
"There is no private life—it is just a
filmmaking life.") In the 17th-century
town of Dinkelsbühl, Herzog located
the perfect house for Kaspar's benefactors. "That house was the work of
five months. Each needle, each piece of
music had to be exact. That garden [an
exquisite period gardeni was a potato
field whenwearrived.I dug inthe garden,
and we planted strawberriesand beans
and flowers,soitwould be as you seeit."
He is asked gently if he considers it
unusual for the director of a film to be
out in thefield,putting in thestrawberry
plants himself.
"But if I do not work bodily I do not
have a feeling for the space. I do a lot of
body work on my films—I carry the
camera, the reflector.It's good for me to
havea physicalconnectionwith my own
tools, with my own locations."
Kaspar Hauser's most striking feature
is the lead performance of the amateur
actor Bruno S. He spent the first ten
years ofhislife in an asylumforretarded
children,although he wasnotinany way
retarded. His mother, a prostitute, used
to beathimuntil,whenhe was three, she
depositedhimatthe asylum.Brunospent
his next 20 years escaping from and being returned to reformatories, prisons
and hospitals. He got work as an unskilledfactory worker in Berlin and supplemented that with street singing. A
televisiondocumentary, Bruno the Nigger, was made about him; Herzog saw
this film by accident. "One of those
calculated, enforced accidents that one
cannot question," he sayswith an ironic
quirk ofhis eyebrow.

Despite the fact that Bruno is now 43,
Herzog knewat oncehe hadhis Kaspar.
"What the hell difference does Bruno's
agemake?Evenifhewas65!would have
takenhim. Nobody actually knew Kas-

par's ageanyway."
"Bruno is a very difficult man, of
course. He has trouble communicating,
he doesn't trust easily, he's suspicious
and afraid ofpeople, but he's sweet and
soft underneath; he is very tender, very
profound. Helooks like a schizophrenic,
and he behaveslike a schizophrenicbe-

cause he was so badly mistreated. He
doesn'tknow how to behave. He would
walk up to a woman and say 'Let's
fuck,' and when she said 'No!' he
didn'tunderstand."
'Bruno,' I said, 'the film won't resolve your problems with women or
with society.'But the workers in his factory now respect him, he's been able to
buy himselfapiano, and he'snotafreak
anymore."
Both Herzog and Bruno decided that
his actorshould remain anonymous behind his single initial. "We agreed that
if he became a star it would ruin his
life."
The lastinstitution released Bruno as
cured; Herzog sees himdifferently. "For
me this man is beyond repair; he has
been destroyedby society. It didn'ttake
too long for me to convincehim to take
the part because he understood right
away that it was about him, too."
Herzog shot his film during Bruno's
three-weekvacation and then paid him
to takeoffthreemore weekstocomplete
the film. "He thought I cheated himon
his salary," Herzog says, wryly, "but
he was the highestpaid actoron the set.
I pushed him into opening a bank account—it was an enormous obstaclefor
him. After two to three weeks of shooting, because his money had gone into
his account and he didn't have it in his
hand, he said, 'You'recheating me.'
"We hadto get the bank manager to
explain it to him, and he still didn't believe me. He thought it was aconspiracy
that everyone was part of."
Herzog's solemnface becomesintense
as he speaks of Bruno. "He made not
one false movementin this picture. I am
so proud of him. He was magnificent. I
take pride in demanding the Academy
Award for him for this picture. That
JohnWayneorsomeonelike that should
get it is an outrage. What he has is
somethingwhichyou do not see—ithas
notbeen seen on screens before."
Interviewersfrequently compare Kas-
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parHauser to Truffaut'sThe WildChild,
another innocent savagestory, based on
another actual occurrence—thework of
Dr. Jean Itardin 1798 with a young boy
found in the woods. WithHerzog, you
make such comparisons at your own
risk.
"Truffaut made Wild Child because
he was intriguedbymy story," he snaps.
"No, it doesn't matter that Wild Child
was made in 1971; he has learned from
me." A better comparison, he feels, is
Carl Dreyer's Joan of Arc because it,
too, is a story of passion, a Christ-like
passion. "And anyway, my film is 95
times better than Truffaut's."
Anaïs Nm was enraptured by Kaspar
Hauser, whose story, she said, "is more
fascinatingthan the story of Christ."
"That'sagoodquote," smilesHerzog,
"but by the way, I can't stand this
woman. It happens once or twicein the
life of a sillyperson that she says something worth remembering."
If Bruno's life parallels Kaspar Hauser's, it also parallels Herzog's own: "I
grew up without a father—my parents
were divorced—and I began running
away from home when I was very small.
My father always lived off women; he
literally never worked. We were never
a family."
When Munich was bombed in the
raids of 1943, his mother took her twoweek-old son with her to the relative
safetyofthe Bavarianmountains. When
the family came back to Munich after
the war, Herzog's running-away streak
began. He walked to the Albanian border at 14, and finally worked his way to
the Manchester docks at 16, where he
developed his muscular shoulders and
excellent English.
His passion for film had also begun.
Back in Germany he worked in a steel
mill at night, went to school in the daytime and schemed to raise money for a
film company of his own.
"I had a careeras a screenwriteronce
for 30 seconds," Herzog says. He had a
wonderful idea for a film and called a
German producing company, somehow
managing to get past their vigilant secretaries. After hearing the story briefly
on the phone, the executives agreed—it
was an interesting idea, and would he
come discuss it with them? "I came,and
they saw this writer was 17 years old.
Right then they showed me the door."
Desperateto completehisfirstfeature,
he stole a 35mm motion picture camera
from an unwary television crew working
outdoors on a commercial. "I wanted
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to be a professionalright away," he ex-

plains blandly. He made three short
films, then at 24 his first feature, Signs
ofLife, whichhe shot in Crete.
Money has always been a pressing
problem, even though federal laws in
Germany make available substantial
production funds for serious works.
Since 1968, almost six cents of every
movie ticket sold in Germany goes to
the Film Assistance Institute, which
means that struggling German directors
will get a healthy amount from the $4
millionmade byJaws.German television
also underwrites productions. In addition,the Bonn Interior Ministry awards
both prizes and production money for
films ofhigh cultural value. Herzog explains that ifa film is a flop the government money doesn't have to be repaid.
If it's a hit, you pay it back. In the case
of the awards (up to $150,000) that are
for already produced films, the money
must be invested in yournext movie.
In 1966, a group ofalmost 20German
filmmakers, including Herzog, Volker
Schlöndorffand his actress-wife Margarethe von Trotta, Rainer Werner Fass-

binder, Wim Wenders, Jean-Marie
Straub and AlexanderKluge, pressured
thegovernment.Give us $1 million, they
asked, and we can make five features.
They got what they asked for, and with

these loose beginnings Germany's new
cinemawas born.
Ofall thelot, Herzog,Fassbinder,and
Schlöndorff/von Trotta are the most
recognizable names . . . so to speak.
Fassbinder,whoexploitsthe punkin his
personality, has a prodigious output,
cranking out 28 films since 1967, in addition to acting, writingand directingin
the theater. Americansmay know him
best for The Merchant ofFour Seasons,
Alt—Fear Eats the Soul or The Bitter
Tears of Petra von Kant; he has just
emerged from the (half-opened) closet
to play theoppressedhomosexualin his
latest film, FoxandHis Friends.
In contrast, Schlöndorff and von
Trotta's movies, A Free Woman and
TheLost Honor ofKatharina Blum (the
latter from a novel of Heinrich Boll),
have been dramatic films on themes of
women today.
American audiences, unable to separate Germany from the burden of its
Nazi past, find it remarkable that not
one young German has treated the Nazi
experience.Part of the reason is simple
—Fassbinderis 29, Herzog 33; SchiOndorff, older than the others at 37, was
six years old whenthe war ended.
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forwhomthereisnoprivateIi
Herzog is blunt: "To some extent the
war affectedme—in common terms, not
specifically. It gaveme a certain awareness of things. I have become sensitive
about things like racial discrimination.
But I don't give a damn about recent
German history.
"We had a cultural gap for25 years in
filmmaking. Germany is the only country to have had this. It's strange, because Germany has recovered economically and politically but not so culturally." Why?"Maybe we needed a whole
generation to pass. Germany is not a

nation any longer; it's divided into several parts. A country that has no national identity or capital has a difficult

time todevelopa culture.
"German filmmakers have no common style, no common subjects, but a
whole variety of talents. We have a
renaissance.All the young Germans had
to startlife from zero, after a period of
self-imposed cultural barbarism.It's not
bad that Germany came out of utmost
defeat. It has awakenedpeople."
"I hoped the U.S. would get out of
Vietnam with a severe defeat, because
NOVEMBER 1976
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"Maybe Bergman
learned from me, too.
Anyway, he is over the
hill. Shit, he is. .
Herzog's voice trails
off. "Everyone tries
to compare:'

MOIHEK JONJS

theU.S. dominatesso much ofthe West.

It mighthaveawakenedyou. Look at the
awarenessthat'scome out ofWatergate.
I'd liketo haveAgnew,Mitchell,Donald
Nixon, Bebe Rebozo in a movie," Herzog says dryly.

To foreigners the new German cinema makers may be allied under a common banner,but at home they don't live
in each other'spockets. "Of all German
filmmakers, I am most friendly with
Schlöndorff,"Herzog says, a trifle warily. "But we do not see each other in
Germany. The last time I saw him was

at Cannes.

We ask him about the dwarfs and the
gasoline and the cactus patch. "That
wasn't anything—everyone asks about
that. . . ." During Even Dwarfs Started
Sinai! there is a procession of dwarfs,
holdingaloftapetmonkeytied toacross,
marchingbetweensmolderingflowerpots
full of gasoline. One of the dwarfs was
playingwith the gasolineandcaught fire.
Herzog threw himselfonto his small actor and beat out the flames. A few days
later, during a sequence in which a
driverlesscar is set in motion, to circle
endlessly, the same actor somehow got
himself under the wheels. In horror,
nobody moved untilHerzog rushed forward and pulled him out. This time he
gatheredhiscast—twodozendwarfsand

"1 remember," he adds, 'at the London Film Festival, Rosselliniwas there,
and people said we must be introduced.
So they dragged us up together in the midgets.
"I toldthem—ifyou see to it that you
corner and we met. And then what? I
said. . . 'I like yourtie.'
all get through this picture unharmed, I
On the note of Rossellini,Bergman's will jump into that," (that was a sevenname and similar film style came up. foot cactus) "and you can film me."
Trueto his word, at the film's end the
"Maybe Bergman learned from me,
too," Herzog says. "Anyway, he is over young director, outfitted with goggles,
the hill. Shit, he is . . ." His voicetrails jumped off a wall into the cactus while
off. "Everyone tries to compare. It's his cast, armed with Super 8 cameras,
pretentious to make these comparisons. groundouttheirowndocumentaryofthe
Peoplewill getaccustomedto myfilms." event.
Stories are already beginningto pass
"It wasn't so bad, except getting out.
mouth to mouth among film buffs, who I got a thorn in my knee sinew that hurt
asa grouparethemost dedicatedgossips for half a year. But it would have been
outsidethe SeventhAvenue garment in- a nasty thing to operate. It was forthem
dustry. Only in Herzog's case the stories —because they suffered to make the
are true—especially the most bizarre film."
ones.
Aguirre— Wrath ofGod took Herzog

Herzog's Films: A Viewer's Guide
feature, Heart of Glass, for which he
says he hypnotized his entire cast of
more than 30 actors. Based on a Bavarian legend,the film concernsa seer
whoprophesiesdoomto a glassfactory
in the l800s, but the workers walk
about, unmindful, in trance-likestates.
One stunned viewer at its unveiling
at the Third Annual Telluride, Colorado Film Festival said the film's attrition rate was second to none.
"They left in droves. It's visually
beautiful—all his films are—but it's
suicideforhim. Justwhenhewasbuilding up an audience.. . this is the most
inaccessible ofallhis films."
Thefact that it was shown in an unsubtitledversion (Herzog'swife, Martje, supplying instant translation) may
. . .
have had as much to do with the
Herzog has just finished his seventh audience'sdismayastheactors' trances.

Besides Every Manfor Himself and
GodAgainstAll:TheEnigmaofKaspar
Hauser, Herzog has made Fata Morganui, a fiendishly difficult film about
dead colonialismin the Sahara; Even
Dwarfs Started Small, which has been
describedas "an almostobsceneparody
of human life at its most petty, mean,
vulgar, selfish and destructive"; Land
ofSilence andDarkness,adocumentary
about the blind deaf; Signs ofLife, a
metaphysicalparody about cruelty and
madnessset on a Greek isle duringthe
German occupation; and Aguirre—
Wrath ofGod, depictingPizarro's ruthless search for the legendary Incan city
ofEldorado—filmsthat, on the whole,
have been seen only by the most agile
and dedicated film cognoscenti.
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and a crew to Peru, for a film of Hernando Pizarro and his obsessive search
for the Incan city of gold. His leading
actor was Klaus Kinski, who lent new
dimensionsto the term "difficultactor."
"He is usedby directors," Herzog says,
'but only for one,two days. No onehas
ever managed to domesticate him yet.
He behaves so scandalouslybecause he
is a paranoid schizophrenic."

Kinski worked six to seven weeks on
Aguirre, and it became a match of wills
in theremotejungle—Kinskiragingthat
hewould leave and bring theproduction
down aroundhis shoulders. "He would
have two-hour screamingtirades, but I
would wait it out. I had to finish the
picture. I was more deadly decidedthan
he was crazy."
The eerie last sequence of Aguirre is
another Herzog legend. It very nearly
didn't happen. Pizarro's expedition is
finallywipedoutto the lastman, woman
and horse. Theraftssit at theedgeofthe
water and from the lush greenness ofthe
jungle hundreds oftinymonkeysappear,
pick curiously over the raft and dash
away again.
"I hadhired someIndians to catch400
monkeys, way before we started shooting. We gave them a down payment."
On the morning the scene was to be
filmed, the production manager turned
up, white-faced. "Some American guy
came and paid for the monkeysfor U.S.
zoos," he shrieked. They were on a
chartered plane at that moment. Herzog
tore offto the airport in a jeep, followed
by a truck.
"I screamed at customs officials that
I was a veterinarian and that those
monkeysmust be vaccinatedbefore they
could leave the country. 'Where are the
documents?' I shouted. He gotconfused
because, of course, they had no documents. He started to yell at his assistants."
Taking advantage of this, Herzog's
crew loaded the confused, heat-baked
monkeysonto theirtruck, droveback to
the river and shot the scene. "We returned them all, too . . well, exceptfor
a few dozen who swam back into the
jungle. I did this out of desperation."
Desperation also helped Herzog acquire the rare early recording of a tenor
ariafrom TheMagic Flute, whichgraces
the opening of Kaspar Hauser. When a
radio station wouldn't lend it, Herzog
gently lifted the record.
Then there'sHerzog'smidwinterwalk.
The famous, tenacious Jewish film his-
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Klaus Kinski,a troublesomeactorwno starredin HerzogsAguirre—vratn 01 O0.

ask you. It must carry more weightthan
jf I had flown.' She agreed, and she is
now reallyproudabout it."
Herzog looks thoughtful and serious.
His long fingers pick up a pencil and
drop it. "I'm beyond the point of being
afraid anymore—illness, loneliness, that
sortofthing. This, I think, enablesmeto
dothingsotherpeoplewould not doanymore. There are too many directors who
are physical cowards. There are few
people who understand. They have not
ill in Paris.
walked; they do nothave the fire, do not
"I decidedthat I'd walk up against it. have the flame anymore. That, I think,
I do not allow herto die." Herzog took a is the most important thing—to have
compass and walked through rain and the flame."
snow for three weeks, from Munich to
Paris—about400 miles. He cut through Sheila Benson isafllm brat, the daughter
fields, avoidedhighways,doggedlymak- ofa screenwriter anda costume designer.
ing a straight line to the Paris hospital. Mal Karman has just completed a short
When he arrived,Eisner was recovering, film about the $2 horsetrackbettor. Both
but she didn't want a film dedicated to Sheila and Mal have beenfilm criticsfor
her. "'Lotte, you have to let me, I have several years; they frequently sit towalked more than three weeks now to gether in the back ofold movie theaters.
torian Lotte Eisner, now in her 80s, had
done the narration for Fata Morgana.
(Thenarration is alegend-like account of
thecreation of theworld, whichHerzog
modifiedfrom the Popol Vuh, a Guatemalan Quicheindiantale.)
When Kaspar Hauser was completed,
Herzog, who reveres Eisner, wanted to
dedicate that film to her. ("She is our
common conscience. She's our cultural
linkbetweenthe cinemaofMurnau and
our renaissance.") But she lay critically
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"Kinski's paranoid
antics make him
almost unemployable.

When he tried to quit
this shooting in its last

week, Herzog screamed:

"I'll shoot you. You
don't do this stunt
because I'm going to
harvest you first!"

Dalkon Shield
—continued from page 39

or legs surrounding it to keep it from
slipping out of the womb. It also has a
"tail" or piece of string attached to

facilitatemedicalremoval.
It turns out that the string ismore important than it would seem. In fact,
technically speaking,it is the culprit of
the Dalkon affair. According to most
researchers (although not Robins) who
have since studied it, its construction
(whichis multifilament,meaning several
threads wound together) acts like the
wick of a kerosenelampand allowsbacteria from the vagina to creep up and
enter the uterus, where massive infections leading to blood poisoning, and
eventuallydeath, can result.
The copy on the companion page of
the advertisement, with the "scientific"
findings from Dr. Hugh Davis's earliest
research, boasts ofthe 1.1 per cent pregnancy rate, and says nothing about the
women in the study also using foam or
being tested for an average of less than
six months. Davis is impressively footnotedas a research physician with citations from the articles he published. He
is not cited as a businessman who had
justcollected$250,000 from his share of
the sale ofthe Shieldto Robins.
[ONWARD AND UPWARD]

For the next few years, everything
went wonderfullyfor Robins. The Dalkon Shieldwas inserted into 3.3 million
women in the U.S. and overseas. Robins

reaped huge profits from it (each device
had only a few cents' worth of plastic in
it, but sold for $4.35 retail). The Shield
was hailed as the latest thing in IUDs,
particularly good for women who had
not yet had children.E. Claiborne Robins, Sr., chief executive officer of the
company started by his grandfather in
1878, was proud of his officers and was
looking fOrward to the day when the
Dalkon Shield would be as familiar a
product as Chapstick.
Not long after her "appendectomy,"
when theabscesseson herovaries hadbeen
discoveredanddrained,Mary Bolintagain
beganfeeling pain and nausea. She went
directlyto the gynecologist in the hospital
where she was working for the summer.
He triedinhis office toremove herDalkon
Shieldbut was unable to do it, andso she
was putin an operatingroomwhere it was
removed surgically. For two days after
the operation Mary feinainedin the hos-
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pita!, running a temperature of 104 de- were ignored by higher-ups.
She is Dr. Ellen (Kitty) Preston, a
grees and experiencing almost constant
dream-like hallucinations. When her temn- Southern woman who got her M.D. in
perature returned to normalseveral days 1950. She had worked as a physician in
later, she was sent home with antibiotics. private practice and for the State of
She was still too weak to work or dance, VirginiaHealth Departmentbefore comso she stayed home to cookfor Ned, who ing to Robins to be chief of the Antiwas working. She grew weaker day by bacterial and Miscellaneous Division
day, andfinally herparentsconvincedher (the Shield came under Miscellaneous).
to come home to Louisiana, where they In 1971, Preston wrote a memo to medicould take care of her. Her motherflew cal director FredClark (thesame Robins
to meet her and took Mary to the plane. official who had flown to Baltimore to
When they arrived in New Orleans, a meet Hugh Davis and had discovered
flight attendant had to carry Mary off. Davis had been usinginflated statistics).
After she had been home for afew days In her memo, Preston said that she and
the fever returned and again she was Daniel French, president of Robins'
ChapstickDivision,were concernedthat
the Dalkon's multifilament tail might
display "wicking qualities." She was
predictingthesource ofthe very problem
that was to leadto so many injuries and
deaths among women who used the
Shield. On August 20, 1971, Clark replied with a curt letter saying that it was
not upto Drs. Preston andFrench totest
the
Shield. He indicated in the letter that
"Would have taken
he
was
passingthe problem to Dr. Oscar
17 deaths and hunKlioze,the companymicrobiologist.But
dreds of painful operdid he ever do so? In a sworndeposition
four years later, Dr. Klioze said he had
ations on male genitalia
never heard of the Preston and French
before newcondomwas
memos, andwhen hewas shownthem he
taken off the market?"
sworehe had never seen them.
It wasoneofDr.EllenPreston's duties
to answermedicalinquiriesfrom doctors
rushedto thehospital, where she wasfound regarding the Shield.After her rebuff by
to have septicemia, or blood poisoning. Clark, sheresponded to at least one docFortendaysshewas keptin intensivecare, tor who wrote asking about the possireceiving intravenous antibiotics. During bility of"wicking," sayingthat as far as
that time, her appendectomy scar burst Robins knew, such a problem did not
open from new abscesses on her ovaries, exist.
which were again drained. When she
Robins must have been having some
finallyregainedherstrengthafteramonth, second thoughts about the Shield's
sheflew to San FranciscotojoinNedand safety,for aroundthis time itdid its own
begin law school. She hopedat last that testing, came up with a pregnancyrate
she could put the painful memories be- of 2 per cent, somewhat higher than
hind her and look ahead to law school, a Davis's, and cited the new figureas well
career, a good marriage and, someday, in its ads. However, some other studies
children.
done at the same time that showed
vastly greater pregnancy rates—one by
[ENTER A WOMAN]
Dr. Johanna Perlmutter at Beth Israel
Up to this time all the characters on Hospital in Boston (10.1 per cent) and
thecorporate side ofthe Dalkon history one by the Kaiser Medical Center in
have been men. (One wonders how dif- Sacramento (5.6 per cent)—Robins
ferent this story might be had the sub- simply chosetoignore.
jects oftheirexperimentsand sales been
Two weeks after she had arrived in
men also: would it havetaken 17 deaths California to enter law school, Mary
and hundreds of painful operations on Bolintagain beganexperiencingfeverand
male genitalia before a new variety of nausea.She went to a doctor and toldhim
condom, say, wastakenoffthe market?) herhistory.He examinedherandsaidshe
But one woman played a role in the dis- hada new large abscesson her left ovary
covery of the Dalkon Shield's dangers, and that if it burst she might die. Very
although, unfortunately, her warnings scaredandsick, Marydecidedtoflyback

it

a
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to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where her
father-in-law, a doctor, could supervise
her medicalcare. On the plane east she
began to wonder ifit would everend. She
was going infor herfourth operation in
four months.
While she was under anesthesia, the
surgeon madea six-inch incision from her
navel down to the top of her pubic bone
and two 1 1/2-inch incisions on either side
ofher abdomen to drain the infection. The
doctors were working to save her reproductive organs, but cautious not to give
her too many pain-killingdrugs because
her nervous system was by nowso weak.
Marylay in bedfor two weekswith tubes
andneedles running inandoutofherbody
andwas in constantexcruciatingpain.
When she recovered and again flew
home to Louisiana to recuperate,she was
badly scarredall over her abdomen, emotionally drained but dimly grateful that
she wouldstillbeable to havechildren.

Hugh Davis. Davis took a stand against
birth control pills with high estrogen
content and for TUDs, especially "the
new ones" that have beendeveloped.He
disapproved of the collection of infor-

Dr. Thad Earl: the eager
salesman whotookthe Dalkon Shield on the road.

[AN INCRIMINATING SLIP]

Let us backtrack in time a little to
take up another strand of the Dalkon
story. It is an important one, for it involves a slip for which—in the unlikely
event that the law is enforced justly—
one ofthe principalscould go tojail.
In January 1970 the controversyover
thedamaging sideeffects of oral contraceptiveswas at its height, and a Senate

mation regarding the side effects of the
Pill, saying that theywere vastly"underreported." He said information regarding contraceptionsupplied to women is
not adequate, and that gynecologists
Subcommitteeheaded by Senator Gay- aren't all that informed about it either.
lord Nelson washolding hearingson the "Theyarebusy," hesaid. "They readthe
subject. One of the experts on contra- brochures and informationthat the drug
ception they called in to testify was Dr. houses tend to pump into them, I am

Read The Label,
But Not Too Closely

The A. H. Robins Company took a number of hasty actions in its eagerness
to get the Dalkon Shield selling faster than its competitors; nowhere was their
salesmanshipmore embarrassing than over the copper question. Back in 1970,

Hugh Davis publicizedthe fact that copper sulphate (which makes up about five
per cent of the Shield's composition) had contraceptive properties. The salespeople at Robins decidedto publicize this, eventhough they had no evidencethat
the copper did anything other than make the Shield's plastic less brittle. Detail
men in the field were instructed to add "copper content" to their sales pitch,
and they did.
In April 1971, however, the FDA began inquiring about the copper in the
Shield. If copper was actually released into the uterus, this would make the
Shield not a "device" but a "drug,"and it would have to be withdrawn from the
market for a lengthy and expensivetesting period to meet federal requirements.
Robins quicklyscrambledto rewrite its sales monograph,removingallreferences
to copper being released, and explainedthat the copper was blended into the
plastic only to enhance malleability and "radiopacity." It "has no effect in the
contraceptiveeffectiveness ofthe Shield." (Robins' emphasis.)
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sorry to say."

It is truethat IUDs aregenerallysafer
than the Pill, but, sensing that Davis
might have some special stake in his
strong case for the IUDs, one of the
committee members asked if he had a
patenton any intrauterine device. Davis
mentioned an IUD (not the Dalkon
Shield) he had co-invented ten years

earlier that was never marketed. The
time to tell it straight came, however,
when the question was putmore bluntly.
"Then you have no particular commercial interest in any of the intrauterine devices?"
"That is correct," replied Dr. Davis.
For the first time in the whole murky
history of the Dalkon Shield, someone
had clearly and indisputably broken the
law: Davis had committed perjury. In
flatlylying under oath to the Senate Subcommittee, Davis had committed a felony—one that carries a prison sentence
of up to five years and one for which a
wholehost ofpeople, from Alger Hiss to
one or two of the lesser Watergate defendants, have done time in prison. To
date, Davis has not been indicted or
charged.
[IV: THE TROUBLE BEGINS]

Thefirst hint oftrouble for Robins in
the Dalkon matter came in 1973, and it
came, surprisingly, from a man in an
Army uniform. He was a witness at a

federal hearing called to discusswhether
or not medicaldevices should be subject
to the same kind of controls as regular
drugs, The hearings dealt with every
device imaginable, from pacemakers to
artificial kidneys, but on May 30 Army
Major Russel Thomsen stole the show
by recounting his experiences with the
Dalkon Shield.Like so many doctors, he
said, he hadtrusted his medicaljournals
and assumed their editors made sure
their authors and advertisers were responsible. On the strength of Robins'
advertisements and Davis's article, he
had convinced his patients to switch to
the Dalkon Shield, only to see them go
through a great dealof suffering because
of it. Thomsen described cases of septic
abortion, pelvic inflammatory disease,
massive bleeding, incessant cramps.
Some ofhispatients hadalmost died. He
said he was "revolted" by the gap be
tween the glossy advertisingclaims and
the occurrenceof serious and even fatal
complications. His testimony about the
gruesome effects of the Dalkon Shield
wasinmost major American newspapers
the followingmorning.

Afterthe Dalkon Shield becameapublic issue, a flood of reports like Thomsen's began coming in from throughout
the country. After a year of such information-gathering, Robins got word, finally, of a death in Arizona due to the
Shield. From this point on, Robins at
last began to act responsibly.The company went to the Food and Drug Administration with the information, and
when four more deaths were reported
soon after, Robins decidedto send out a
strongly worded "Dear Doctor" letter
to every physician in the country. The
letter warned doctors about possible
septic abortion and death from the Dalkon Shield and recommended that
womenwho gotpregnant with the Shield
be given therapeutic abortions. Similar
warningswere printed onthe packagesof
new Shields being manufactured. All
this seems reminiscent of the Surgeon
General's warning on cigarette packs,
with one difference: as with prescription
drugs, the ultimate recipient never gets

to see the label.

Things began looking badfor Dalkon
sales, Within weeks of the Dear Doctor
letter, the Planned Parenthood Federationsenta memorandumtoits 700 mem-
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bership clinics. It suggested that they
immediatelycease prescribingthe Shield
and recommended that they call in all
patients then wearing it, advise them of
the dangers and offer a substitute contraceptive. They also said the 26.4 per
cent of the women in their clinics fitted
with the Dalkon Shield experienced
severecramps and bleeding.
Davis was interviewed by the press
aroundthis time. He was known as the
Shield's co-inventor, but not as someone who still owneda pieceofthe action.
"The whole thing has been blown out
of proportion by a certain amount of
deliberate design," he reportedly said.
"There are large commercialforcesthat
arequite interestedinsellingnewIUDs."

ing, "throughout the entire proceedings
the halls and offices of the FDA were
crawling with the Robins men. It was
disgusting."
Finally,though, beforethe FDAcommittee made its recommendations,Robins itselfsuspendedsale of the Shield. It
was a difficult decision for the company,
as Dalkon had recently moved into the
lead in national IUD sales. But in 30
short days, the deaths reported to the
FDA had risen from four to seven and
the septic abortions from 36 to 110. By
this time, also, many people were pointingto the possibilityof"wicking," which
was the subject of the Preston/Clark
memos written back in 1971. Now, in
1975, Robins knewits product was commercially
dead, and wanted to forget it.
S
•
S
Only, asthings turned out, it couldn't.
While all the fuss was going on, the
The day Mary Bolint was scheduled to
Food and Drug Administration began leave Louisiana tofly back to california
hearings on the Dalkon Shield. Robins foranothertryat law schoolanda normal
executiveswere frightened,and the high- ljfe with her husband, she camedown with
way from its headquarters near Rich- a high fever. Despairingly, s/ic checked
mond to Washington was soon filled into the hospital again. When doctors
with scouts and lobbyistsit was sending opened lip he,' abdomen this time, they
to thehearing.Accordingto Dr.Richard found that the infection was everywhere.
Dickey,a memberofthe FDA'sOb/Gyn To save her life they performed a comCommittee, which conducted the hear- plete hysterectomy and rinsed he,' pen-
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tonealcavity with antibioticfluid. During
recovery, the intern toldMary that for a
while he couldn't get a bloodpressure on
herandherpulsemeasured150.

drugs have been.
Nonetheless,we can still expect drug
companies to rush new drugs and devices ontothe market asfast as whatever
"I knew from working as a nurses' the current law allows. Not becausethe
aide," she says, "that it meant death, but companiesmean harm, but becausethey
you know, didn't care. Infact was re- have no choice. If a drug or device is
lieved. My skinwasgray, myhairwasfall- tested more cautiously or for a longer
ing out andi weighedabout 100 pounds." time than the law requires, or advertised
with less distortion or oversellthan the
[BUSINESSAS USUALI
law permits,someoneelse will corner the
Throughout the rise and fall of the market with a competingproduct. That's
Dalkon Shield, one irony is how seldom why Hugh Davis warned Robins the
anyone actually broke the law. Hugh company had to "move fast and disDavis did, when he perjured himself by tribute much merchandise."
telling senators he had no commercial
As long as there is a free market for
interest in any IUD. But his havingthat
interest in the first place in a harmful
device he and theRobins Companywere
vigorously promoting by questionable
means was not really illegal.
Most doctors we talked to either
avoidedcommentonthe Dalkon controversyor seemed to genuinely consider it
businessas usual.Even Dr. John Brewer,
"That's 1
r
editor ofthe American Journal ofObstetbusiness
will
be
done
rics and Gynecology, sidestepped the
issue. We asked hini if he considered it
The whole affair has
unethical for Davis to have published
been considered a
an article in hisjournal praisingtheIUD
normal way of conductDavis co-owned, without revealing his
financial stake.
ing free-enterprise
"I don't know what you're talking
medicine'
about and I consider it no business of
mine,"
"But we know lawyers have beentak- medicalproducts, that'sthewaybusiness
ing depositionsfrom you," we persisted. will be done. Indeed, though there have
"Ijustanswertheir questions,"Brewer been civil lawsuits aplenty as a result of
replied. "Until you told me this minute, the Dalkon Shield, the whole affair has
I had no idea of what it was all about, beenconsideredso normal a way ofconand I don't want to know."
ducting free-enterprise medicine that
Others in the medical profession say Johns Hopkins took no action against
this kind of conflict of interest is fairly Davis, state medicalauthoritiescensured
common. Many medicalresearchers are neither Davis nor Earl and the governpaid by drug companies to test new ment left the A. H. Robins Company
products and don't mention that fact in and The Dalkon Corporation alone.
their statistical write-ups. Aside from
his distortion of statistics, the main
[EXPORTING OUR TROUBLES]
A product that has been heavily prothing medical people consider unusual
about what Davis did is that he de- moted and advertised gathers a certain
veloped the Dalkon Shield while using kind of momentum, a momentum that
the clinic and the prestige of Johns can carry it right over obstacleslike bad
Hopkins. Doctors who are out to make publicity,studies of its dangers and the
big money in the medical market are like. In the case of the Dalkon Shield,
this momentum brought a curious coda
usually not at medicalschools.
A 1976 law (passed largely because of to itsstory: throughout theentirecontrothe Dalkon controversy) will make it versy over the Shield, long past thetime
somewhatharder foranyoneto profiteer MajorThomsen had testified before the
from a new medicaldevice in precisely Senate committee, past the time Robins
the same manner Davis and the Robins sent out its "Dear Doctor" letter, past
Company did. Medical devices are now the time Planned Parenthood and HEW
subject to many of the same kinds of clinics stopped using them and right up
governmentmonitoring and approval as to the moment Robins took the Shield

I

I
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offthe market, the U.S. foreign aid pro-

gram was busilysendinghuge quantities
of the device to niore than 40 countries
throughout the world.
The Agency for International Development's population control program
is in the hands of Dr. R. D. Ravenholt,
a man whose enthusiasm for birth controlas a solution totheworld's problems
borders on the fanatical. When one of
us visited his office severalyears ago she
found it filled with charts of female reproductive organs, packages of condoms, and models of a small vacuum
cleaner-likedevice Ravenholt was promoting at the time as the latest in birth
control techniques. When she got up to
leave,he said "Here, takethese," reaching into a small box overflowing with
little packets of Pills.
"But I don't use Pills," she replied.
"That's allright," hesaid. "Givethem
to your friends."
Only when the FDA ruled the Shield
unsafe (which was some tinie after Robins had stopped selling it) did Ravenholt and AID try to recall any Shields.
They managed to get back fewer than
half of the 769,000 Shields they had
given away.

[V: WHERE ARE THEY NOW?1
Today Mary Bolint has regained her
health, but her entire abdomen is a mass
of scar tissue. She can never have children. For a longtime, she says,she could
not think abouttheDalkon Shield.Now
she is one of many women engaged in
lawsuits against the A. H. Robins Company and Hugh Davis, Irwin Lerner,

Thad Earl and Robert Cohn.
Robins spent $5 million in litigation
costs over the Shieldlast year, and more
suits are yet to come. The company is
setting aside a reserve from its profits
to cover future lawsuits, and its stock
value has dropped sharply. All told,

If You Need
Help

Ifyou've experiencedmedicalprob-

lems with the DalkonShield (or with
other birth control devices), you can
get help and information by contacting:

Coalitionfor the Medical
RightsofWomen
4079A 24th St.
San Francisco, California 94114
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though, Robins' corporate health is not
bad: profits were up 26 per cent in the
first halfof 1976.
Hugh Davis stillteachesatJohnsHopkins and still headsthe university'sFamily Planning Clinic. He does not return
phone calls from the press. Thad Earlis
still in private practice, although he has
movedto Arizona. "Win" Lerner is still
an engineer, working for himself at
"Lerner Labs." Like the others, he has
been told by his lawyers to say nothing,
but he is the only one who sounds frustrated with this prohibition. Lerner
would like to tell the whole story, he
says,but he can't.The Dalkon Corporation still exists, he adds, and maybe
someday it will come up with a new
product.
Dr. Ellen Preston, the woman whose
memo about "wicking" first pinpointed
the danger of the Dalkon Shield, still
works for A. H. Robins in Virginia. She
has been forbiddenby company lawyers
to talk about thecasewith anyone.
Some 800,000 women in the United
States and an estimated 500,000 in other
countries are still wearing the Dalkon
Shieldas a birth control device. Planned
Parenthood and several similar groups
have considered recommendingthat all
women wearing Shields have them removedimmediately.But these organizations have decided not to do so, for recently it has been discovered that removal of the Shield frequently causes
lesionsofthe cervix, followedby serious

TheNext Six Vietnams
—continuedfrompage26

ten-year sentence in Korea for participating in any kind of school assembly).
Ironically, the greatest long-range
threatto the current regime may not be
North Korean invasion but South Korean revolution. As opposition leader
Kim Dae Jung put it before being sentenced on political charges in August
1975: "I believe most people in this
country are becoming skeptical about
fighting against Communismunder the
present dictatorial rule, disappointed
with the big gap between the haves and
the have-notsand angry with the extent
of corruption and the luxurious life of
theprivileged class.Theirloyaltiestothe
nation are eroding day by day."
Finally, one other major possibility
for a place the U.S. could easily intervene in a revolution is the country that
keeps popping up in many scenariosof
future American wars: Iran. "At the
moment," says one staff member of the
House International Relations Committee, "the majorthreatto Iran isfrom the
inside. If the Shah should die or be
assassinated it's quite likely that fullscale warfare could break out. Obviously, since we are counting on Iranto
policethe Middle East for us, we would
probably have to stepin. And don't forget we may have as many as 150,000
Americansin Iran by 1980. That'sjustificationenoughforgettinginvolved, parinfection.
ticularlywhen our militaryequipment is
there
with the advisors who know
Mark Dowie is general manager of how toalong
run
it."
Mother Jones. He is the author ofTransitions to Freedom, a book on theproblemsofex-prisoners. Tracy Johnstonis a
freelance writer whose work has appeared in The New York Times Magazine, The Village Voice, Redbook and
elsewhere.

NUCLEAR AND

THAT OL' STYLISTIC ACTION
He got on what seemsto be

ice skates for shoes
all high-top and white
buthuge blocksofwood
instead of blades.
I know what he's up to.
I mean anyonecall himchink
he's on theirass like a rink
skating on
to wherever he has to.
—Lawson Fusao Inada

SPACE COMBAT

A

LTHOUGH WE'VE pinpointed most

ofthe likelyspots for U.S. intervention, there could be many
more. The Pentagon has computerized
battle plans for nearly every country in
theworld. For, evenin placeslike South
America, where strong right-wing regimes make direct American military
involvementunlikely,the situationcould
change overnight. That'slargelybecause
of the frighteningstrategic implications
ofglobal nuclear weaponsproliferation.
NOVEMBER 1976
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Thanks to the hard work of reactor
vendors, the original list of six atomic
powers is swelling exponentially. Today
24 more nations, including Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Egypt, Israel, Pakistan,
South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Taiwan and West Germany have the resources necessary to make and deliver
nuclear bombs.
Compounding the problem are a remarkable array of theft and sabotage
dangers associated with these plants.
"It seems only a question oftime," says
aFordFoundation report, "beforesome
terrorist group exploits the possibilities

for coercion which are latent in nuclear
fuel." This study runsdown a wide array
of scenarios that show how downtown
office centers, football stadiums, and

even entire cities could be paralyzedby
nuclear saboteurs. Any group that convinces an atomic plant manager to slip
themalittleatomicmaterial canquickly
become amajorpoliticalforce.
But if by some miracleAmericamanages to stay out ofthis and all other potential global conflicts looming in the
years ahead, don't worry about the Pentagon having nothing to do. There's always outer space. Sixty per cent of all
U.S. satellitelaunchingshave beenmade
by our military, at a cost of$26 billion.
Both our country and the Russians are
busy building a whole new generation
of weapons for space combat. So keep
aneye outforwar satellites. AsPentagon
director of research and engineeringDr.
Malcolm R. Currie puts it: "Over the
nextten or 15 years space isnot goingto
remain the unmolested territory, the
sanctuary, that itis today."
RogerRapoporthas writtenfor Harper's,
Esquire and other magazines. He is the
author of The Superdoctors, a book of
profiles ofphysicians.
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AST SPRING my younger
sister gave birth to a
son: the firstofus, four

a

sisters, to become mother. A
monthlater she wrote me:
"The feelings I have about
Matthew are strongly physical
as well as emotional. I can feel
mystomachknot whenhecries,
a warm, sensual feeling when

On Reading

FEMINISTS
LOOK AT
MOTHERHOOD
by Annie Gottlieb

he nurses
"Yesterday a neighbor
'trapped'meontheback porch,

& Icould hearMatthew crying.
I couldn't break offthe conversation, & I was on the vergeof
throwing up. The reactions I
haveare so intense.
I sent her this passage from
Adrienne Rich's new book, Of
Woman Born:
No one ever mentions the
psychic crisis of bearing a first
child. . . the sense ofconfused
powerandpowerlessness, ofbeing taken over on the one hand
andoftouchingnewphysicaland
psychic potentialities on the
other, a heightened sensibility
which can be exhilarating, bewildering, and exhausting. No
one mentions the strangenessof
attraction—whichcan be assingle-,nindedand overwhelming as
the early days ofa love affair—
to a beingso tiny, so dependent,
so folded-in to itself—who is,
andyet is not, part ofoneself.
Mysisterrespondedwith relief and recognition and pride.
And so began a dialog on the

experience of motherhood,
which affects us so profoundly
as women, even though she is
immersedin it and I am avoiding it. As we talk, I am acutely
aware of the newness of this

I

connection between us: between body andmind,between
femaleexperienceand therealm
of thought, between a woman
whoat this momentispredominantly a mother and one who
at this moment is a writer. Ten
years ago — less — this dialog
could not have taken place.
The birth ofmy sister's baby
would have divided us irrevocably from each other—and
fromourselves.She wouldhave
passed, for me, into a closed,
dim world, inarticulate, seductive and threatening, made up
of equal parts of archetypal
power and TV-commercialin-

lief the joy with which women
arenowrecognizingtheshapes
of their own experience translated into language. My sister
and I owe our dialog to a few
women who have found the
courage and determination—
and the time—to write with
honesty and art about their experience as mothers in American society.These women have
been freed to speak their often
painfultruth by the communal
support ofthe Women's Movement, which in turn has drawn
inspiration from the work of a
fewpioneers—foremostamong
themTillie Olsen.
Olsen, now in her 60s, is a
seminal (should I say ovular?)
force in women's literature, a
catalyst for many younger
writers both as an exampleand
as a source of personal encouragement. Her published
works—Tell Me a Riddle, a
collection offour shortstories,
and Yonnondio, a novel begun
and abandoned by necessity in
the '30s and resurrected in the
early '70s—bracket a life of
work andchild-raising.By both
their slender quantity and their

powerfully moving content,

'ft

sipidity. And for her, I would
have been hopelessly beyond
the reach of words she could
not begin to formulate and
would in any case not have
dared to utter, because they
would have violated all the accepted canonsof motherhood.
She might have feared my
educated contempt,formotherhood, whilecloyinglyidealized,
was in no way honored as
either a source or an accomplishment ofhuman intelligence.
It was supposed to be a dumb
function ofthe womb and the
animal instincts, fully capable
of being exercised under the
anesthesia, first of ether and
then of self-ignorance. At the
same time, it would haveconferred upon my sister, at the
price ofher pride, a superiority

and securityin her femalepowers that I could neither have
comprehended nor shared.
As a mother, my sister would
have been a stranger to the
consolingandstimulatingfunction of literature: to name,
confirm and dignify her experience. And as a writer, I
would have confronted an alternative tradition that, as
meager as it was, drovehome
one painful truth again and
again: almost every great
woman writer had been child-

less,devoted single-mindedlyto
work. The lesson was clear: a
woman must make an impossible choice—between her femaleness and her humanity.
I have drawn an extended
portrait of this state of alienation because it throws into re-
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they testify poignantly to what
it means to be a woman, a
mother and a seeking, beleaguered self under 20th-century patriarchy. Probably she
is not the first, but to me Tillie
Olsen feels like the first, both
to extend "universal" human
experience to females and to
dignify uniquely female experience as a source of human
knowledge. An example of the
former:
Bang!
Bess [the baby] has been
fingering a fruit-jar lid—absently, heedlessly dropped it—
aimlessly groping across the
table, reclaimnedit again. Lightfling in her brain. She releases,
grabs, releases,grabs. I can do.
Bang!Icando. l!A Neanderthal
look of concentration on her
face. That noise! In triumphant,
astoundedjoyshe clashesthelid
down.

. . . Centuries ofhuman

drivework inher;humanecstasy
ofachievement,satisfactiondeep
and fundamnental as sex: I
achieve, I use my powers;I! I!
Wilder, madder, happier the
bangs.

— Yonnondio

MOTHERJONES
Andyet notethat this is also ing about — that whole subanexampleof the second: such jugatedterrain just beginning
a closely observed description to be revealed in the liberating
of the joy of self-discovery— lightofwords.

a female baby—
couldtoday probablyhavebeen
written only by a mother. It is
what Jane Lazarre, another
mother and writer, has called
"motherknowledge":thetreasand about

tv.,.h,,,ti

b.-can,t.
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ury of human understanding
that has been hidden in the
dark of women's silence because women did not believe
that they could think; that
what they were doing was
thinking; that what they knew
was worth thinking and speak[ADVERTISEMENT!
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The harsh yet beautiful terrain of modern motherhood
has been illuminated with pro-

authoritative feminist work on
motherhood, as Susan Brownmiller's Against Our Will was
on rape. The two books together (Rich's much the better)
compose an arresting radical
statement on the alienation of

I

child. . . . was in the gripof a
loving fascination with my own
power.. . . Pregnancyandchildbirth had exposed that power,
made it impossiblefor me ever
todeny it again. . . . the physical
changes were an undeniable

gressively increasing clarity by

three writers, each of whom,

not coincidentally, acknowledgesher indebtednessto Tillie

Olsen: Alta, Jane Lazarre and
Adrienne Rich. These are three
women ofwidely varying temperament and history, yet the
shape of the experience they
describe is palpably, painfully
thesame.
Alta's Momma: a start on all
theuntold storieswas written in
medias ret, within vulnerable
exasperated earshot ofher two
daughters' cries ofplayor pain
and the summons of boiling
water. Groping and fragmentary, broken bynotedinterruptionstowash dishes,stop quarrels, scream at the children or
fiercely hug them, it evokes all
the contradictions of isolated
motherhood with graphic immediacy. "one of the reasons JaneLazarre, author of Ihe MotherKnot.
VflOtO ny -racnel Cowan
our story is not told," writes
Alta, "is that mothers haveno women fromtheirbodies as the sign that I had dared a ritualtime. . . . snatch quiet mo- foundation stoneofpatriarchal istic passageand had survived"
ments when i can, like all control, and "the repossession (Lazarre).
mothers i kno, but thosestolen by womenofour bodies" as the
Then, all threewriters agree,
seconds do not create a book. germinal principle of a revolu- comes "learning to nurture,
we can either live it or write tion in which not only society which does not come by init. we cannot do both simul- but "thinking itself will be stinct" (Rich)—despitethe betaneously. & no one can write transformed."
wildering sensual attractionto
it who has not lived it." Jane
From her perspective, Rich a newborn infant. It is imLazarre, who has two small clearly defines the crucial dis- portanttostress that mothering
sons, gained thetimeto breathe tinction Alta and Lazarre can must be learned by women
andthinkandwrite The Mother only intuit and protest: that (and, hopefully, men) in conKnot by the grace of a good between the "experience" of tradiction to the myth of macooperative day-care center, motherhood and the patriar- ternalinstinctthat has chained
and it shows in the greater chal "institution," a system of women to the exclusive care of
depth and continuity of her man-made myths and "false- infants andexpectedthemtodo
passionate book, which draws namings" exists that twists the it perfectly and effortlessly.
no conclusions,but honors the experienceitselfinto something Lazarre to her husband: "No
pains, paradoxes and transfor- far more anguished and con- (sarcastically),there is no mamationsLazarre underwent in fining than it would naturally ternalinstinct, Ijust keeptrying
be. What it could be under till he [the baby] quiets down.
becominga mother.
The poet Adrienne Rich vastly different circumstances
Youtry forfiveminutes and
writes from theperspectiveofa we cannot fully know, but all say, Fuck him, and read your
woman in her 40s whose work three of these women have goddamn paper."
of child-raising is essentially discerned its outlines: "an inThis task must be particudone and who has now made tense physical and psychic rite larly difficult for women who
her primary commitment to ofpassage" (Rich).
have never felt securely loved
other women. Her book Of
"It was the pain, the in- themselves ("how could i anWoman Born: Motherhood As tolerable agonizing pain ofthe swer her need when no one
Experienceand Institution thus last stages of labor that I wanted to hear of mine."—
can begin in the personal and sought to remember each time Alta); and yet more often than
yet reach far beyond it to en- I closed my eyes. . . . Not for not it is accomplished. And
compass the political,historical somesimple, twisted desire to thencomes a love of astonishand mythiccontext ofwomen's suffer. It was the enormity ofit ing tenderness and ferocity,
common experience. It is the that drew me; I had created a "passionate love, delight in my

i
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children's spirited bodies and

minds" (Rich), "the overwhelminglovethat wishesthem
no harm" (Alta). "I would die
for him," Jane Lazarre tells

another mother."Iwouldmuch
preferto die than lose him."
And yet: "I could kill him
sometimes. . . . He has destroyed my life and I live only
to finda way ofgetting it back
again." Thisistheother,darker
side of the story. For mother
love, under the present conditions of our lives, is far more
alloyed with resentment, rage
and hatred than women have
dared to admituntil now. Ambivalence,Lazarre says,is "the
only thing which seems to me

these irrepressible demands of
theselfare monstrous and un-

natural. "For years," Rich
writes, "I believed. . . that be-

causeIfeltmyownneeds acutely and often expressed them
violently, I was Kali, Medea,
thesowthatdevours herfarrow,
the unwomanlywoman inflight
from womanhood."
The guilt over these natural
feelings—and at their misdirected but (we nowknow) urnversal expressionin anger and
some degree ofviolenceagainst
the child—is desperately compounded by a second double
bind: the devaluation ofmotherhood as a trivial occupation,
on the one hand,while on the

changing the structure of our
lives. But it has given us another gift: the shift of viewpoint that transforms the stark
contradictions ofour livesinto
fruitful, if painful, tensions—
sources of art, solace and understanding.Like JaneLazarre,
I suspect that ambivalence is
"eternal andnatural,"not only
to motherhood but to human
existence. But motherhood incarnates and focuses the two
basic human conflicts (or are

self,andyethasalsoprofoundly
revealed her to herself. We are
physical and mental,just as we
are solitary and in relation,
selfish and loving. It is by the
wrestleand mutualfertilization
of these apparent opposites
that we give birth to ourselves.
When I began to enjoy my
powersasawriter, I dreamtthat
my mother had me sterilized!
(Evenin dreams, we still blame
our mothers for the punitive
choices our culture forces on
they basically male?) that us.) I went after the motherwomen, with or without chil- figure of my dream, brandishdren, have been forced to feel ing a large knife; on its blade
askillingdivisionsofourbeing: was writing. I cried, "Do you
that between physicality and knowwhat youare doing? You
mind, and that between living are destroying my femaleness,
my female power, which is importantto me because ofyou!"

"I would die for him: Jane Lazarre tells another
mother. And yet: 'I could kill him sometimes:"

to be eternal and natural in
motherhood."
Altawrites: "howi havemistreated my children, howi love
them, howineedthemasmuch
as need privacy, how i have
felt trapped for so many years.
." And Rich—whowould, I
think, assert that this ambivalence is neither "eternal" nor
"natural"—wrote in an old
diary of "the murderous alternation between bitter resentment and raw-edged nerves,
and blissful gratification and
tenderness."
It is herethat the institution
ofmotherhood locks the mothering woman intoan excruciating double bind. Unnaturally
isolated, day after day, in a
suburban house or a public
project, with small children
whose physical and emotional
needsshe must fill withouthelp
or relief, she feels the natural
desperation of a human being
deprived of solitude, the most
elementary privacy, sleep and
even dreams. And yet, according tothemyth ofmotherhood,

i

other hand the mother almost
always bears total, crushing
responsibilityfor herchild. She
will bearthebrunt ofthe blame
for whatever havoc human ambivalence and society may
wreak on her offspring. "I yell
into his little face for his endless crying and throw him
roughly into his crib. Then I
quickly sweep him into my
arms, protecting him from his
insane mother, fearing that I
will, of all ironic results of my
own pain-filled struggle for
health, drive my child crazy.
For, if I interpret the experts
correctly, that is not a hard
thing to do" (Lazarre). The
experts have brooded over the
impossible drama of motherhood like vulturous priests of
thepatriarchal myth.
The Women's Movement,by

enabling women like Alta,
Lazarre and Richto speakthe
truth and name the lie, frees
mothers at last to turn their
rageagainst itsrealtargets, and
to convert its energy to the
supremely difficult task of

Books Mentioned In This Essay
Of Woman Born: Motherhood As ExperienceandInstitution,
by Adrienne Rich; Norton, $8.95.
The Mother Knot, by Jane Lazarre; McGraw-Hill, $7.95.
Momma.• a start on all the untold stories, by Alta; Times
Change Press, $2.00.
Yonnondio, by Tillie Olsen; DellBooks, $1.25.
Tell Me a Riddle, byTillie Olsen; Delta, $2.45.

foroneselfandlivingforothers.
Writing about motherhood, a

I knewin rageand griefthat
withoutthe potential power to
give life every other kind of
creation would be drained of
joy and meaning—asmy sister
knows that withoutthe dignity
of word and thought, motherhood would be bondage. We
must no longer be forced to
makethat impossible choice.
Labor Day, 1976.

woman heals these divisions.
She is affirmingher body as a
powerful source ofknowledge,
what Adrienne Rich calls "corporeal ground of our intelligence"; and she is reclaiming Annie Gottlieb writes book reand honoring as her own an views forThe NewYork Times
experience that may have Book Review and The Village
threatened to rob her of her- Voice.

AT THIRTY I HAVE FINALLY LEARNED
The week's work over
in and out again I move
from my kitchen and a hot coffee
to the door'sthree locks unlocking
to the street
through the green park
under ground through dark subway tunnels
funnelingme onto brightlycolored platforms
for a movie andearly eveningwalking about
meetingmyselfin the plate glassofWoolworth's
at ten o'clock, cold
alone and finally happy
thequarter fare to cross theriver back to Boston
grinning between thumb and forefinger
my purse bulging with magazines
and one new volume of poems
to pour intomythroat like red wine
like mountain water
at midnight in my bed
still cold
still alone
still happy.
—JulianaMutti
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Books in Brief

R

The
Autobiography of My
OSELLEN BROWN'S

Mother (Doubleday,
$7.95)is one ofthe best Women's Movement novels to appear to date. It uses the autobiographicalstylewithan economy and skill nothing short of
masterly.
The story tells ofthe conflict
between a Jewish mother and
her only daughter and, by extension, ofthetwo world views
they represent. Gerda Stein, a
well-knownradical lawyer, is a
strong German Jew who has
pulled herself—andanyone else
she can find—up by her own
bootstraps. Her daughter Renatais assimilated, yet equally
influenced by her Jewish up-

A MIXED
BAG OF FALL

READING

bringing. Her battleground,
like that of so many young
people today,is her body; her
waragainst hermother iswaged
with sex.
The story is told in alternating voices—in one chapter

older,asshe viewsher mother's
office with intolerance.
"They've gussied up her office
too. . . don't know whythey
bother, really, the offices probablystilllook likestables in the
back. They were always furnished inaperiodIcalledEarly

I

Renata speaks, in the next
Gerda. Here Gerda confronts
an irate cab driver:

"Boy, talk about sur-

rounded," he mutters. "Closet
butch. I want to tell you, my
good lady, nothing'sgonna be
thesame when youguysget the
gun, I really mean it. .
"This cornerwill be fine," I
tell him and give him precisely
what the meter readsand not a
penny more. I lean in his window as he countsout the bills
andcoinsandfinallythe 15last
pennies, and say into a corner
of his tuftedear, "But we shall
handle the budget beautifully,
don't you think so?"
Renata's wit is that of a
youngergeneration viewingthe

Martyrdom, with accessoriesin
Late Social Action. It was kind
oftouching and undoubtedly it
convinced you, if you came to
hire them, that they would be
dead serious about your case
and take too small a cut in the
winnings."
Brown's best achievement is
simplytherichnessofher prose.
She has a wonderful ability to

catch different rhythms of

speech and yet maintain her
own lyricism. The only real
problem is the book's ending,
which is a great disappointment—one that I leave the
readerto discover.
—Suzanne Gordon

Life at The VillageVoice,
by Ellen Frankfort.
Morrow, $8.95.
Somebodyhadtowrite agood
book about The Village Voice,

but practically nobody thinks
this is it. Ellen Frankfort'sac-

count of the personal and po-

litical intrigues marking the
growth of The Village Voice,
and its eventual sale to Clay
Felkerof New York magazine,
has beenroundly criticized for
untruth, distortion and bias.
First to condemn itwere many
ofthewritersshedescribes,who
worked years at the Voice for
perhaps $75 aweek, nobenefits
and no security, and felt it an
honor.
That the Voice could hold
onto its ownpatriarchalvalue
system for so long, while its
very childrenwere condemning
thesame thing in other institutions all over New York, is a
tribute to human masochism.
Nearly everyonewhoevercommittedhimself orherself to the
Voice, only to be dismissed at
a new owner's or editor'sconvenience, hates the newspaper
fervently today but with equal
fervor defendsasacred memory
called "the old days."
This booksucceedsinneither
its vision nor itssubstance. Unlike Frankfort'searlier Vaginal
Politics, it seems to have been
written in a wild seizure of anger and sent to press totally
shapelessand unedited.
—Laura Shapiro
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The Watches ofthe Night,
by Harry M. Caudill.
Atlantic-Little,Brown,$8.95.
Appalachia continues to offend. Afteryearsdevoted to the
application of money, Vista,
sociology,left-wingorganizing,
right-wingcharity and massive
publicity, the hill countries of
Tennessee,Kentucky andWest
Virginia are still being devastated. In the burst of national
breast-beating over the region
during the '60s, timid regulationofthecoalindustry was set
in motion and the spoils ofthe
War on Poverty were passed
around.
But thecenters ofpowerheld.
"The whole region was, and
continues to be, ruled by troglodytes whose . . . attitudes
would havebeencompletely at
home inanEnglish milltownin
1810."Thepoorestarenowdependent on and defeated by
welfare; and those who are
taking in the profits from the
energy crisis are spendingthem
on recreation areas. In big new
schools, small dull minds still
teach;andthis, combined with
malnutrition, inbreeding and
television, has brought average
IQ scores down below 80.

Caudill, who first wrote
aboutthe areain 1963, foresees

the•

WATCHES

of the

NIGHT

Anew pleaforAppalachia

bythe authorof
NIGHTCOMESTO
THE CUMBERLANDS

HarryM.

__Caudill
the
ofthe

eventual destruction
Cumberland Plateau through
the "tragedies and follies" of
national greed. In a tone of
quietly dispassionate outrage
he urges that we recognize
Appalachia for awarning.
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Bornand educated in the West,
Jhabvala has lived much of
her life in India; and her gaze
falls with the distance and purity of brilliantsun on her sub-

My Second Twenty Years:
An UnexpectedLife,
by Richard P. Brickner.
Basic Books, $7.95.

Richard Brickner was partially paralyzed attheage of20
when he went over the side of
theroad tryingto learntodrive
afriend's sports car. Hisrebirth
—the slow gathering of a new

a

.:-_

jects. Even intheir unhappiness
or pain, in a marriage or the
ashram or a stifling bedroom,
the EnglishandIndiansinthese
stories connect and separate in
an atmosphere of surpassing
calm.
—L.S.

'.

Q'•"

••;-n

physical independence, a new
life as a writer, a new sexuality
—is the story of his second 20
years. It ends as Scribner's
(publisher of Henry James,
EdithWharton, Thomas Wolfe,

Woman Doctor,
by FlorenceHaseltine, M.D.,
and Yvonne Yaw.
Houghton Mifihin, $8.95.

'Rtith PF'lVCF'

&Jhahvala

F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest being groomed to takeover as
Dr. Haseltine and novelist
the next perfect master. Now Yaw have produced what is
sheis his holy consort, and be- called "adocumentary withficlievers throw marigolds at her tional elements" but what

Hemingway, the author reminds us) accepts his second
novel, and he rejects his latest
bed partner.
Brickner's parents are both
psychiatrists, and he psychoanalyzes himself with extraordinary efficiency throughout,
affixingeach current frustration
to a dream, a parentor a childhood trauma. Yet the ground
he covers with the most selfconscious intensity has a few
embarrassing potholes.
For all his preoccupation
with the search for a woman
("Their most important feature, for me, was that they
allowed metoallow themto be
human") Brickner doesn't encumber their portrayals with
anything more complicated
than faces and vaginas. For all
his preoccupation with his art
and his publishers, the bookis
written laboriously, bogging
down inits ownstylisticdevices
at moment of truth after momentoftruth.
What Brickner understands
bestarethelimits and potential
ofhisownbodyandthehorrors
ofhelplessness,and this he tells
with honesty, simplicity and
skill.
—L.S.
How I Becamea Holy Mother
and OtherStories,
by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala.
Harper& Row, $8.95.

Inthetitle storyofJhabvala's
latest collection, an English
model wanders off to India and
unconcernedlyaccepts a life of
blank peacefulness under a
guru. Equally unconcerned,she
happens into an affair with the
handsome young holy man

emergesmore likeacomic strip,
depicting in frame after lurid
frame awothan's yearasamildmannered intern in a great
metropolitan hospital.
Encounters with lupus ery-

feet.

Jhabvala writes about India
without compassion—it's not
that she's unsympathetic, but
that she doesn't need it. Compassionisaforeigner'sresponse.

thematosis, eclampsia of pregnancy, subacute bacterial endocarditis flash by in colorfuldetail, while after every six or
eightpatients the heroine takes
a break to pursue an equally
detailed sex life. The medical
passages are more gracefully
written and slightly less predictable than the bedroom sequences, even though (or perhaps because) the latter are
meant to demonstrate that a
woman toocanhave ademanding sexual appetite.
Except for an awkwardly
applied dab of identity crisis,
nothing in this woman's portrait (primed to be a best seller)
speaks of change, progress or
development: as a novelistic

technique the marriage of
Brenda Starr and Marcus
Welby makes for some graphic
physical imagery but little else.
Laura Shapiro is a staff writer
forBoston's The Real Paper.

[ADVERTISEMENI]

&MEHICAN
PO[EOY REVIEW

is the only tabloid newspaper-magazinewith a
range so wide that it publishes the best poetry.

short stories, social commentary, columns.
translations,and book reviews.It'stheonlylarge
circulation poetry magazine which has ever
existed. The most vital and varied magazinein
America. in its fourth year, featuresnew poetry

by Berryman, Ginsberg, Hugo, Ashbery, Rich,

Levertov,Merwin, Rexroth,Rukeyser,Jong; fic-

tion byStyron, Brodkey, Singer;essaysby Philip
Roth, Galway Kinnell, Leslie Fiedler, Alfred
Kazin,RobertBly, RobertColes; 18YoungPoets
chosen by Stanley Kunitz; new translations of
Vallejo, Rimbaud, Rilke, Supervielle, Pavese,
Montale, Paz.

COMING! Poetry by Robert Lowell, Robert
Creeley, Maxine Kumin, Philip Levine. George
Oppen, Donald Hall: Pablo Neruda's Memoirs;
Adrienne Rich's 'Mother and Son" from Of
Woman Born; Poetry in the Schools articles;
folios of new poets chosen by Michael Harper,
James Wright, Muriel Rukeyser;Liebermanon
Ashbery; John Widemanon the Black voice in
fiction.. ANDMUCHMORE!
.a magazinethat isenergetic,assertive, brash,
serious, bursting with conviction... Everyissue
of APR contains some beauty and a lot of life."
—StanleyKauffmann
novelty.. .expansiveness. . rollicking format.
APR encouragescontributions from other disciplines. . .Theyare ready, inother words, toapply
pressure or open doors where they feel more
establishedjournals havelet usdown."
—DavidKalstone
TheNew York TimesBook Review
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STHENUMBER offeature

films beingreleaseddecreases, and the price
of seeing one of the survivors
steadily increases, choosing a
film to spend your money on
getsto be riskybusiness. Anybody whoremembers those listening rooms that recordstores
used to have—whereyoucould
listen to an album before you
purchased it—yearnsfor alittle
cinematicconsumerprotection.

So Mother Jones is instituting new feature—a series of
capsule reviews that either introduce you to new releases or
armyou against studio PR and
the "love everything" critics.
One tactical suggestion: if
you live in a large city, you can
usually save money by waiting
until a film goes from an exclusive engagement at one or
two theaters into general release. No matter where you

a

live, lobby for twilight-hour the employeesand hangers-on
prices (reduced admission for at a funky L.A. carwash, allstill
thedinner-hour show).Itmakes fighting a bleak absurdity that
taking achanceonanunknown isn't oftheirownmaking.
film a lot lesspainful.
Car Wash starts as a swift
citycomedy about people workCar Wash
ing,people gaming to beat out
Car Wash is a strange hybrid monotony. The AM radio
of music and film; it comes off background—the screaming
like an L.A. disco rendition of
Robert Altman's M*A *S*H Stills fro,n Obsession. Top and
Thetroop ofKoreanWarmed- left:Genevieve Bujold. Above: Cliff
ics has been transformed into Robertson.
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DJs, the "third caller gets the
tickets" contests, the boogie
beat—seta rhythm at onceininfectious and horribly redundant, just like the atmosphere
at work.
But being the cinematic
equivalent of a danceable record has its drawbacks. Car
Wash comes closeto thefoolish
sentiment of Bob Rafelson's
Stay Hungry—that poor folks
are just naturally happy, like
thosedarkies singing down on
the plantation. When the film
hints that poverty isn't just
practicaljokesand loose camaraderie, it falls apart.The serious events that conclude the
film only make us realize how
little we know about the characters.GeorgeCarlin andRichard Pryor arecasualties:writer

Part of what makes sci-fi so
One foolishness on top of
intriguing is the carefully con- another, shoveled by an inept
trived suggestion that such a director and clumsy screenplace and time can, in fact, ex- writer. Still, Reed isa righteous
ist. Futureworld doesn't excite comic—asis Elizabeth Ashley,
the mind orchallengetheimag- whonever getsenough time on
ination. It empties the wallet. screen.Hadtherebeen astrong
Period.
hand, somewhere,to piecethis

a

Obsession owes

an obvious

debtto Hitchcock, but it lacks
the high-gloss sophistication
that made Hitchcock's bestso
captivating. The second half of
the film becomes so confused
that thecharacters havetopace
through theobligatory explana-

Joel Schumacher develops
comic images, but he can't yet
define comic characters.
It's a lazy approach; you
may enjoy the immediate experience, but there's nothing to
savor when the music stops.
Give it an 80 for danceability

but onlya 35 for lyrics.
Futureworld

Schlock (sexist,at that) masquerading assciencefiction.It's
a tossupas to which elementis
moreoffensive: therelationship
between the characters played
by Blythe Danner and Peter
Fonda, or the ill-conceived
gimmickrythat the filmmakers
aretryingto pawn offas futuristic fiction.
This sequel to the chilly
Westworld brings us back to The Great Scoutand Cathouse
Thursday. Above: Kay Lenz andRobert
Delos, that $1,200-a-day Cu/p. Inset: Elizabeth Ashley and
Lee Marvin.
amusementparkfortheworld's
rich. To combat the bad PR The Great Scout And
collage together, it might have
lived up to its advance promothat followed the robots'revolt CathouseThursday
tion as a sequel to Cat Baiou.
a few years back, thepark inA rat's-eye view of the Wild
vites TV commentator and a
hardnosed newspaper reporter West: Oliver Reed is an Indian Obsession
to visit Futureworld and write who'sa Harvard gradwithVD, Cliff Robertson delivers an
up what a greattime they had. Lee Marvin a vengeful scout, elegant performance in an othThey havealousy time. Sodo Kay Lenz an undernourished erwise suffocating film. Had
we. In what must be the mis- prostitute, and Elizabeth Ash- screenwriterPaul Schrader and
casting coup of the decade, ley a foulmouthed shrew. The director Brian de Palma posDanner gets stuck playing a story has loosely to do with sessed half Robertson's skill
lobotomized Barbara Walters Reed and Marvin tailing anold and self-confidence, they might
and Fonda wins the role ofthe friend(Robert Culp) who stole haveturned out a more subtle
dedicated newshound. Spunky their gold and turned himself thriller. But the script and diDanner never gets the kind of into a millionaire. Subplots in- rection are so heavy-handed
partshedeserves; Fonda, with clude a sweetsy romance be- that Robertson's delicate porhis unlinedfaceand uninspired tween Marvin and Lenz, and a trayalis almosteclipsed.Every
performance,would have been scheme by Reed to spread his lineis too significant,every experfectforthemore mindlessof social diseaseto as many white pression and gesture too delibmen's wives as possible.
erate.
thetwo journalists.
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Moving?
If you're moving, please let

us know as soon as possible
before changing your address. Print your new address below, and includethe
mailinglabel from the magazine.

Name_
Acldreqc

I
I
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Mother Jones,

1255 Portland P1.,
Boulder, CO 80302
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tion scenes where they drop
what they're doing and talk
aboutitinstead,
Imitation may be the sincerest form of compliment, but

spring ofThe ExorcistandJaws of their offerings may actually
that flood the theaters, thishas make us forget how tiresome
beena bad fall season, at least things have been:
Bound for Glory with

*

The Last Tycoon, taken
from F. Scott Fitzgerald's last,
novel, looks at the
David Carradine playing unfinished
film business of the
booming
WoodyGuthrie. Here's hoping. '30s. The cast includes Robert
AStarIsBornwithBarbra
RobertdeNiro,Jack
Streisand and Kris Kristoffer- Mitchum, Jeanne Moreau
and
Nicholson,
sonfollowinginthefootstepsof
Curtis.EliaKazandirects
Tony
Judy Garland and James Ma- from a screenplay by Harold
son and Janet Gaynor and Pinter. It's an illustrious list.
Frederic March inthisremake/ Maybe someday someone will
update of a proven product. take a story like this—or like
Actually, it seems a travesty to Nathanael West's
of the
intrude on Garland'sperform- Locust—and use it Day
as
the
basis
ance.Butwithluck,thestoryof for an
look
at
the
enupdated
a rising star and her failing tertainment industry.
husband will be changed and
Rocky is an exception to
contemporary, as the countless the rule that the more you
writers who have worked on
spend,the more you get. This
the project will attest.
story abouta prizeTwo-Minute Warning low-budget
has
won its difighter
already
takes John Cassavetes out of rector and writermore
assignhis neurotic punk roles (Crime ments. That
and
the
star
writer,
in theStreets, Edge ofthe City) ofthe
isSylvesterStallone,
film,
and turns him into a SWAT one of the four
gang members
officer; the change in image in the underrated
Lords of
alone may be worth the price Flatbush.
of a ticket. He's tracking a
sniper who's somewhere in a Karen Stabiner writes on films
football stadium filled with regularlyfor Mother Jones.

*
*

Lauren Jones and Jim Spinks in Car Wash.

33,000 fans. A new hybrid—

thepoliticaldisaster film.

*

*

this bad copy is really more of

an insult.

...

It'sasbleak asitsounds. Unless you'reinterested inthe off-

for American-made films. In
unspoken recognition of that
fact, the studios are already
gearing up for the Thanksgiving/Christmasrush. Several

COMING SOON IN MOTHER JONES...
comeacross a phrase usedbyan Englishmoralist,
the common good, andI findmyeyes filling with tears as if
I had heard a lost comrade's name, simply because the
words are used so simply,so naturally, that they seem to
take for granted what we have forgotten these days: the
webs ofhuman reciprocitythat bind us, irrevocably,to the
lives of distant others. Somewhere,along the turbulent
line leading through the '60s to the '70s, we have lost all
sense of that. . . ." A major philosophic statement by
author and free schools pioneerPeter Mann.
Orlando Letelier and the Chilean counter-revolution. His car was just rounding Washington's Sheridan
Circlewhen the bombwent off: the explosionkilled both
Chile's former foreign minister and a young American
colleague. Saul Landau, who was with Letelierduring the
lastthreedaysof his life, reconstructsthe final hours and
describesthe lonely battle of Chile's exiled democrats—
whose story has been virtually ignored by the American
press.
Reflections on masturbation. Mopsy Strange Kennedy looksat a subjectthat has beentucked under the rug
(or underthecovers)for centuriesandexamineswhyithas
suddenlybecome the topicof classesand manuals.

'

rise and fall ofThe Masses.In 1912, MaxEast'The
man received a telegram: "You are elected editor of The

Masses.No pay." Inthe followingfive years heturnedthe
journal into the best radical magazinethe United States
has ever known, one where Left politics combinedwith a
spirited war on Victorian sexual repression. By William
O'Neill.

Ed

Zuckerman on Robert Pirsig. The author of
ZenandtheArtofMotorcycleMaintenancesails along the
NewEngland coast in his 32-foot boat and talks to our
reporter about his life and ideas.
new column on lifestyles by Ann Banks. To get
married or not; what difference does it make, legally and
emotionally? The question of whether to have kids. Are
female friendshipsdifferentfrom male friendships?
Hrdy's apes and the sociobiologycontroversy. Why do female langur monkeys pretend to be in
heatwhile pregnant?A researcher'sobservationsofIndian
apes suggestsomethings about human society—and illustrate the burgeoningcontroversyover sociobiology. And
in this dispute, according to author Richard Brown,the
Leftmay not be entirely on theside ofthe angels.
previewofthe new film about Woody Guthrie.

Sarah

A
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Music
Editor's Note: "Dr. Roll" recently dropped by our offices,
asking he could counsel disenchantedlisteners."Ithink it's
a shame that the roll has been
taken out ofrock 'n' roll," he
toldus. "I'dlike tosee a revival
ofmusictoenjoy, tomakeoutto,
to dance to—all the things that
we usedtodowhen rockwasrock
'n' roll. He suggested that we
solicitlettersfrompeoplesuffering what he terms "groove dysfunction." Herewith, "Ask Dr.
Roll."

if

D

by Ed Ward

EAR DR. ROLL:

I'm an old folkie—

used to sit out at the
Washington Square Fountain
with the rest, and I still like to
pickand sing. I've beenin the
Peace Corps in the Seychelles
Islands for thelast sixyearsand
returned to findthe folkmovement gone. Of course, I've
changed, too. Where do I start
looking? Even Sing Out!seems
tohave vanished.
Picker
Dear Picker:
Oh,fortunatefellow!Follow
theDoc's Rx and you'll havea
wealth of fine stuff to choose
from.To begin with, findyourself large record store. Then
get some capital—rob bank,
for instance—sinceyou'll need
plenty. Onyour first trip to the fact that they sell tons of recstore,you'll noticethatthebest ords,Bonnie Raitt,MariaMulfolkstuffisona fewnew labels: daur, Linda Ronstadt and
Rounder, Flying Fish and Emmylou Harrismay appealto
Philo,tonamebutthree. These you as well.
labels offer delights ranging
Also check out Ry Cooder,
from traditional balladeers like whose Reprise albums explore
.Almeda Riddle to bluegrass,to such musical backwaters as
newgrass,tosinger/songwriters Bahamian andHawaiian guitar
likeHappyandArtie Traum, to styles and Texas norteño conout-and-out weirdnesslike the junto. The whole flock of"proHoly Modal Rounders, whose gressivecountry" artists, such
Have Moicy! album (on as JerryJeffWalker, aremostly
Rounder) is one of the year's just folkies several years on,
best. There's Canadian fiddle much like yourself. I'd envy
music,blackstring-bandmusic, youthediscoveriesyou'regoing
Irish rebel music, and Flying to make except that I've made
Fish even has two albums by them myself. Happy hunting!
master pedal-steelplayerBuddy
Dear Dr. Roll:
Emmons.
You should check out Toni
Whatever happened to proBrown (from TheJoy ofCook- gressive rock? Once upon a
ing), whohasjustputout very time, people playingelectric ingood solo album. Kate and struments seemedto be explorAnna McGarrigle have also ing new areas ofmusic, butthe
produced an excellent album "progressive" station in my
for Warner's, although it's real city plays nothing but giop
hard to find. And despite the these days. The Grateful Dead

a

R

ROCK
FROM DOCTOR
ROLL

a

a

more specific.

Dear Dr. Roll:
Is thereany goodsoul music
out there? I'm really not into
this discojunk, and I findmyselfyearning fortheold days of
Stax and Motown, where the
musicians and singers made
three minutes seem like eternity,instead ofmaking aneternity seem like an eternity. Is
there talent around that I've

just missed, oramI getting old
andcrotchety?

Blue-EyedSoul Man

by Raul di Rio
have degenerated into wimps,

Dear Blue:
Waitaminute. Admittedly, a
lot of the so-called disco music
isjunk,butnotallofitis. Many

Phillygroups (Harold Melvin&
the Blue Notes, the O'Jays,
Archie Bell and the Drells,
Bunny SiglerandInstantFunk)
putout superior stuff, andeven
spiritualism. Whatever hap- old James Brown hits a good
pened to goodimprovising gui- one nowand again. But ifyour
tarists like Eric Clapton and earsinsiston a close parallel to
John Cippolina? Was Cream mid '60sStax andMotown, you
thelastbandtowhomthemusic should look into the various
was the important thing? Miami-basedartists,especially
Hasn't anybody got a sense of Betty Wright, whose Danger!
adventure anymore?
High Voltage album will stand
Fed Up your hair on end.
Dear Fed Up:
TimmyThomas, KingFloyd,
You are the one without the Jackie Moore,BennyLatimore,
sense ofadventure! It's hard to George McCrae, LittleBeaver
tell from your letter howyour and Millie Jackson have all put
taste has changed since themid outgoodalbumsinthelastyear
'60s. If good playing is what or so. And search through the
you're after, have you con- bargain bins at your local
sidered jazz? Even if electric Woolworth's or drugstore—
guitaris your big thrill, people many fine soul albums of past
like Larry Coryell's Eleventh years that you probably passed
House, Chick Corea's Return on when they were new now
to Forever, Jean-Luc Ponty, cost between99 and $1.99.
Jan Hammer, the Tony WilAre youhip to reggae? A lot
liams Lifetime and the early ofpeoplesayitremindsthemof

the Jefferson Starship is a pop
actandBritish acts likeYes and
The Moody\Blues make me sick
with their insipidity and ersatz
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records by the Mahavishnu
Orchestra (especially the live
one) should make you sit up
and takenotice.
Or yáu might want to look
into JohnAbercrombieorTerje
Rypdal, acoupleofgreatEuropeans. If you insist on a rock
context, Man, a Welsh band,
playsbetterSanFrancisco-style
rock than any San Francisco
band ever did. Super rock guitarists include Johnny Winter
and the Irish whiz kid Rory
Gallagher. But like I said, it's
hard to tell what you want. If
none of this turns you on (it
should!), write again and be

MOTHERJONES
doo-wops, and somebody rock like Fleetwood Mac and
whose taste runsto short, sim- Roxy Music and a lot of the
pie masterpieces could really "Southern bands" like Wet

Willie and Lynyrd Skynyrd.
I'veeven beengettinginto these
Dear Dr. Roll:
double-albumjazz reissuesthat
I haven'tliked thelast three have been appearing in thelast
Rolling Stones albums and few years. But when Paul
haven't been wild about one McCartney, Elton John and
since Brian Jones died. Rod Earth, Wind & Fire are selling.
Stewart used to move me, but the records, I begin to think
his stuff sounds real clinical there's something wrong with
these days. Everybody's raving me. Is there?
overBrian Wilsonrejoining the
Worried
Beach Boys, but they sound Dear Worried:
tired to me. I still like lots of
Something wrong with you?
El
stuff—country music, good Areyou kidding?
appreciate it.

FIRE GOTTEN BRIGHTER
rememberthat memory.
in this dimness when the sounds i make
are foreign. my home is not my own
wheni thinkofanother winter
and thedistant whitenessofits walls—
when eventhe sun has set
outside the world, in this dimness

"This should be
required reading
for all those
who think Rome
was built
by the helping
professions!'
—PsychologyToday
AtSan Francisco'sDelancey Street Foundation,
"rehabilitating es-cons means anunconventionalblend ofcommunalliving and thework
ethic,social responsibilityand theprofitmotive.
Nowa notedsociologist has written"apenetrating lookatDelancy fromtheinside,abook

rememberthat memory—
the young black self
the wholeblack bodypainted hot
by the fresh orange scene in the basement
of our old housewhen i was nine.
when it was my turn
to keep the fire going while my family slept—
my father off divorced somewhere,my older brotherresting
afterwork, and what shadows hovered at the fringe of light
spilt from the furnace's mouth—
i stuck my shovel in the flame
had its intensity
its heat travel thru a vein in the handle
to a part of my head.
thecoals gotten smaller, brighter
out of that fire. my frightenedshovelingin the night
now a framed power. that young effort
made a littleorange scene
kept the whole world excited—
gatherednear its center
in this dimnesswherei can't tell
ifmy longingis my own. it is gotten winter—
above me i watch ajet
that be's perfectlystill, yetgetso distant
goes so pointless.i could takea plane
fly from here to somewheresmall
till i'm ashesof my self—
butwe all grow up
again, remember that memory—
everythingburns repeatedly
or keeps burning.
i am black with effort, back at my mother's house
someone thinks of me. an old and smotheredflame gets

theimage, fodder thru the night
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asabsorbingand
entertaining asif
is powerful:'
—Son Francisco

• Chronicle
Examinera

'Ion
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Ham denTurner
"Thisis a new sortof
book:like Delancey
Street itself,itchallenges
thosepseudo-distinctions
betweenunderstanding and
responsibility whichsoplague
modernintellectuallife'-KevinStarr,
——Los Angeles TimesBookReview

"[With] nojargonand some wonderful descrip-

tivepassages.... Hampden-Turner takesthe
readerthroughthekinds ofemotionalintensity
thatmakes DelanceyStreet sosuccessful:'
—NewYorkTimesBook Review

Illustrated, $10.00.atbookstores,

3an
Francisco
Book Company
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MOTHERJONES

Classified
WOMEN'S, LABOR and other
political records by mail. Send
MOTHER JONES, WOMAN money-making opportunities is stamp for catalog to BREAD&
ORGANIZERis the title ofa 40- rightforyou itis well worth your ROSES, 1724 20th NW, Washpage pamphletby Priscilla Long time and the small investment of ington DC 20009.
published this year, It may be ob- $4. Research Associates,P.O.Box
tained by sending $1.75 per copy 14527, OkIa. City, OK 73114.
LETTUCE OPIUM—The only
to Red Sun Press, 33 Richdale
legal high on the market today
BOOKS
ABOUT CHILDREN— guaranteed to get you high, or
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140.
Large selection, children's liber- money back for unused portion.
PROVINCETOWN POETS, the ation, childhood sexuality, fiction, One gram $4 or two grams $7.
magazine in paperbackfrom To- non-fiction. Freecatalog. BOOKS Paul Douglas Co., 4 Van Orden
talworld Services of Province- Box 19387, Denver, CO 80219.
P1., Clifton,NJ07011.
town, Inc. Marge Piercy,Women's
Media Committee, others. $1.95 HIGH SCHOOL WOMEN'S
plus 50 handling to Province- LIBERATION, an excellent 80townBookshop, 246 Commercial page pamphlet about schools, INEXPENSIVE, UNUSUAL
Street, Provincetown, MA 02657. sports, black women, sexuality, GIFTS—Sand Art landscapes, inetc. $1.75from YouthLiberation,
crafted in 3" high decPYRAMIDOLOGY: Learn 2007 Washtenaw, Dept. MJ, Ann dividually
oratorjars. $2.49each,plus$1 per
about the importance ofthe pyra- Arbor, MI 48104.
order for shipping. Sand Box,
midingeneratingbio-cosmicener2374 HardestyDrive South, CoPR()1)UCTS
gy. For an extensive listing of
lumbus, OH 43204.
books
and
pyramid-related
prodBLUEGRASS
BANJO
KITS—
ucts and information send 25.
Pyramids, 8143-MJ, Big Bend, Build your own 5-string banjo OFFERING THE collector of
from our complete kit. Nospecial Fantastic, Surreal and Visionary
Webster Groves, MO 63119.
tools or skills required. Writefor art, adistinctselection oforiginal
FOUNDLINGS, 125 poems by free kit catalog. EagleBanjoKits, drawings and graphics by confourth and fifth graders of the Box 900CF, Athens, OH 45701.
BOOKS & PUBUCATIONS

words, offering you 52 proven
methods. If only one of these

Tallahassee public schools. On:
alpenhorn, Pete Seeger folk song, 100-CARD ADULT BIBLE
dead bird, loon calls, wolf howls, GAME. Entertaining. EducationBeethoven's Ninth, Mahier'sSec- al. Suitable children. $1 anywhere.
ond, Turner'sSlaveShip.$ZTom Scriptgames, 5837-MJ, Stewart,
Morrill, 1403 Stone Rd., Talla- Sylvania, OH 43560.
hassee, FL 32303.
HOODED BLANKET ROBES
IS ITTOOLATE? Cancapitalism —for home, outdoors, meditation
survive? "Capitalism in a Chang- —90 wool, washable — dark
ing World"analyzes causes ofim- blue,forestgreen, chestnut brown.
pending breakdown ofcapitalism or maroon. Hand trimmed. $40.
and actionneeded for its survival. Free flyer. EARTHHOME, 1093
The author, Rex Dye, believes S. Dora, Ukiah,CA 95482.
economic laws under whichcapitalismmustoperatehavebeenvio- BUMPERSTICKERS— Samelated, and unless action to bring day custom printing. Your mesconformity with these laws is sage $2/l; $5/S (same); $7/10;
taken, worldwide breakdown of $18150; $26/100; 540/200; $100!
the system is inevitable. Critical 1000. Kate Donnelly, Box 271comment by recognized econo- MJ, Newvernon, NJ 07976. (Premists, politicians andbusinessmen printedstickers 50 each . . .free
in appendix. A "must" for eco- list.)
nomic and social thinkers. $9.50
postpaid. Economic Research, WINTER IS COMING ON—
23587 NoviRoad, Northville, MI More heat from your fireplace?
48167.
20# for brochure. Skrupky Heat
GAYELLOW PAGES: USAand

CANADA GAY-ORIENTED
ORGANIZATIONS, BUSINESSES, BARS, ETC. FOR
WOMEN AND MEN:$5. List of
Stockists anddetails: Renaissance
House, Box 292-MJ, Village Station, NYC 10014.
UP TO $4,000 PER MO. IN
YOURSPARE TIME—We have
spent hundreds of hours in research and study compiling the
data to complete this informative
booklet containing over 3,000

Extractor,Rice Lake, WI 54868.

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE!—
VOTE MANEATER button. 24".
Candidate pictured. $1. Campaign
poster $2.50. Box 21783, Seattle,

WA 98111.

I DREAMED I FOUND my

place in the Bicentennial in my
200 years of JIVE T-shirt. Available in all sizes. Color and Black
and White. Stars and Bursts design. Send$4 check or money orderto200 yearsofJIVE,P.O.Box
12262, Portland, OR 97212.

temporary artists.

THE WILL STONE COLLECTION:

(415) 861-5916. Two Kansas
Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

For every $4 we will
add another prisoner and, if you
request, wewillsend you the name
and address of your beneficiary.
Send checks to Box P. Mother
Jones, 607 Market St, San Francisco, CA 94105.
small sum.

FILM PROGRAMMER available for springor summer semesters. Bernie Boyle, 535 Ashbury
Street #4, San Francisco, CA
94117.

\Ilscl;l.l.ANlocs
GIFTED FAITH HEALER—
Tibetan Style Absent or Personal
Faith Treatments. Glenn Williams, Box 821, Cape Girardeau,
MO 63701, (314) 334-3663.
QUALITY EXPEDITIONS to
unique North American wilder-

ness environments via backpack,
canoe raft, ski, Adventurous recreation and learning experiences.
All ages and interests welcome.
Free catalog. University of the
Wilderness, Drawer 4326WMJ,
29952 Dorothy Rd., Evergreen,
CO 80439.

PERSONALS
SEEKING SERIOUS WOMAN
under 30, with child O.K. Am
Finnish, age 49, frail health,enjoy
garden & hobbies. Joel Lempiainen,NewYork Mills, MN56567.
POOR OKLAHOMA JOURNALIST needs money for travel
and broadening. Send contributions to: Wayne McCartney, 1900
Mistletoe, Edmond, OK 73034.

PRISONERSEEKING MEANINGFUL correspondence. Wide
range of interest, well read. All
letters answered. 27 years old,
Puerto Rican, and I am very
lonely. My struggle continues,
please help. Joswe E. Santiago,
#133-170, P.O. Box 787, Lucasville, OH 45648.
PEN PALS—Federal prisoner
wishes correspondence withALL.
Ed Roumillat 23957, FPC ADORM,MaxwellAFB,AL36112.
SEND MOTHER JONES TO
PRISON—We get manyrequests
for free subscriptions from prisoners. We can't fill them all. Too
costly, so we sign up two new
convicts a month. We will sign up
more at basecostifyou donate a

Ourads'reach 200,000
readers every month.
At very cheap rates.
Need we say more?

Rates:
Per word
50
Display (Camera-ready only)
$30/Column inch

Send your Classified Ad to:
Mother Jones—Classifieds
607 Market St.,
San Francisco,CA 94105

IF YOU THINK ThE SYSTEM
IS WORKING,
ASK SOMEONE WHO ISNI.
Even if you've got a job, chances are you know
someone who's out of work. Today, more than 7
million Americans are looking for jobs, and can't
find them.
These people know first-handthat our econorrry
is not working the way it should be.
They know the terrible personal costs of unemployment—the fear, the insecurity, the bitter
frustration of wantingto work and yet not being
able to provide for their families.
But they're not the only ones who pay for the
failure of our economic system to provideenough
productivejobs. All of us pay the costs of welfareand
crime and broken families. And we all lose the productive talents of millions of people who could be
performing socially useful work.
High levels of unemployment seem to have become a part of business as usual, even in good
times. The giant corporationsthat control our economy don't seem to mind having lots of people competing for a few jobs. And some of our elected
leaders actually tell us that the only way to keep
the lid on inflation in our economy is to keep
several million people unemployed.

SPEAK UP, AMERICA!

More and more Americans are getting tired of
paying the costs of business as usual. We understand that we're not going to have an economy that
puts people to work until we make some basic
changes in the way our economy works.
We're producingTV and radio ads to talk back
to the corporate advertising we've been getting
lately. And we've created educational materials—
like our free booklet, A Working Economy for Americans—for use in schools, union locals, church and
communitygroups. Start a campaign in your community.And write us so that we can send you the
tools.
We want to get Americans talking about eco.
nomic change. It's the first step toward a democratic economy, one that works for all of us.

Americans for
a Working Economy
Washington,D.C. 20036

